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Damping of Rotational Motion in Nuclei* 

F. S. Stephens 

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

It is a pleasure to be here in Zakopane, and I would like to thank the organizers for the warm 
hospitality they have shown to those of us visiting Poland. The excursion we had yesterday into 
the Tatra mountains is surely an inspiring way to begin a school. I have to warn you, however, that 
the quality is now going to drop. There is no way that I can capture the grandeur of those 
mountains into my talk on damping. 

This talk will consist of three main parts. I want first to consider what rotational damping is and 
why it is interesting. The evidence for such damping will be discussed in the second pan, and 
finally I want to mention motional narrowing, one aspect of the damping that we do not understand 
at all at the present time. 

1. Rotational Damping. 

Damping is a familiar term, and we all have an idea what it means. It refers to the loss of 
energy from some simple degree of freedom into many degrees of freedom - often into thermal 
motion. A common example would be a pendulum, which might swt j in various media. In a 
dilute medium, like air, the damping would be small, and the pendulum would swing (the energy 
remains in the simple degree of freedom) for a long time. However, in a much denser medium, like 
water, the damping would be large, and the pendulum would not swing very long. An example, 
much closer to the case we want to consider, is the giant dipole resonance in nuclei. This is ал 
oscillation of the protons against the neutrons, occurring at an excitation energy of about IS MeV in 
nuclei of medium mass, where the level density is high. It is damped after only a couple of 
oscillations, and we understand this process in microscopic (as well as macroscopic) terms. The 
giant dipole resonance is a coherent superposition of one-particle-one-hole states, and the damping 
corresponds to a mixing of this state with nearby two-particle-two-hole, and more complicated, 
states. The giant dipole state is spread by the mixing over an energy region of about 5 MeV, and 
this width corresponds to a time which is sufficient for two or three oscillations. 

Rotational damping is somewhat different, and is illustrated in Fig. 1. This sketch shows a 
small region of the excitation-energy vs. angular-momentum plane, which includes a section of the 
yrast line. Some levels, for states with spins I and 1-2, are depicted at several excitation energies. 
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Fig. 1 A section of the excitation-energy vs. angular momentum plane. The yrast line is 
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Fig. 2 The calculaied1 damping width, Г т , is ploaed against excitation energy, U. for 

nuclei of masses 100 and 160, and for spins of 30 and SO. 



This is assumed to be a rotational nucleus, and near the yrast line the usual (undamped) rotational 
behavior is observed — a state at spin I decays exclusively to its rotational partner of spin 1-2. At 
higher excitation energies, where the level density becomes large, the states are mixed, and a given 
(mixed) state can decay to any one of a distribution of final states. The probability for populating 
final states is controlled by a strength function, which is illustrated at the left of the levels in Fig. 1. 
The full width at half maximum of this strength function is called the damping width, r r o t . It is 
important to realize that this case is different from that of the giant resonance damping, since here all 
the admixed states are (likely to be) rotational, and thus the rotational motion, itself, is not damped. 
It is rather the individual character of the levels that is damped, a point that will be discussed further 
below. There is much we would like to know about this damping. For example: how big is the 
damping width, at what excitation energy does it set in, and how suddenly does this occur ? 

There have been some theoretical estimates of these damping effects, and the results of 
Lauritzen, Dossing, and Broglia1 are shown in Fig. 2. We will be discussing mostly the mass 160 
region, so the lower part of Fig. 2 is the relevant one. The general features are easily recognized -
the damping turns on around 1 MeV excitation energy (U), and Гго1 quickly reaches values of 
nearly 200 keV. There is then a slow rise until the excitation energy is around 2 MeV, followed by 
a fall off in Г г о [ roughly like 1/U. This behavior is not so difficult to understand. The damping (ov 
mixing) sets in when the average separation between states becomes comparable to the residual 
interaction between those states. At this point, the "simple" states that occur at low energies (e.g 
approximate shell-model eigenstates in resonably stable potentials) mix heavily over a spreading 
width Гц(Ц), producing complicated eigenstates that no longer correspond to any simple motion. 
This transition has similarities to a solid-liquid phase transition, in that the low-temperature states 
have a (reasonably) fixed internal structure defined by, for example, an appropriate shell-model 
wave function; but the higher-temperature states contain pieces of many such simple states, a»x» thus 
can be thought to represent a complicated "randomlike" motion, more characteristic of a liquid2. 
Although this change presumably corresponds to a "melting" of shell structure, it is certainly not the 
full shell structure that is destroyed (that occurs at considerably higher temperatures), but only some 
part; probably confined mostly to structures within the individual major shells. Another way to 
view this change is as a sudden decrease (something like a phase transition) in the order of the 
nucleus. This is a part of the general order-to-chaos transition that a nucleus makes with increasing 
temperature (or U). 

The calculations show that the value of the damping width is determined (at least initially) by the 
variety of moments of inertia that are admixed into a given sate. The slow rise in Г ^ between 
excitation energies of 1 and 2 MeV comes about because die larger number of admixed states 
contains a larger variety of moments of inertia. The fall off in Гзд for U values above 2 MeV 
(Fig. 2) was surprising^, and occurs where Гц becomes large compared with Год. This happens 
because l/Гц, the lifetime of one of the "simple" component states, becomes short compared with 



Fig. 3 A section of the excitation-energy vs. angular-momentum plane for a nucleus of mass 

around 160. The -rxJecaying region is between Ihe entry limit and the yrasi line. Four "typical" 

y-ray cascades are shown. 
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1/Tfot, the time needed to "resolve" a variation in the moment of inertia (or, for a constant I , to 
resolve a frequency variation, Дсо), and thus the system can no longer "feel" the full variation4. 
This situation, known as motional narrowing, is well known in some other systems - particularly 
in the decreasing linewidth observed with increasing temperature in nuclear magnetic resonance 
absorption lines. 

2. Evidence for Rotational Damping. 

Gamma Rays from Heavy-Ion Reactions. The y-ray spectra following heavy-ion 
fusion reactions have been the source of most of our informatior about high-spin states. Such 
spectra contain two types of у rays, which are illustrated in Fig. 3. This figure shows the y-ray 
emitting region following a heavy- ion fusion reaction - bounded on the bottom by the yrast line 
(below which there are no levels), on the top by the entry limit (above which particle evaporation 
predominates), and at the higher spins by fission competition. The two types of у rays are 
statistical ones (vertical arrows) which cool the nucleus toward the yrast line, and yrast-likc ones 
(arrows parallel to the yrast line) which carry off the angular momentum. The statistical у rays 
have not given us so much information about nuclear structure so far, except at energies up around 
15 Me V, where the giant dipole у rays occur. Most of our nuclear-structure infoimauon has come 
from the yrast-like у rays, of which there are again two types - resolved ones, emitted late in the 
cascade where the population of the emitting state is strong, and unresolved ones, emitted early 
where no single state is strongly populated. Although the higher-energy у rays are mostly (or 
entirely) unresolved, their bulk properties can nevertheless be studied, and we know a considerable 
amount about them. They have been shown to be basically rotational-type у rays^ by 1) their 
stretched £2 character, 2) the correlation of their energy with spin, and 3) direct lifetime 

measurements in several cases, showing a strong (collective) enhancement An important point that 

is illustrated in Fig. 3 is that higher-energy у rays, which are emitted by states of higher spin, are 
associated ш average with higher temperatures. 

This is a nice picture, however, in more detail there is a problem. The strong correlations 
expected between the energies of rotational-type у rays have been shown^.7 ю be reduced or 
absent. The rotational у rays normally have energies proportional to spin, so that for a given band 
these energies comprise an equally spaced "picket fence", where no two у rays have the same 
energy. Thus, if a gate is set at a particular y-ray energy, the coincident spectrum would have no 
counts at that energy, independent of how many (normal) bands were present. This lack of counts 
in the coincident spectrum is commonly refered to as the "dip", and an example of such a dip in the 
unresolved spectrum following a typical heavy-ion reaction is shown in Fig. 4. The reduced or 
absent correlations mentioned above refers to die fact that this dip is found to be too small or 
missing entirely. In Fig. 4, die area of the dip can be rather reliably evaluated to correspond to 



about 0.15 transition, rather *han the р ж transition that should be missing. Thus something has 
washed out the much larger dip that should otherwise be there, and the leading explanation for that 
"something" is damping. In the next section the experimental data supporting this explanation will 
be examined. 

Data on Rotational Damping. One of the first observed properties of the dip was its 
decreasing intensity with increasing Y-ray energy*. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where spectra in 
coincidence with four different gate energies are shown following the reaction, ^ T i + ^Sn. p o r 

the gates at 0.8,0.9, and 1.0 Mev, the dips are visible and have intensities of 30%, 20% and 8% of 
one transition, respectively. There is no dip measureable for the gate energy of 1.2 MeV. Thus 
whatever is washing out the dip is increasing with y-ray energy, and therefore with spin and/or 
temperature (as discussed above). This behavior is similar to that of the resolved lines, whose 
disappearance is thought to be г temperature effect This is also consistent with the expected 
damping effects, which will become larger at higher temperature. For y-ray energies above about 
1.2 MeV, the rotational correlations seem to be completely damped. 

Next, the detailed shape of the dip was studied^ to see if it changed as the intensity decreases. 
For this one needs good statistics, high resolution, and a flat background - a difficult combination 
to manage. To get good statistics, while maintaining high resolution, we took spectra in 
coincidence with many gates 4 keV wide, shifted them so that the gates were lined up in energy, 
and then added them. All features correlated with the gate added coherently, maintaining the 4-keV 
resolution; whereas, those not correlated were smeared out. In order to flatten the spectra, a 
reference spectrum was subtracted. In all cases this was the full projection of the matrix. The 
results from three gating energy ranges are shown in Fig. 6, for the reaction ^ A r + Ю^Мо. The 

£ntrgr {W^r 

Hg. 5 Spectra following the reaction 4 8 п + 1Щп _»168нт+, where guesO.02 MeV wide have been set 
at the indicated energies. The spectra have been unfolded and statistical у rays have been subtracted. 
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Fig. 6 Partial y-гау spectra form the reaction *^Аг + Fig. 7 Simulated spectra corresponding to that in Fig. 
1 0 0Mc - » ' ^ N d + , shifted and added as described in 6b. Fig. 7a has only a 300 keV damping width, while 

the text. The gates were 4 keVwide, and covered the 

ranges: a) 1.0-1.2; b) 1.2-1.4, and c) 1.4-1-6 MeV. 

Figs. 7b and 7c have additional smaller widths of SO 

and 100 keV. respectively, as described in the text. 

dips are clear, as are peaks on either side of them corresponding to the adjacent (to the gate) 
rotational transitions. Two conclusions can be drawn from these spectra. The first is that the shape 
of the dip does not change appreciably for different gating energies (although its intensity drops). 
This is consistent with the dip coming from a relatively low temperature region, whose properties 
do not change much as the Y-ray energy increases, but which becomes less populated relative to the 
higher temperature region. The other conclusion is that the side walls are quite steep (about 23 keV, 
top to oottom) and the bottom is relatively flat, which suggest that fhere is very little or no damping 
(i.e. a small Frot) associated with the dip itself. 

In order to see I«ow well we understand this process, we have written a computer code to 
simulate the v-гау deexcitatior.. I will not go into the details of this code here, as there are published 
discriptions of it^-lO. Some results are shown in Fig. 7, where the simulated results have been 
treated exactly like the real data (i.e. 4 keV gates, shifted and added, with a reference spectrum 
subtracted). These spectra are all for the gating energy range 1.2-1.4 MeV, which corresponds to 
the middle spectrum of Fig. 6. The simulated spectra differ only in the dampine widths involved, 
and Fig. 7a was generated using a 300 keV damping width for excitations above 2 MeV (for all 



spins). In Fig. 7b, an additional 50 keV damping width was used, beiween excitation energies 0.5 
and 2.0 MeV, and in Fig. 7c, the 50 keV width was replaced a 100 keV width. The peaks in these 
spectra arc too narrow because only a single resolved cascade was used in the simulation; whereas, 
there are certainly more than that in the real data. The best fit to the data is clearly that in Fig. 7b, 
involving no damping up to excitation energies 0.5 MeV, then a small damping up to 2 MeV, and a 
lar°e damping for higher excitation energies. There may be other ways to reproduce the effects 
seen in the data, but this certainly appears to be one reasonable way. 

An interesting question is what happens if a second gate is imposed at exactly the same position 
as the first one. Spectra, from three target-projectile systems '0, having two such gates are 
compared in Fig. 8 with those having only one of the gates. The spectra have again been shifted 
and added, but this time no reference spectrum has been subtracted. It is apparent that in all three 
cases the double-gated spectra (solid line) look very much like the single-gated ores Cdotied line). 
That is not what one would a priori expect. Some results from the simulation code arc shown in 
Fig. 9, where the moments of inertia and other parameters were appropriate for ihe 4^Лг + Ю^Мо 
case (Fig. 8c), no shifting and adding was involved, and the resolved lines were suppressed (for 

300 600 1000 I «00 1S00 1200 
1КПСГГ tk.Vl 

Fig. 8 Coincidence spectra with single gates (circles) 

and double gales (solid line): a) I 6 8 Hf data; b ) ' ̂ ^Er 

data; and c) 1 3 6Nd data. The gate energy regions arc: 

a) 0.68-1.00; b) 0.60-1.00; and c) 0.92-1.16 MeV. 

Fig. 9 Simulated spectra with gates at 1.2 MeV: a) fully 

damped, width 100 keV; b) same but undamped below 2 

MeV; and c) same as b except damping width changed 

k>300keV. Resolved lines have been suppressed. 
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simplicity). In Fig. 9a, a single damping width of 100 kcV was used, and the result is what one 
would a priori expect - dips corresponding to one transition missing for the single-gated spectrum 
and two missing for the double-gated one. A somewhat more realistic situation is shown in Fig. 
9b, where there is no damping below an excitation energy of 2 MeV and still the 100 keV damping 
width above that. Again the two-to-one ratio of dip areas is observed, which is quite different from 
the data. The 100 keV damping width was increased to 300 keV in Fig. 9c, and suddenly the 
simulated spectra look very much like the real ones. The reason is that the 300 keV damping width 
is so broad that it is difficult to see in the spectra, and the observed dip in Fig. 9c comes entirely 
from the (cool) undamped region. There is then no chance to catch two undamped у rays in the two 
gates, since the first of those removes all undamped у rays from the gate region. Thus at least one 
of the two gating у rays must be from the damped region, and this does not change the appearence 
of the observed (narrow) dip very much. It seems that this measurement is a rather direct indication 
that the dip is generated in a cool region where there is little or no damping, and is not a feature of 
the main damping process. 

One of the most interesting things to measure would be the damping width, itself. That is not 
so easy to do, and there are no reliably measured values at the present time. The above indirect 
measurements indicate that (he value for these rare earth nuclei must be around 300 kc V, or larger; 
whereas, previously observed correlations between y-гау energies and the spin require that it be 
less than 400 or 500 keV. In this section we will outline a method to estimate Гго1, and also point 
out why it is not a very reliable method. 

For a rotor the y-ray energy is roughly proportionally to the spin, and if we assume, for the 
moment, that it is exactly proportional to the spin, then the energy of a y-гау gate defines precisely a 
spin. In this case the spectrum in coincidence with that gate will be flat (of constant height) below 
the gate energy (every cascade decays through this entire region), and fall off above the gate 

Fig. 10 The spectrum (unfolded and statistical 

subtracted) coincident with a gate at 1.4 MeV 

(indicated). The lines (to guide the eye) indicate 

"rising" and "flat" parts of the spectrum. 
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according to the feeding pattern. If the spectrum continues to rise below the gate energy, it means 
that the y-ray energy is not strictly proportional to the spin, and we will assume that the leading 
cause fot this is the damping. A spectrum*5 is shown in Fig. 10 which has a gate (indicated) at 1.4 
MeV. This spectrum is obviously not flat below 1.4 MeV, but continues to rise until around 1.1 
MeV, as indicated by the superposed lines. We can estimate (and check using the simulation code) 
that such a continuation of the rise corresponds to a T ro t of about 350 keV. This value is consistent 
with the above estimates, but it depends rather sensitively on the assumed constant moment of 
inertia value, which does not seem likely to be such a good approximation. Thus, while it is 
certainly consistent with our ideas of what is happening, we do not believe a systematic compilation 
of such values is warranted. It is more important to try to develop methods that will allow us to 
determine the full shape of the damping strength function, and it has not so far been possible to do 
that. 

Summary. The data discussed above on damping are reasonably consistent with the 
calculations shown in Fig. 2. These calculations show 'Se main damping effects to begin at around 
1 MeV of excitation energy, and we have found evidence of little or no damping up to about 2 MeV. 
This difference in these energies is probably not very significant since the calculated value is an 
estimate, and the experimental value depends rather strongly of the detailed parameters of the 
deexcitation cascade, which are not very well known. The main damping width is calculated to be 
around 200 keV, compared to the experimental estimate of about 350 keV. Again the difference is 
not likely to be very significant The calculated values include only fluctuations in alignment, and it 
is not clear that other contributions, such as those from shape fluctuations, are small compared to 
these. The experimental values are not very well determined, but probobly cannot get quite as low 
as 200 keV, Thus, for these quantities the agreement of the data with the calculations is 
encouraging. The other important feature of the calculation is the strong fall off in Гго1 at the higher 
excitation energies -- the motional narrowing - and that is what will be discussed in the following 
section. 

3. Motional Narrowing. 

The question we want to consider now is whether this large damping width determined above is 
consistent with the expected motional narrowing. Whereas we are not, at present, able to measure 
r r o t directly with'enough precision to test this, we can simulate the deexcitation cascades, with and 
without the expected motional narrowing, to see whether it should cause observable effects in the 
y-ray spectrum. We will see that the predicted motional narrowing should produce observable 
effects in the spectra, which are noi found experimentally. 

The data were taken on the HERA array of 21 Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors1'. The 
principal reaction studied was, ^ A r (180 MeV) +124Sn, leading to the main product, 
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Three- and higher-fold events were stored on magnetic tape in event mode. These events were later 
broken down into -2x10^ independent double coincidences, which were unfolded and from which 
the statistical transitions were subtracted two dimensionally. Gates (20-keV wide) were placed on 
the resulting symmetrized matrix at energies of 1.0,1.2, and 1.4 MeV, and the coincident spectra 
are shown in Fig. 11. 

Qualitative fits to these data have been made with the code mentioned above. These had a 
narrow (50 keV) damping width at excitation energies between 0.5 and 2 MeV, and a broad width 
(300 keV) above 2 MeV (as found above). This shape is not well determined; however, the 2 MeV 
boundary gives the correct size of the dip. the 50 keV width reduces the ridges on either side of the 
dip, and 300 keV represents a minimum width to wash out the dip at high temperatures. We are 
oniy interested in the region above 2 MeV in the present case. The resulting calculated spectra are 
shown on the left side of Fig. 12, and they resemble rather closely the data in Fig. 11. We can 
simulate the effects of motional narrowing' by having the damping width fall off like 1/E above 
energies of 2 MeV. The spectra calculated using this damping width are shown on the right side of 
Fig. 12. The two damping-width curves are shown in Fig. 13, together with the theoretical curve 

5 " 

i » 

Fig. 11 Spectra following the reaction *°Ar + 
124Sn (180 MeV). where 20-keV wide gales 
were setae •) 1.0 MeV; b) U MeV; and 
c) 1.4 MeV. 

« • И0О MOO WOO MO MD MOO 

Fig. 12 Mome-Carlo generated spectra (a&and c) to simulate 
those in Fig. 11; and with mouonal narrowing effects added 
(d, e, and f) as shown in Fig. 13. The resolved lines are less 
complex here, since only one resolved band is included. 
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Fig. 13 Damping widths (in keV) as a function 

of excitation energy: solid line, calculation of rcf. 

1; broken line, simulation (Fig. 12a,b,and c); and 

dashed line, simulation with motional narrowing 

effects added (Fig. 12d.c. and П-
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cfref. 1. 
It is obvious that the dip associaied with the motional narrowing in Fig. 12f is not present in ihc 

data (Fig. 1 lc). In Fig. 11, a single 20-keV wide gale was used in order to produce a spectrum 
that is easy to understand and compare with Fig. 12. However, much better statistics can be 
obtained for gaie-relaied features by shifting spectra according to ihe gate position and then adding 
them (as in Figs. 6 and 8). This technique shows no detectable structure at 1.4 MeV in the 
spectrum having an average gate energy of 1.4 MeV, with at least an order of magnitude better 
statistics than in Fig. 1 lc. A second difference is that the smaller average damping widths used in 
generating Fig. 12f, give a steeper and shorter rise just below the dip than is o'oserved in the dat;; of 
Fig. 1 lc. In the previous section this slope was used to estimate the damping width and gave 
values around 350 keV. The motional narrowing used to generate Fig. I2f makes the effective 
width much smaller than this at 1.4 MeV. Thus the data exclude damping widths as small as those 
given by the dashed line in Fig. 13, which are already considerably larger than those calculated in 
ref. 1. 

Wide variations in the parameters used in the simulation code do not change this conclusion. In 
fact, the £300 keV damping width is needed most at the highest observed y-ray energies (21.4 

MeV) which very likely come from the highest excitation energies. Two other systems studied, 
4O/ur (180 MeV) +W0MO; m i 48T l ( 2 i 5 MeV) +l24Sn, behave in this same way. Thus, unless 

there is something fundamentally wrong with our ideas of how these nuclei deexcite, there is no 

evidence for any narrowing of thf damping width, and certainly anything like that predicted in ref, 

1 can be ruled out 

This leaves us with some interesting possibilities. One is that some basic process is wrongly 

understood; either damping is not responsible for die reduced correlations, or the decay does not go 

as we think it does. There is, however, a considerable amount of experimental evidence consistent 
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with the damping interpretation and with the simulated decay path. It is also possible that the 

motional narrowing is much reduced or absent -- as could be the case, for example, if the matrix 

elements mixing the states were reasonably strong functions of the spin ' . This would certainly be 

an interesting and unexpected result that could give us some new insight into processes occuring at 

higher temperatures than those we are familiar with. Finally, and perhaps most likely, the initial 

damping widths may be considerably larger than predicted in ref 1, where, for example, the 

contribution from shape fluctuations was not included. If this contribution were large, as has been 

suggested^, then the combination of much larger initial damping widths, together with the expected 

motional narrowing, could be consistent with the data. Whatever the explanation, the 

observed absence of the large motional narrowing predicted in ref. 1 is an interesting problem, 

whose solution is likely to teach us something about the processes occuring at these temperatures in 

nuclei. 

4. Conclusions. 

We believe that studies of the unresolved spectra following heavy-ion fusion reactions offers us 

a unique chance to learn about the onset of damping in nuclei. Although we are making reasonably 

good progress on [his problem, there are still many open questions. It is not yet entirely clear that 

damping is the process involved, as mentioned in the previous paragraph. And we still do not 

know how suddenly the damping sets in, nor at exactly what excitation energy. We are also not 

sure if there are steps in the damping process or not; for example, the superdeformed bands may not 

be damped at the same time as the normally deformed bands. Certainly such bands were not 

included in the estimates of ref. 1. There is clearly much work yet to be done. 

* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear 

Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U. S. Department of Energy 

under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Superdeformation - Some Recent Liverpool Experiment» 

P.D. Forsyth 

Oliver Lodge Laboratory, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, L69 3BX U.K. 

Abstract 

Studies of superdeformed nuclear states in the mass-150 region carried out 

by the Liverpool group at the Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury are 

described. The measurements were made using the multi-detector TESSA r-ray 

spectrometers. The earlier results on the nucleus 152Dy are summarised and 

recent measurements in both lssDy and l50Gd are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In this talk, I will be discussing recent experiments on superdeformr > 

nuclei carried out by the Liverpool group at the NSF, Daresbury. 1 wil ' 

restrict myself to work involving nuclei in the mass-150 region with which I 

myself have been associated. However, much work has also been carried out in 

the mass-130 region on nuclei which are less strongly superdeformed, in 

particular by Paul Nolan and his colleagues. This work was discussed ty Andy 

Kirwan at last year's Zakopane School and is published in the proceedings. 

To begin with I will say a little about what one means by superdeformat ion 

and will then describe the experimental facilities at Daresbury which have 

enabled measurements on superdeformed states to bo made. After summarising the 

earlier measurements in 152Dy I will discuss in more detail the recent 

experimental results. 

2. Superdeformation 

By a superdeformed (S.D.) nucleus, one means a nucleus which possesses a 

much larger deformation than that typical of nuclei in their ground states, that 

is, nuclei having a quadrupole deformation parameter much larger than say 0.2. 
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Many theoretical calculations (e.g. 1-5) indicate the possibility of nuclei 
possessing large deformations. The basic reason lies in the shell model which 
predicts that shell gaps should arise not only when a nucleus is spherical, but 
also when it has an ellipsoid shape in which the axes bear a simple ratio to 
another, for example, 2 to 1. Nuclei with neutron and proton number 
corresponding to these shell gaps will be particularly stable at these large 
deformations just as 'magic' nuclei are particularly stable for the spherical 
chape. The calculations predicted the closed shell corresponding to the 2 to 1 
deformation would occur for N = 86 a.id Z=64-66, that is for the nuclei lb0Gd and 
lb:Dy, whether one used an oscillator or a Woods-Saxon potential (3-5). However 
in general at low angular momenta the superdeformed shapes have energies well 
above the yrast levels except in the actinide region where the reduced Coulomb 
energy at large deformation lowers their energy sufficiently to give rise to 
fission isomers (1). In lighter nuclei a similar reduction in energy can be 
achieved by nuclear rotation and superdefonrod shapes in the mass-ISO region are 
predicted to become yrast at high spin (I - 50). This leads to the possibility 
of experimentally populating levels in the S.D. potential well using heavy -юг 
induced reactions provided sufficient angular momentum is carried into tht 
compound system by the projectile. 

The discovery of superdeformation in lb3Dy in 1984 (6) confirmed th<» 
theoretical calculations and opened up a new field of nuclear structure studies 
in which there has been a fruitful interplay between experiment and theory. 

3. Experimental Techniques 

The Nuclear Structure Facility at Daresbury has proved an ideal accelerator 
to carry out studies of nuclei at high spin. A tandem Van de Graaff of 20HV 
terminal voltage it can accelerate a wide variety of heavy ions to sufficient 
energy to produce compound systems with angular momenta up to the fission limit. 
The studies I will be discussing involve the measurement of de-excitation f-rays 
following the nuclear reaction. If indeed one does populate levels in the S.D. 
well one would hope to observe cascades of frays down rotational bands 
associated witl- the rotation of the S.D. shape. Such rotational motion would be 
expected to possess large moment of inertia and the E2 transitions between 
levels would be expected to be very fast because of the large intrinsic 
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quadrupole moment associated with the S.D. shape. The problem is that from 
previous studies of high spin states one would expect such states to be 
populated very weakly. One therefore needs a т-ray detection system capable of 
detecting weak Tfrays. The use of high-resolution Germanium detectors is 
essential, Compton-suppressed to reduce the continuum background from Compton 
scattering in the detector. One also needs a multi-detector array with the 
detectors as close to the target as considerations of Doppler broadening penr.it, 
so that one has reasonable Y~Y coincidence rates even for weak -^-rays. The 
TESSA spectrometer» at Daresbury satisfy these requirements. The first 
measurements of superdefonnation were made using the TESSA2 spectrometer (7) an 
array of 6 germanium counters with Nal suppression shields. The replacement of 
the bulky Nal by the more compact bismuth germanate (BGO) suppressors allowed 
more detectors to be arranged in close geometry around the target. TESSA3 
originally had 12 BGO-suppressed counters with 4 detectors at angles of 3Se, 90° 
and 145° to the beam direction. It has recently been reassembled with 4 
additional detectors, 2 at 60° and 2 at 120° to the beam direction. Fig. 1. 
shows the TESSA3 spectrometer. The use of the more compact detector units lead* 
to a greater flexibility in that the detectors can be easily removed from th 
array and incorporated in other arrays at Daresbury, such as POLYTESSA, an arr-i 
of 20 detectors which has been extensively used on the Recoil Separator, and t)>. 
European array ESSA30. The distinguishing feature of the TESSA spectrometers as 
compared with POLYTESSA and ESSA30 is th« 50 element BGO 'ball' which surrounds 
the target. The number of elements which fire (the "fold") is related to the 
number of Y-rays associated with any Y~T coincidence event and hence the initial 
angular momentum of the decaying residual nucleus whereas the total energy 
deposited in the ball (the "sum energy' ) is related to its excitation energy. 
This information can be used to select the reaction channel or more correctly to 
enhance the channel one is interested in. It has proved invaluable in our 
searches for superdeformation in helping to reduce the complexity of Y~raY 
spectra sufficiently to enable the very weak Y-rays associated with S.D. 
transitions to be observed. 

4. Early Studies of S.D. in ł*łDy 

• Since the recent experiments I will be discussing later are part of a 
continuing programme of work, I will need to sunnarise the early work which 
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preceded them. 

The first evidence for superdeformation on the mass-ISO region came from 
E -E correlation studies in l*'Dy populated via the lcłPd(''*Ca, 4n) reaction at 
a beam energy of 205MeV (6) using the TESSA2 spectrometer. The observed ridge 
structure in the correlation spectrum indicated decay down one or more 
rotational bands in which the dynamical moment of inertia of (85±2)h2 HeV l was 
close to that of a rigid body of quadrupole deformation p - 0.6 corresponding to 
the expected 2 to 1 ratio in axes. 

However a subsequent experiment using TESSA3 with improved statistics 
indicated that this ridge structure primarily arose from a discrete band of 19 
transitions between 600 and 1450keV (fig. 2) the intensity of the band at least 
below about lMeV being consistent with that of the ridge observed in the earlier 
experiment. In addition to the use of sum-enorgy/fold information in ttiis 
second experiment it was possible to tag the 1S3Dy by using its 60ns isomer. A 
15mg/cm3 Au catcher foil was placed beyond the target out of 'sight' of the Ge 
detectors but within the ВСЮ ball, so that although the t-rays resulting from 
the decay of the isomer were not observed in the Ge detectors they resulted in 
delayed у-rays in the ball which could be used to tag 1S2Dy and discriminate 
against the neighbouring lslDy and lssDy. Figure 3 demonstrates how successful 
the combination of isomer-tagging and sum-energy/fold selection was in producing 
a Y"Y coincidence spectrum in which the 693 and 737keV members of the S.D. band 
could be seen. The separation between successive f-rays was essentially 
constant at 47keV along the band and the intensity built up as one proceeded 
down the band reaching about 1% of the total population of the nucleus below 
about lMeV у-тау energy. The band terminated suddenly though no transitions 
linking the bottom of the band to the Known levels in lS3Dy could be detected, 
making the spins and excitation energy of the S.D. band uncertain. An estimate 
of the spins of the levels in the S.D. band was made from the spins of the known 
levels into which it fed and of the excitation energy from yrastness arguments. 

Although the separation of тг-гау energies down the band was consistent with 
superdeformation one really needs a measurement of the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment of the band to confirm this. A DSAM measurement of the lifetimes of the 
S.D. levels was carried out by repeating the last experiment with a gold-backed 
target instead of thin s»lf-eupporting targets (9). The data (fig. 4) exhibit 
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Doppler shifts which vary from essentially the full shift at the top of the band 

to about 70% of this at the 693keV transition. Although the Doppler shifts were 

not precisely enough determined to deduce lifetimes for individual levels the 

data could be fitted by assuming a constant intrinsic quadrupole moment of 

(19±3)eb along the band and very short feeding- tines (£ few fs) at the top of 

the band (fig. 5). This quadrupole moment is consistent with a S.O. shape with 

p - 0.6. Incidentally the lack of any noticeable broadening of the t-ray lines 

as one proceeds down the band is also consistent with the Doppler shift data. 

Unfortunately data for the lowest transitions in the band where the intensity 

drops was not good enough to obtain a Doppler shift and so enable us со check 
whether the intrinsic quadrupole moment changed at the bottom of the band or 
not. 

The properties of the band raise many interesting questions which our 
theoretical friends have been enthusiastically trying to find answers for. Such 
questions as why a single discrete band ie populated, why the energy intervnY 
between the y-rays is so constant along the band and how the band can be fed j.r 
fast and so strongly at the top and can terminate во rapidly at the bottoe. 

5. Recent Experiments 

Since our initial experiments on 1S3Dy the experimental work on 
superdeformation carried out by the Liverpool Group can be divided into two 
categories: further studies of l53Dy aimed at finding out «ore about the feeding 
and decay of the S.D. band and searches for superdeformation in other nuclei in 
the mass-150 region. 

(a) Further studies of ls*Py. 

Not all experiment are successful! About a year ago an atteapt was made to 
determine the linking transitions between the botton of the S.D.band and th* 
oblate states between the 19" and 25* into which it appeared to feed (see fig. 
6). This was done by looking for fast-feeding components in the decay of these 
states using a Doppler shift technique. The experiment was not successful 
possibly because the linking transitions were too fragmented to be seen. 
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The feeding of the S.D. band has been investigated in several experiments. 
Firstly an excitation function for the intensity of the S.D. band relative to 
the total population of 1S!Dy was deduced from data taken at beam energies 
between 185 and 212 MeV and is shown in fig. 7. The relative intensity 
increases as one lowers the bombarding energy before falling at 185 MeV. This 
was rather unexpected as it was thought that the angular momentum input was a 
crucial factor. These results suggest that angular momentum is not the only 
consideration for the formation of the S.D. band, but that excitation energy is 
also important, the band being formed relatively stronger as the excitation 
energy is reduced, that is the nucleus is formed "colder". Presumably at 185 
MeV the angular momentum input is reduced sufficiently ':o affect the population 
of the S.D. band. 

The question then arises as to whether it is the excitation energy in the 
compound nucleus which is important or that in the residual nucleus. The former 
would imply that the compound nucleus was formed in a S.D. shape and that this 
was maintained as neutrons evaporated to produce 1S2Dy. In order to investigate 
this an experiment has recently been carried out using the 16 counter version of 
TESSA3 in which 153Dy was populated via different reactions involving different 
excitation of the compound nucleus between about 60 and 90 MeV. The reaction 
73Ge(e2Se, 3n), loePd("llCa, <Jn), l2łTe(3»Si, Sn) and 13OTe(>!Se, 6n) were used 
at bombarding energies which carried in similar amounts of angular momentum into 
the compound nucleus. Although analysis of the results is very preliminary the 
on-line data suggest that the S.D. band is populated in all the reactions to 
approximately the same extent. If this result is confirmed by further analysis 
it would appear to support the view that it is the excitation energy in the 
residual nucleus and not the compound nucleus which is important, a conclusion 
reached by the Chalk River group in their recent study of the S.D. band in l**Gd 
(10). 

(b) Searches for other S.D. bands 

Theoretical calculations (e.g. 5) suggest that the S.D. shape should become 
yrast at high spin for many nuclei in the mass-150 region. It is obviously 
important to search for other examples for superdeformation because a comparison 
of the properties of S.D. bands over a range of proton and neutron number would 
provide a check on the theoretical interpretation of the bands in terns of the 
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nucieon orbitals in the S.D. potential well. 

The Liverpool group has endeavoured to discover evidence of 
superdefonnation in other nucLei. For example searches have been made in l4*'Gd, 
reputed theoretically (5) to be possibly the prime example of a S.D. nucleus, 
via the reaction "Mo( S 0Ti, 4n) at a beam energy of 225 HeV and in the odd 
proton nucleus lsJHo via the reaction l0'Ag("*Ca, 4n) at 205-210 HeV. Both 
experiments were carried out using TESSA3 and in neither experiment did the 
E -E correlation data show convincing evidence of ridge structure corresponding 
to the S.D. transitions. 

However recently a search was made in ls*Gd which has proved successful. 
Following the success of the Chalk River croup in identifying superdefonnation 
in ^'Gd using a 5n reaction, we decided to use the l>oTe("Mg, bn) reaction to 
search for superdeformation in lS0Gd, A beam energy of 145 MeV was chosen which 
would make 150Gd with sufficient angular momentum, yet at low intrinsic 
excitation energy. The 16 counter version of TESSA3 was used, only events with 
fold greater than 9 being taken on to tape. By using this fold restriction the 
number of recorded events corresponding to ll<sGd was considerably reduced. By 
imposing a fold condition >17, the visibility of the band was enhanced 
sufficiently to make it visible in the total т-ray coincidence spectrum without 
any other channel selection. By setting windows on individual Y-rays in the 
band and subtracting a background derived from a wide window on the f-ray energy 
and normalised to the lslDy peaks the spectrum shown in fig. 8 was obtained. 

Although the S.D. band in lseGd at first sight looks very similar to that 
observed in łS*Dy, there are important differences. The most striking of these 
is the large variation on spacing between successive >f-rays from about 35keV at 
the bottom of the band to about 53keV at the top compared with a variation of 
only around 2keV along the l5iDy band. A comparison of the two nuclei is shown 
in fig. 9 where the dynamical moment of inertia 3 which is directly related 
to the energy spacing ДЕ of the y-rays via 3 = ( TSI t is plotted against 
the rotational frequency "fiio = -if the important parameter which determines the 
effects of the nuclear rotation on the nucleon motions in the potential well. 
Recent theoretical calculations (11, 12) interpret the variations of j along 
the S.D. bands in terms of alignment of the nucleon orbitals along the 
rotational axis. On the basis of these calculations one would expect a «wch 
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larger variation on lS0Gd than in l53Dy in agreement with experiment suggesting 
that the explanation may be basically correct. However the rapid increase in 
<J at the bottom of the band is not consistent with gradual alignment and is 
more reminiscent of a band-crossing effect. 

The relative intensities of the S.D. band in 1S3Dy and l50Gd appear to be 
similar at about 1\ of the total population of the nuclei concerned. The 
relative intensities of the y-rays in S.D. bands in lS3Dy, ls0Gd and ^'Gd (10) 
are plotted against rotational frequency in fig. 10 normalised to one at the 
maximum. This shows that whereas the feeding of the bands in the three nuclei 
is similar the decay out of the band axis at a significantly higher rotational 
frequency in lS0Gd than in lS5Dy and lH*Gd. If, as has been suggested (eg. 12), 
the rapid feeding out of the bands is due to the onset of static pairing the new 
data on 150Gd should provide a useful check on the theory. 

Once again no linking transitions at the bottom of the band have been 
observed though I must stress that the analysis is only preliminary. This 
leaves the spins and excitation energies uncertain. Estimates can be made cf 
the spins by studying into which of the known levels in ls*Gd the band feeds. 
By setting into which of the known levels in 15CGd the band feeds. By setting 
gates on the known transitions and determining the coincident intensity of the 
transitions in the S.D. band (fig. 11) one can infer that the band feeds mainly 
into the spin 29 level. Since the feeding out appears to be from the level fed 
by the 81SkeV transition this level is likely to be spin 32 which implies that 
the top level of the rotational band at 1494keV is spin 64 - a record for 
discrete line y-ray spectroscopy. 

So far no lifetime measurements have been carried out on the transitions in 
ls*Gd. These are necessary to confirm that the shape of the nucleus is actually 
superdeformed. It would also be of interest to check whether as in lslDy and 
'**Gd (10) the intrinsic quadrupole moment remains fairly constant along the 
band or whether there is a variation linked possibly to the Large variation in 
$ which is observed. However, such a measurement would not be easy. 

Sumarising, the recent results we have obtained on the S.D. band in ls*Gd 
though only preliminary are I feel of particular interest because they appear to 
differ significantly froe the results in both 1%1*Gd and x**Dy. They will, I аи 
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sure, present the theorists with a challenge, which I have no doubt they will be 

quick to respond to. 
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. 1. Л .schematic diagram of the TESSA3 spectrometer used at the Dnrosbury 
Laboratory. 

Fig. 2. Л spectrum of the superde formed band in 1-s}Dy obtained by setting 
gates on most members of the band. The assigned spins of the 
superdeformed states emitting the Y-rays are given. Gawna-ray весаув 
were observed between the 17 and 25" yrast oblate states and they are 
indicated by their energies. The intensities of these тг-rays are used 
to determine the average spin of entry to the yrast oblate states to 
be 21.8Ti. 
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Fig. 3. The top inset shows a schematic of the reaction l0"Pd(ц*Са,хп)lbe"xnDy 
The total t-rey spectrum is composed of transitions from all the final 
product nuclei from the reaction. After using both isomer and sum 
energy/fold selection a spectrum selected for ls?Dy is obtained with 
50% efficiency. The greatly improved signal-to-noise ratio enables 
the 692keV and 737keV superdeformed y-rays to be clearly 
distinguished. 
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Fig. 5. Tho measured fractional Doppler shift at е=Э5° and 9=145° Гог 
transitions in the superdeformed band of 1 $ JDy. The calculated Tuli 
r.liift corresponds to the centre of the target. Tho calculated curvp-.-
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constant deformation. 
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Fig. 6. The decay paths of Lhe prolate collective bands in 1 5 ?D/. Some 
typical decay paths de-exciting the superdeformed bond to the obl.ile 
states are illustrated. Inset: the oblate states in "'Dy just above 
the 17* isomer. 
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Fig. 7. The intensity of the superdeformed band in IS!Dy relative to the total 
population intensity in 1S!Dy as a function of the fceCa bombarding 
energy. The data are normalised to the 1% value measured in the 
backed target experiment at 205HeV (24). It is plotted at thp energy 
corresponding to the centre of the target and the energy loss within 
tho target is shown by the uncertainty in the beam energy. The point 
at 185HeV is derived from t-isomer data and the remaining points from 
Tf-t-isomer data. 
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Fig. 8 Th<? superdeformed band in >ssGd obtained by setting gates on most 
members of the band. The numbers above the peaks ere the assigned 
spins of the states emitting the frays (see text). 
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Nuclei at the Highest Spins 

M. A. Deleplanque 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA. 

1. Introduction 

With the advent of the new powerful arrays of Compton-suppressed Ge detectors, we (and 

others) have been able to observe the nucleus in more "extreme" conditions than before. Thus, 

we have "seen" band terminations, particle-hole states at high spins, and maybe the first 

identifiable unpaired state (in 15°£r). Recently, however, we have concentrated our efforts on 

two of the most exciting and promising developments in nuclear structure. One is the study of 

the rotational damping in nuclei. This very important subject relates to the nuclear behavior as 

the temperature increases and to the onset of chaos in nucleonic motion. It will be reported here 

by Frank Stephens, so I will talk about the other subject which is the study of superdeformed 

(SD) nuclei. 

Superdeformed nuclei are those for which the ratio of (an assumed axially symmetric ellipsoid) 

axes are greater than the usual 1.3:1. Alternatively, they are sometimes defined as those nuclei 

stabilized in a second minimum of the potential-energy curve (as a function of the so-called e 

parameter) at large deformations. These nuclei are especially interesting because the ratio of 

forces that determine their structure is different from that in the other better known "normal, or 

less deformed" nuclei, and therefore they give us a chance to leam something entirely new. For 

example, the effect of angular momentum on alignment is expected to be much smaller in theae 

nuclei. Since the deformation is larger, the coupling of the particles to the deformation is also 

larger and the rotational alignment is less favored. In addition, the rotational frequencies are 

smaller at a given spin (because the moment of inertia is larger), so that the Coriolis effects 

(which are proportional to the frequency) will be smaller. It would also be very interesting to 

learn the strength and location of shell effects at these large deformations. This relates to general 

questions like the symmetries of the nuclear potential, the contribution of deformation to the 

"melting" of the shell structure which in turn is connected to the transition towards a chaotic 

motion of the nucleons. 

2. Origin of Superdeformation 

Supeideformation occurs when favored both by macroscopic effects and microscopic effects 
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Fig. 1. Deformation energy of the rotating nucleus *52rjy ^ Nibson's deformation parameter 
ц (n~10 for an axis ratio of 2:1). On the left part, the macroscopic (liquid drop) energy includes 
the rotational energy. 
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Rg. 2. ТЪе single-particle spectrum in a realistic potential (the Woods-Saxon potential). Higher 
level-density regions are shaded 



as illustrated* in Fig.l. When the macroscopic effects, which are generally much larger, tend to 
compensate each other, local shell effects will then be strong enough :o create a minimum in the 
potential energy curves at large deformations. This happens in the actinides where the Coulomb 
repulsion compensates the surface tension at large deformation and destabilizes the spherical 
shapes. In lighter nuclei, the Coulomb force is not large enough to do this, but, at hi uher spins, 
the rotational energy plays that role: it decreases as the moment of inertia increases with 
deformation, producing a decreasing macroscopic energy at high enough spins, as illustrated in 
the left part of Fig. 1. Together with favorable shell effects (Fig. 1, top right), this pi oduces a 
lower second minimum in the total energy curve ai higher spins (Fig.l, bottom right). 

Such shell effects are predicted in realistic calculations using, for example, a WoocvSaxon 
potential-, as shown in Fig. 2. Sets of gaps, giving low shell energy, develop for certain 
particle numbers at certain deformations. It is also interesting to note, on that figui?, that the 
main gaps (between the shaded areas) arc mostly crossed by high-j, low Я orbitals whish are 
therefore expected to play an important role. Another observation is that these gaps appear for a 
rather large number of nuclei accross the periodic table, and therefore, one might leant someihuig 
by looking tor regions of superdeformed nuclei and comparing to the predictions. 

3. Search for Superdeformed Nuclei 

Low-spin superdeformed nuclei have been found a long time ago-3 in the actinides, through a 
very distinctive signal (fission isomers). More have been predicted recently^ from Hartrce-Fock 
calculations, but the recent discoveries all involve high-spin states. There, the superdeformed 
states are embedded in a very high background of other states, and therefore powerful detectos 
are needed to extract them. These detectors have been constructed only in the last few years, and 
this is why these studies of superdeformed nuclei are just starting to develop. 

The new detector systems. The characteristics of these detectors are essential in 
particular for the search for superdeformed nuclei, so П1 just mention them briefly. These 
systems consist of arrays of Compton-suppressed germanium (Ge) detectors. The high 
resolution of the Ge detectors, together with the Compton suppression, make it possible to 
extract very weak lines from a complex spectrum. The recent advance was the possibility to use 
Bismuth Germanate (BGO) to build the Compton suppressors. This compact material, twice as 
dense as the usual Nal and of higher Z, was as efficient in a much smaller volume. Thus a BGO 
Compton suppressor is only about 12.5 cm in diameter, so that many units (» Ge and its 
suppressor) can be packed around the target. The best present systems contain nowadays 20 to 
30 such units. Fig. 3 shows our system at Berkeley which contains 21 Compton-suppressed Ge 
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Fig. 3. An artist's drawing of the Eerkeley HERA array. 
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Fig. 4. Y-ray spectrum in 178Os in coincidence with the 830, 864,901,937,973 and 1009 keV 
lines. 



detectors. The modularity of such systems is also necessaiy to study the high-multiplicity events 
encountered in nuclear studies at high spins. The total solid angle of the Ge detectors is 14% of 
4л, and this efficiency is just sufficient to use three-fold coincidences in some cases. For 
example, with an event rate of 10^/s, and a 0.1 % intensity cascade, a double-gated peak would 
accumulate about 100 counts in 10 (8hours) shifts, enough if the double-gate selection produced 
a sufficiently clean spectrum. 

New superdeformed nuclei. Nuclei with large deformation have been found so far in 
three main regions. A few years ago, a defonnation of e=0.4 has been reported^ in ^4Zr. In the 
mass 130 region, seven of them have been reported0^, and they all seem to have similar 
deformation, around £=0.4. In the mass ISO region, two of them have been found ^ " ^ , and 

their deformation is considerably larger, around £=0.6, which corresponds, for an ellipsoid, to 

an axis length ratio of 2:1. We found two new regions of superdeformation, and one more 

superdeformed nucleus in the mass ISO region. Each of them was found in a different way, and 

each of them brings some new information. 

The nucleus ^ ^ O s . In all cases, die first step is to look for rotational ridges 

corresponding to a large defonnation in die two-dimensional Y-7coincidence matrix after an 

uncorreiated background has been subtracted^. For example, in the case of ^^Os, the 

transitions were found regularly spaced 36 keV apart (see Fig.4), which gives a ridge separation 

of 72 keV. In this case, these lines were found ̂  in coincidence with the transitions of the 

ground band, as shown in Fig. 4, in which they were found to feed directly (by measuring the 

intensity of the ground-band transition in coincidence with them). This is the first time that die 

excitation energy and spin of these strongly deformed band has been firmly established (there is 

also a tentative decay pattern? for die nucleus '^Nd) . It is also the first nucleus in the mass 180 

region for which a discrete strongly deformed band has been found. Ridges have previously 

been reported15 in ^ O Q S , but, as we shall see, one has to be cautious in deducing deformation 

from the ridge separation. 

The nuclei M4,105p<|. These nuclei are also located in a new mass region, around 100. 

The ridges were strong (the superdeformed band in lO^Fd has an intensity of 30% of that 

nucleus yield in the reaction) and even revealed the discrete lines of the 1 0 5 Pd SD band MS dots in 

the two-dimensional plot 16. This band could then be found fairly readily and coincidence 

spectra gated by these lines showed the lower bands in diat nucleus, thereby identifying it. The 

band in 104pd w a s f o u nd through the spectrum gated on the common line at 1376 keV(see Fig. 

5). However, a] though the SD band in J05Pd had an intensity of 30%, its exact excitation 

energy could not be found. Several levels to which it deexcites are clearly seen, but the linking 
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transitions could not be found. This is very typical of SD bands, but it is even more puzzling 
when its intensity is so high. 

The nucleus ' ^ G d . p o r m a t nucleus, a ridge was found, corresponding to a spacing of 
about 50 keV between the transitions, but no discrete band could be readily seen^. Part of the 
reason was that strong known lines in that nucleus also were separated by that same spacing, as 
shown in Fig. 6b. The arrows in that figure indicate the members of the SD band which have the 
same energy as those known lines. Therefore, it was not possible to find clean gates revealing 
the SD band by just trying gates on some suspected SD lines. The other reason why this band 
was difficult to find was that its intensity is only 0.5% of the yield of ^^Qd in the reaction. The 
idea behind the search we made was the property of an SD band, especially in that mass region, 
to consist of a long string of roughly equally spaced transitions. The spacing was determined by 
the ridge separation, i.e. the transitions were about 50 keV apart. We could then choose an 
energy interval, (a good guess was 700-750 keV), inside which there should be one SD line. 
We could then make sets of gates , 50 keV apart (covering a range of 500keV, or ten transitions), 
and sum the coincident spectra in each set Each set starts somewhere between 700 and 750 
keV, and each gate is 5 keV wide, so that there are a total often sets which should cover a total 
energy range from 700 keV to 1250 keV. When the first transition in the set is a SD line, every 
line in that set will be a SD line, and the sum of coincident gates in that set should enhance the 
SD band. In this way, we found the first indication of the SD band, but since there were so 
many impure lines belonging also to l^Gd, we could not really be sure that they formed a 
superdeformed band. The conclusion came from a triple-coincidence sort, where coincidence 
spectra from all double-gate combinations of ten of the suggested lines in the SD band were 
added (see Fig.6c). The SD band is clearly visible, although the statistics are not so good. 
Moreover, each composite double-gated spectrum (which is a sum of spectra gated by one given 
line and each of the others), brings back the whole spectrum, establishing that all the lines form a 
single band. Fig. 6a shows a total projection (which is essentially like a singles spectrum) of the 
two-dimensional matrix used to search for the SD discrete lines. The comparison of the three 
sections of this figure illustrates that a factor of 15 is gained for each additional fold, and this is 
what allows us to extract those weak lines. 

4. Deformation 

Some information on the deformation of these bands can tentatively be deduced from the 
moments of inertia, but since these depend also on other properties like alignment or pairing, ж 
better estimate can be obtained by measuring lifetimes. However, these measurements are not 
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Fig. 6. (a) Total projection of a double-coincidence matrix. The location of the new SD band is 
marked by the vertical lines, (b) Sum of double-coincidence spectra in 14°Gd gated on the three 
cleanest SD lines at 748,797 and 952 keV. The arrows indicate SD lines which are also strong 
known lines in this and neighboring nuclei, (c) Triple-coincidence spectrum summed over all 
double-gate combinations of ten lines in the SD band. 
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easy because these bands are usually weak (the SD band in lO5pd had an intensity of 30% of 
this nucleus production which was only 20% of the total reaction cross section), and sometimes 
(like in l^^Gd) n o t possible at die present time. 

Lifetime measurements. In the next paragraph, I want to report on some preliminary 
results of lifetime measurements in ISSjjd, g ^ i w a n t ю ^ ^ example of ^^O$ to show the 
importance of such measurements. 

The nucleus ^ N ^ The S D band in that nucleus was reported ^ in detail in last year's 
school, and is also published?. It is a relatively intense band (10% of the М$Ш nucleus 
production) and therefore lifetime measurements are possible. The SD lines are very collective 
and therefore their lifetimes are expected to be very short (of order of a few fs). For these 
values, the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method (DSAM) is the appropriate one. A gold backing 
was used to slow down the recoils. The gold was used here since it is one of the most efficient 
stopping materials, and we want the recoils to be slowed down between one transition and the 
next Fig.7 shows the recoil velocities at the time of the emission of the SD lines. The gold 
stopper is well suited for this case since the whole range of velocities is spanned during the 
deexcitation of the SD band. This velocity curve can be fitted assuming a constant quadrupole 
moment (or deformation) within the band. The preliminary results 19 of Fig. 7 indicate a 
quadrupole moment of 7 bams, corresponding to a deformation £-0.35, slightly lower than out 

The nucleus l ^ O s . This nucleus is interesting because it behaves differently from the 

other "known" superdeformed nuclei. Tht spacing of the transitions in the new band discussed 

above corresponds to that of !52гэу (after a normalization by a factor A^fy, and from it, the 
dynamic moment of inertia J7 can be deduced and is shown in Fig.8. The unusual bahevior is 
that the moment of inertia J' is smaller than J7 and is hardly higher than Jngid sohere •* ^ 
top of the band. It is also varying (see Fig.8) and this could a priori be interpreted -s due to a 
change in alignment, or deformation, or pairing. These latter tv/o possibilities are explored in 
Fig.9 which represents the variation of the ratio of J 1 to the geometrical 3 n gvi as a function 
of deformation which changes Jrigid- both at the top and at the bottom of the band. The 
influence of the pairing on this moment of inertia can be estimated rroir the fonnula in ref.21 and 
is also shown as the increasing curves in Fig. 9. Therefore, the experimental moments of inertia 
can be accounted for either by a change in deformation at constant pairing (slanted arrows), or by 
a change in pairing at constant deformation (vertical arrows), or by some combination of bom. 
One sees that there is a rather large uncertainty in this case on the value of the deformation. 
Reasonable limits could be values corresponding to values of A between 0.S .ind 1.0, but it is 
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Fis. 7. Plot of the recoil velocity at the time of y-ray emission for each member of the SD band 
^ S S d , as a function of the spin of the emitting level. 
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clear that lifetime measurements will help in determining the deformation and perhaps also the 
pairing properties. 

Systematics. Fig. 10 shows the systematics of plots similar to those of Fig.9, but for 
nuclei with "known" deformations deduced from lifetime measurements. Some new 
superdeformed nuclei are included and compared to well deformed rotors near their ground state 
(see caption). It appears that between the normally deformed rotors and the nuclei of the mass 
130 region, the change in pairing is greater than the change in deformation; whereas, the 
indication is for a large change both in pairing and in deformation at high spins in the mass 150 
region. More systematic studies will surely shed some light on these properties. 

5. Microscopic Structure 

Not much is established on that subject. The reason is that magnetic moment measurements 
would be needed to get information on the nature of the occupied orbits, but it is not possible at 
present to measure tliern with enough precision. However, cranking-modcl calculations^-23 
indicate that the intruder orbitals from two shells above the valence shell, which come down 
sharply with deformation, play a major role. They also have large alignments and cross the 
Fermi level at some frequency, becoming then occupied. An example is shown in Fig. 11 for the 
mass 130 region. Some indication can also be obtained from the comparison between 
experiment and theory of the variation of the moment of inertia J* with frequency, as illustrated 
in Fig. 12. 

6. Population 

Several factors, related to the large deformation, seem to influence the population of 
superdeformed states. They include vibrations, and the excitation energy at each spin. Entrance 
channel effects will be also considered. 

Effect of the giant resonariccThere is experimental evidence that the superdeformed 
bands are much more strongly populated than other bane's in the spin region where they are fed. 
This is shown in Fig. 13 for 152rjy and some гаге-earth nuclei. This may be related to the 
special structure of the giant resonance built on these SD states^. It is proposed that states lying 
around 8 MeV above the yrast line conlain a component of the giant dipole resonance built on the 
yrast superdeformed states. This enhances the El deexcitation of these states (mostly via у rays 
of several MeV) towards the yrast superdefonned states relative to the others. Also, because the 
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level density in the superdeformed energy minimum is lower^, jt does not drop as fast with 
decreasing energy, and this is also thought to contribute to its preferential population. It is not 
clear at the moment how well this is verified experimentally. Positive evidence for this effect is 
reported in ref.26. 

Excitation energy at each spin. In Fig. 14, the moments of inertia J7 are plotted as a 
function of the rotational frequency for '52j)y 148,149G<J Although we did not measure the 
deformation in ^^Gd, there are predictions^? that its deformation is similar to that of the other 
two nuclei (where it has been measured), and also the moments of inertia shown in Fig. 14 are 
roughly similar for these three nuclei. However, there are fewer lines known in l4^Gd than in 
the other two nuclei. In particular, there are fewer transitions known on the high-frequency side, 
which is likely to mean that this SD band is not populated at as high a spin, perhaps because its 
moment of inenia drops more, thereby increasing the energy of the highest spin states relative ю 
others. We have to keep in mind that it may also be that we do not have enough statistics to sec 
the highest (weakest) lines. 

Entrance-channel effects. By producing the nucleus I52oy at the same excitation energy 
but different projectile target combination, w e ^ showed that the population of the SD band wis 
the same for different projectiles (^Ge and 48ca, see Fig. 15) provided the excitation energy 
and spin of the compound nucleus was the same. In contrast, if these are different (as with the 
40AT pojectile in Fig. 15), the population of the SD band will also be different. This indicate 
that entrance-channel effects are not seen. 

7. Depopulation 

Except for the nucleus '78os, the deexcitation path of superdeformed bands is not known. 
However, it is clear from the intensity pattern of the lowest-frequency lines that these bands 
deexcite rather suddenly, contrary to early theoretical predictions^. Factors of influence «re die 
height of the barrier between the minima for superdeformation and for the lower deformation, 
and also pairing effects, which tend to lower the mass parameter, facilitating changes in shape. 

Influence of the barrier height. In Fig. 14, it is also seen that the nucleus *48Gd 
depopulates sooner (i.e., at higher spins) than l ^ G d and ^2rjy. This may reflect a less stable 
second minimum for ^ S Q ^ than for the other two and the barrier between the SD states and the 
normaliy deformed states, which governs the dcexcitation of the SD band24,27^ would be lower. 

Pairing effects. More generally, a large rearrangeuient of nucleons due to the onset of 
stronger pairing correlations at the bottom of the SD band is thought to be the cause of the 
sudden deexcitation of this band. However, there is no direct proof that this is the case, and in 
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Fig. 15. Plot of excitation energy XS spin for the prolate (thin line) and SD (thick line) in 152Dy. 
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fact, it is not clear at all what the strength of the pairing correlations is in these bands. Then; are 
nevertheless several pieces of information on this subject 

In normally deformed nuc'ei, the "static" pairing correlations are thought to be greatly reduced 
Oniy "pairing vibrations" (which ars analogous to the usual fluctuations near a phase transition) 
remain at higher spins. Calculations^ indicate that "particle-number projection" (noted as PNP 
on Fig. 16) is necessary to account for the experimental moments of inertia in ^ D y . This 
effectively gives a stronger pairing in the ŚD band. 

In contnst, the odd-even effect observed between ^ S ^ d and j t e e v e n Nd neighbors might 
indicate that pairing is weaker in SD bands. Thus, if the pairing correlations are much reduced in 
the SD band compared to the ground-state bands, the former should be one Д closer to the 
ground state in odd thai; in even nuclei, provided that other effects which change their energy are 
not large (e.g., deformation-driving forces of particular orbitals). At present (and except for 
178Os), only the SD band in 135N<J has an energy known with some certainty7 and SD bands 
have been found in the two neighboring nuclei^. There are indications that the even-even SD 
bands indeed lie approximately 1 MeV higher above the ground state than the SD band in I35fsjd. 

Finally, Fig. 10 may be considered to obtain an approximate value of A from the moment of 
inertia when the deformation is determined from lifetime measurements. 

8. Magicity of superdeformed nuclei 

One important piece of information needed to understand the structure of superdeformed nuclei 
is how strong are the shell effects which stabilize them. This relates to the question of how 
chaotic is the nucleo.-ic motion. On the one hand, large deformations tend to make this motion 
more chaotic (this can also be seen classically), but on the other hand, the origin of 
superdeformation can be traced back to the existence of classical periodic trajectories of the 
nucleors-^, which would tend to bring back some order. 

One very interesting case in that respect is the nucleus l^Dy. It has a moment of inertia 
which is much more constant than that of its neighbors (see Fig. 14) and it has been suggested^ 
that this nucleus behaves like a solid, that is has a more ordered motion, perhaps due to a 
stronger shell effect for that nucleus. Calculations^ do find large gaps for Z=64 and N=86. 
The latter is shown in Fig. 17. 

This constancy of the moment of inertia in *52г}у ̂ gy од fac other hand be just related to die 
higher number of valence particles in that nucleus Aan in the other two of Fig. 14. This has to do 
with the way angular momentum is generated. In a fixed configuration (which is supposed to b& 
the case), the decrease of the moment of inertia within a band is related to the so-called band 
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Fig. 17. Cranked Nilsson single-neution energies as a function of frequency in the rare-earth 
region for a SD 2:1 shape. 



termination effect; i.e., as a nucleus of fixed configuration rotates and therefore tends to align its 
nucleons. it becomes progressively more difficult to do so as the angular momentum increases 
and fewer unaligned nucleons remain. Thus, as the aligned angular momentum increases, the 
collectivity decreases and the shape becomes more triaxial until the nucleus reaches an oblate 
shape at the band termination (when no more angular momentum can be obtained from the 
configuration). The moments of inertia in Fig. 14 suggest that I ^ G J an^l 149Qd are in that 
regime, whereas 152[)y is not. One possible explanation is that the superdeformed 152rjy 
nucleus lies in a deeper pocket where ii maintains its deformation and shape and thereby remains 
more efficient in producing angular momentum. An alternative explanation would be simply 
that, as the number of valence particles increases with mass, the generation of angular 
momentum becomes less restricted and therefore easier, resulting in a more constant moment of 
inertia. In this case, ! 5^Dy would not be a special nucleus. A combination of these effects s 
also possible. The observation of SD bands in heavier nuclei of this region would help clarify 
this situation. 

9. Future 

There are at present many unanswered questions on the location, structure and other properties 
of superaeformed nuclei. We have in this lecture examined some of them. We can mention 
some others. For example, there is evidence in several cases that, in addition of the observed 
discrete SD band, there are some other SD bands that must be higher in excitation energy and 
contribute to the SD ridges of the two-dimensional matrices. Not much more than that is known 
about them. There are also theoretical predictions that nuclei even more deformed than 
superdeformed (they are called sometimes "hyperdeformed" and the ratio of their length axes 
would be 3:1) exist^?. The present arrays of Compton-suppressed Ge detectors have been very 
successful in discovering superdeformed nuclei at high spins, but they have not gone very much 
funher in their detailed study, and it is likely that they won't be able to do sa The reason is that 
they are not efficient enough to perform the necessary measurements with enough precision. 
Very recently, however, it was realized that much more efficient detectors can be built, which 
will be able to perform those measurements. Following this, a proposal to construct such a 
detector as a National Facility in the US has been generated-^ and has just been submitted to 
National Agencies for funding. This new system is shown on Fig.! 8, It will consist of 110 Ge 
detectors, covering a solid angle of roughly 50% of 4я. The Compton suppression is achieved 
by BGO detectors arranged in a novel "Honeycomb" design where one element is used to 
suppress two Ge detectors. Such a system will have an efficiency about six times higher than 
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that of any system existing or planned today, and will work comfortably with five-fold events. 

Such a detector will be a very important component of nuclear physics programs in the next 

decade. 

10. Conclusion 

The study of superdeformation is developing rapidly. Using HERA, we have contributed to 

this development in several ways. We have found two new regions of large deformations, 

shown that the nucleus ^^Os, t n e first o n e t o (^ found in the mass 180 region, seems to behave 

differently from the others. We also have found a very weakly populated SD band in the mass 

150 region, and have added to the understanding of that very interesting region, the only one so 

far which exhibits the very large deformations corresponding to a 2:1 ratio of axes lengths. 
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SHAPE CHANGES AND SHAPE COEXISTENCE AT HIGH SPIN 

Ingemar Ragnarsson 
Lund Institute of Technology 

Dept. of Mathematical Physics 
Box 118) S-221 00 Lund, Sweden 

Abst ract: The importance of high-j shells at high spin is discussed. 
Terminating bands are characterized by the presence of several 
shells of this kind which are less than half-filled. Superdeformed 
configurations in neighbouring nuclei (or the same nucleus) appear 
to be characterized by different fillings of the high-j shells with 
impoitant implications on for example their deformation and momenta 
of inertia. Explicit calculations for 15BEr, 15łDy and IiJDy are 
compared with experiments. 

Consider a deformed nucleus of prolate shape as illustrated in fig. 1. 
schematically it can be described as a spherical core + some particles outside 
this core. If it is put into rotation, it is essentially only the particles 
outside the core (the valence particles) which contribute to build the angular 
nomentum. Let us now (approximately) define the configuration of the nucleus 
Eiom the distribution of the valence particles over the j-shells. If thia 
distribution is kept with increasing spin, the angular iromentum is limited (at 
Least for typical ground state deformation) and sooner or later, a maximum spin 
«ill be reached. In most cases this angular momentum and/or the corresponding 
energy will be too high to make this state observable. Thus, long before the 
terminating spin is reached, the nucleus will build spin energetically cheaper 
>y exciting particles from the core to the open j-shells leading to aoce 
Reformed shapes (fig. 2). 

Under certain circumstances it eight be possible to follow rotational bands 
:o their termination. In such terminating states, all the spin vectors of the 
/alence particles will be quantised along the rotation axis which means that the 
nucleus is oblate and the rotation is non-collective. If the terminating state 
should be observable, the spin should not be too high which generally meant that 
:here should not be too many valence particles. 
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in the simplified picture of fig. 1, we have ignored the pairing 
correlations. However, for the large energy difference considered there, these 
correlations will only lead to rather small disturbances concentrated at low 
spin, for example causing the alignment of some high-j particles to occur in a 
more abrupt way. Here, we are interested in general features at very high spin 
and it then appears justified not to include any pairing Hamiltonian. 

FIXED CONFIGURATION 

TERMINATION 

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of energy E vs. angula momentu* I for a "fixed 
nuclear configuration". The shape is assumed prolate for 1=0 (y=0 as shown in 
the (су)-р1апе) and can be viewed as a core + some valence particles outside. 
The core doeu not contribute to the rotation while the particles outside 
gradually align their spin vectors until they reach Cull alignment in a 
terminating state where all spin vectors are quantized along one axis. The 
alignment is accompanied by gradual shape change*, first an increasing 
triaxiality (y>0') and finally oblate shape (Y=60*) for I*I»ax. The dependence 
of the energy on spin should be quadratic for low spin while close to the 
termination, any dependence could be expected. It is however only in cases when 
the energy cosies below the quadratic curve for high spin (favoured terminations) 
that one could hope to observe the band experimentally to its termination. 
Pairing, which is assumed zero when drawing the curve, would change the details 
at low spins but not the general features. 



I N C R E A S I N G S P I N 

Fig. 2 It is illustrated how a nucleus night build high angular momentum state*, 
either by strong or full alignment of a few particles at * rather S M I I 
deformation, or by going to larger deformation» allowing nor* particle* to 
contribute in building a collective angular noMentum. At very high «pin, 
collective rotation at large defornation should generally be favoured. 

1=0 1=1 max 

+f 
44-
44-

Fig. 3 With three valence shells available for six nucleons, the energy cost to 
build a naximun spin state with two particles in each shell is illustrated. 
Spherical shape is assumed. The energy cost per spin unit is low if the j-value» 
are high and if the ehells are close together. 
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General features of favoured terminating bands 

In order to illustrate which factors are important to separate between 

favoured terminating states which might be observable and higher-lying ones 

which will disappear in a continuum of other states, fig. 3 might be 

illustrative. There we consider a system with 6 valence particles which can 

spread over 3 j-shells. If the nucleus were spherical, these particles would all 

be in the lowest j-shell for 1=0. Generally, a high spin state is most easily 

formed with only « few particles in each j-shell. bet us then consider the 

configuration with two particles in each of the three j-shells. The maximum spin 

is then I «2j,+2j,-*2j,-3. Thus, the spin will be high if the shells have 

relatively large j-valuee while the energy will be low if, as illustrated in the 

figure, the j-shells are close together. 

For spherical shape exemplified In fig. 3, no rotational band Is formed. 

However, the close-lying high-j shells will lead to a high level density for 

spherical shape and thus to a tendency to deform the nucleus. Duo to the 

deformation, the j-shells will be mixed and the ground state might very well 

correspond to the configuration with two particles in each j-shell. Furthermore, 

in the maximum spin state, all the particles will rotate around the equator of 

the nucleus corresponding to a tendency to make the nucleus oblate. Thus, a 

nucleus being prolate (Y=0g) at spin zero will slowly become triaxial Cy>0°) 

with increasing spin until it reaches oblate shape (y-60*) for the terminating 

spin (cf. the (e,-|f)-plane of fig. 1). 

In our schematic interpretation of terminating bands, it is also easy to 

illustrate the relative size of the deformation for prolate and oblate shape. 

Let the core have a radius R corresponding to a volume (4/3;fR . Now assume that 

10% of the nuclear volume is due to the valence particles. At spin zero these 

particles are essentially placed at the poles (prolate shape) and assuming 

ellipsoidal shape, the long axis a> will equal 1.1 R because the volume of an 

ellipsoid is given by (4/3)iabc. For oblate shape on the other hand, the 

perpendicular axis aj_ will equal 1.05 R leading to the same volume. Thus, the 

deformation parameter t e Ja./a^-l) will have an absolute value which is 

approximately twice at large for 1=0 as for 1*1 {on the other hand, this 

schematic derivation underestimates the deformation approximately by • factor of 

two, essentially becaute the polarization of the core it r.ci included). 



The schematic example of fig. 3 cones very close to N=68 system of e.g. 
Er or Dy. This is seen in fig. 4 where we have chosen to illustrate the 

№ 9 0 system instead. In practice, \t is often difficult to distinguish between 
all j-shells. On the other hand, the different N-shells (or rather "rotating H-
shells") are clearly separated and within each N-shell, the j=N+l/2 subshe 11 
(the intruder shell) is rather pure. Therefore, the N=90 configuration is 
naturally referred to as vl^7/2ng/2' ''13/2' indicating the mixture between tte 
N=5 shells, f ., and h (while the higher-lying N=5 j-shells, fc/2'Pj j eis3 
P./? are of little practical Interest). 

1SS The Er nucleus is deformed for 1=0 so cre neutrons are spread over tt.t 3 
high-j shells already Cor 1*0. This distribution over tuo j-shclls is then 
essentially unchanged all the way to the termination for I »30. For the protons 
on the other hand, the situation is somewhat r.orc complicated. Thus, for the 
ground state, we also must consider holes in the core which, in some sense can 
be viewed in the same way as particles in a j-shell. However, at full alignment 
they rather rr.ake a hole at the eq-jtor of the nucleus thus tending towards 
prolate terminating states. The Z = 68 ground band (with no pairing) can be 
described as * tds/297/25 (hll/2' <fi9- *) w i t h a maximum spin of 
(7/2+S/2+V2+3/2)=10 for the 4 holes and 11/2+9/2+...+(-1/2)+(-3/2)=16 for the 8 
h particles (which can equivalently be described as 4 "ц/з n o l e s b This 
configuration rather counteracts termination for oblate shape. However, the 
strong driving force of the neutron induces smaller deformation and thus, as 
indicated in fig. 4, a changing proton configuration, first with only two holes 
in thi core and finally with a closed proton core, i(h . ..) . This proton 
conf ic-jia ion corresponds to a high-j shell which is less than half-filled a •id 
thus cooperates with the neutrons to form a favoured oblate terminating state 
w.th I =I P + In = 16+30 = 46. The positive parity yrast line up to 1*46 max max nax r r~ м 1 r 
will thus essentially contain 3 different proton configurations as schematically 
illustrated in fig. 5. On the other hand, it is certainly essentially the 
neutrons which provide the driving force for the shape change fro» a prolate 
collective state at low spin to the oblate terminating state. This is 
illustrated in fig. 6 where it is found that the N-90 gap can be followed with 
deformation all the way from I «0 at prolate shape over triaxial shape to oblate 
shape at I «30. n 
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6.0 
hej. 
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5.2 

-PROTONS. Z=68 

-0.2 

NEUTRONS. N=90 

6.2b 

6.0-

-0.2 0.2 

Fig. i Calculated single-particle energies around Z=6* and N=B2 plotted versus 
quadrupole deformation e. The different subshells are indicated and the spin 
projection quantum number of the different orbitals is given. For 156Er, the 
filling of the proton orbitals in the <( пц/2' ground state is indicated at 
prolate shape and furthermore how with decreasing deformation (and increasing 
spin) first two protone and then another two protons are taken away fiom the 

subshells to form a closed Z=S4 core. The latter configuration is also 
indicated in the fully aligned I_=16 oblate state. These proton configurations 
together with the neutron ('u/j) configuration form the three * " Е Г yrast 
bands shown in fig. 5. The filling of the orbitals in the neutron configuration 
is indicated for low spins (prolate shape) as well as in the fully aligned 
oblate In*30 state. For intermediate spins, the shape is generally triaxial with 
Y «lowly increasing towards 60*. Note that the oblate configuration, c<0, ч=0с 
and alignment along the z-axis (shown in this figure) is identical to the one 
with c>0, Y«60* and alignment «long the x-axls (from re£. [йабба]). 



1SS IŁ night be interesting to совраге Ее to a nucleus in the diddle of the 

rare earth region. Let us pick the nucleus 168 Yb with 70 protons and 98 
158,. neutrons. The 1=0 proton configuration is thus identical to that of Er expect 

that two protons are added in an orbital of approximate d , character (a more 
of this proton configurat ion well-defined description 

12 6 
*'97/2d5/2d3/2Sl/z' 'hll/2* because except for the intruder highest-j shell, 
the j-shells within one N-shell are rather severely nixed). The neutron 
configuration is if7/2h9/2* 'l13/2* * T h u S | f o r Prot°n *s well as the neutrons, 
the j-shells are essentially half-filled with little or no driving force towards 
oblate (or prolate) particle-hole excitations. This is also seen in fig. 6 where 
for triaxial or oblate shape, there is a high level density for N=98. 

Favoured configurations for high-spin particle-hole states can also be 
identified as Illustrated in fig. 7a. There it it shown how for a specific ratio 
of the rotational frequency and the quadrupole deforest ion, the spherical shell 
gaps are largely preserved also for deformed shapes. However, with increasing 
obl£t? deformation, some strongly down-sloping orbitals соме down into the 
spherical shell gaps. These are just the aligned orbitals discussed above. Thus 
in '.his figure we can identify e.g. favoured №88, 1 = 26 and N=90, I-:n 
configurations. It is also interesting to note the similar features around t! 
N=50 gap with a low level density at oblate shape for example for N=56 and 1=20. 

(f7/2h9/2)6(i '7/2 "9/2 

I~30h 
Fig. 5 Schematic illustration of calculated (unpaired) bands in the yeast region 
of li8Er. The filling of the orbitals in the three different proton 
configurations and the one neutron configuration is indicated in fig. 4. The 
lowest 1*46 state is oblate 4**60*) with the spin vectors of all the valence 
particles aligned (fro« ret. r-—'-'> 
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6. в 

6 i 

6Л 

6.2 

Fig. 6 Single-particle orbitals along a path in the (t,e4,YrW) plane as 
illustrated schematically in the lower part of the figure. The path is chosen to 
illustrate how the orbitals can be followed when a prolate collective band goes 
to termination at oblate shape. The spherical origin of the orbitals at a 
typical low-spin deformation is traced to the left while in the middle part 
rotation is switched on at constant deformation. At a frequency of «/u Q=0.05 
corresponding to In=22 in the N=90 system, the driving forces toward oblate 
shape become important. Thus, in the right part, the deformation is varied over 
the y-P^ane together with changes in the other parameters, typically as they 
occur when a band approaches termination for oblate shape at у=60 с. Particle 
numbers are given within rings and total neutron spin et specific deformations 
and rotational frequencies within rectangles. At oblate shape (right edge of the 
figure), twice the spin projection on the symmetry axis, 2m, is indicated for 
some orbitals. It is interesting to note how the N=90 gap stays large all the 
way to the termination while a large N=88 gap develops close to the termination. 
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6.6-

-0.16 -0.08 e 0.08 Q16 0.24 
0.12 0.06 ш/шп 0.06 Q12 Q18 

Fig. 7a Neutron single-particle levels calculated as a function of C(U/UQ) for a 
deformed potential cranked around its symmetry axis. The rotational frequency ie 
related to the quadrupole deformation through «/wo=0.7Se (the sign of th« 
rotational frequency is of no physical significance and has been chosen 
positive). The number on each orbital refers to 2a where a is the projection on 
the symmetry axis of the j quantum number. Furthermore, the numbers within rings 
refer to the neutron number and those within rectangles to the total spin (from 
ref. [Ra78b]). 
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These general features ace very similar for protons and the corresponding Z=56 
gap is calculated to lead to favoured terminating states for spins 1=30-40 in 
the nuclei ~ Ba. From fig. 7a it is also evident that favoured particle-
hole states are formed at prolate shape for particle numbers somewhat smaller 
than those of the spherical shell gaps. These considerations can be made nore 
quantitative if the shell energy corresponding to the single-particle diagram of 
fig. ?a is calculated (fig. 7b). As expected, this shell energy landscape shows 
very regular featues with ridges and valleys bending toward increasing particle 
numbers on the oblate side and decreasing particle numbers on the prolate side. 

One eight ask if it i> really possible to маке a distinction between a core 
which dote not contribute in building angular momentum and the valence 
particles. Fig. 6 shows that such an assumption is well motivated at 
deformations of Interest in connection with terminating bands. In the figure, we 
illustrate at a prolate deformation of c«0.17, the different spin contributions 
as functions of rotational frequency for a nucleus with tone particles outside a 

Gd core. Note that for rotational frequencies of practical interest up to 
u/8 "-0.05, the core contributes only marginally to the spin and this 
contribution becomes even smaller when the nucleus starts to become triaxial. 
One could imagine that the interaction between the (ds/?, 97/.) orbitals below 
the 1*64 gap and the (d,.,' 'J/T' orbitals above the gap would strongly disturb 
the magic properties of Z=64 at deformation» £=0.15-0.20 and large rotational 

frequencies. Bowever. fig. 8 shows that this is not the case, at least not in 

the context considered here. Thus, it becomes feasible not only to consider the 

spin contribution froa h,, ., pa- tides outside the core but also from 

<<J5/2,g7/2) holes in the core. 

Basic feature» of the formalism 

The formalism we use to describe high «pin states theoretically is 

described in more detail in ref. [вевь]. It is based on the Nilsson-Strutinsky 
cranking formalism [лп7б] corresponding to a total energy which is a «urn of the 
rotating liquid drop energy and the shell correction energy. In our formalism, 
it is possible to trace fixed configurations through a sequence of spins and 
thus to construct non-interacting rotational bands. Furtherлоге, non-collective 
and collective states are treated on the same footing within the formalism. 
Different bands are formed by fixing a configuration and then searching for the 



"SHELL ENERGY", ttf-<le">. ш/шо=075е 

60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
NEUTRON NUMBER 

130 150 160 170 180 190 

Fig. 7b The shell energy landscape for neutrons 
calculated for the sane ratio of (w/«0)se as in 
fig. 7a. The thick lines separate regions of 
positive and negative shell energy and in shaded 
regions the shell energy is below -2 MeV. The 
numbers within the contour map refer to the 
total spin for the corresponding deformation 
(rotational frequency) and particlfc nu*ber. In 

this figure, as in fig. 7a, the к- and the V~ 
values are chosen different for the different N-
shells to make the potential applicable all over 
the nuclear periodic table. Note the pronounced 
ridges and valleys and the very strong «hell 
effects for large prolate deformations (from 
ref. [Ra78b]). 
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half of the proton пц/2 shell, for the four highest 
proton core, the three lowest neutron i 
'f7/2'h9/2' orbitals is given together with 

13/2 and the 

Fig. 8 Spin contribution from different orbilals at the prolate deformation of 
e = 0.17 and E4 = -0.02 shown vs. rotational frequency. With hfio=( 41A"1</3) (1-<N-
Z)/3A) and with a "Strutinsky renormalisation factor" of approximately 1.3, 1 
MeV roughly corresponds to 0.1 h8o. The aligned angular momentum in the lower 

J/J) orbitals of the 
six lowest neutron 

the alignment in the asymptotic 
lira'it (Y=60*). In the lower part, it is shown how the total spin is built from 
the core and then successively by the addition of pairs of particles (or holes). 
The total proton and neutron number in the different cases is also indicated 
(froe ref. [Ra86a]). 



lowest energy state within this configuration. The configuration* are 
characterized by the number of particles of aignature <x=l/2 and a*-l/2, 
respectively in the different N -shells. This is possible because the 
principal quantum number of the anisotropic rotating harmonic oscillator, N , 
is treated as pure, i.e. the eigenfunctions of the rotating oscillator are used 
as basis functions in the calculations and the small matrix elements between 
N -shells are neglected. As exemplified above, it is often possible to 
describe calculated rotational bands and particle-hole states as associated with 
a certain distribution of the nucleons over the j-shells. Such descriptions are 
generally valid only in a certain spin region. Furthermore, it should be noted 
that in the underlying numerical calculations no core is introduced, instead all 
nucleons are treated on the same footing. 

Explicit calculation!, for Er 

The full calculational result [вевз] for Er is compared with experiment 
Q g 

in fig. 9. The calculated positive parity bands are the '("ii/?' ' f * h i i / 2 ' * n d 

T(h .,) configurations of fig. 5. Compared with experiment [Tj85,Si84], there 
is a remarkable agreement. The calculated crossing between the ' ( h ) 
ir(h . .2) bands at 1=26 can be identified with an observed back bend at 1=28 
while the more irreuglar structure of the observed lowest 1=40,42,44 and 46 
states is naturally identified with the calcualted i(h., .,) band terminating at 
1=46. The higher-lying states assigned 40* and 42* should then be identified 
with the calculated more collective ' l ^ w j ' band. This is supported by the 
fact that these transitions are observed to be faster [TJ8S] than those from the 
lowest l>40 states. The disagreement in relative energy between the i(h „) 
and *(h)i/2' bands can be traced back to the (uncertain) magnitude of the Z=64 
single-particle gap as discussed below. 

The low relative value of the 40* state in the i ( h j W ) ban<? is not 
present in the simplified picture of fig. 5. It can be understood however by 
considering fig. 10. Within the configuration which terminates at 1*46 it is 
also possible to form an aligned 1=40 state if the spin vector of one of the 
negative parity valence neutrons is put in opposite direction, i.e. moving one 
neutron from the h„ .. ... orbital to the f _ ., ... orbital. Similarly, an 

9/2,9/2 7/2,-7/2 
aligned I=38 state is formed if one valence proton is moved from the h.,„ ... 

orbital to the h,, ., ., orbital. These single-particle states «re then also 
11/2,—11/2 
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Fig. 9 Observed and calculated high-spin states of positive (full lines) and 
negative (dashed lines) parity of 158Er. The energies are plotted relative to a 
rigid rotation reference i.e for rotation with the rigid body moment of inertia, 
a horizontal line results while down-slopes corresponds to energeticaily 
favoured high-spin states. The calculated bands are labelled by the number of 
^11/2 protons and ix3/2 neutrons and the filling of the different j-shells in 
low-lying band-terminating states (encircled) is indicated. The figure is taken 
from ref. [Ra86a] but the same calculational results were also presented in ref. [ве8Э] . 
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v(f 7 / 2) 3(h, / 2) 3(i 1 3, 2) 2 

v(f 7 / 2)t(h 9 / J) 2| 

38+/l0+ 

Tlq. io Slngle-pmrticle energie* ej for oblate «nape, e-0.10, v». «pin 
projection on the «yenetry axis ra, together with a «cheaatic illustration of the 
band structure in the closed core configuration of 158Er. Sloping Fermi surfaces 
indicate the filling of the orbltale in the fully aligned Ip»16 and In'3O states 
'and also in the cases of one proton and neutron, respectively, antialigned 
giving Io«8 and In"24 states. It then becomes possible to fore energetically 
favoured 46*, 40*, 38* and 32* states, each associated with a terminating band 
as illustrated for the three higher apln values in the right part of the figure 
where the 40* state is assumed yrast and the 38* state is net. In the «ore 
realistic calculations the bands indicated will be less well-defined and are 
expected to mix in a non-negligable way. With no interaction, however, *n yraet 
line as shown by the thick dashed line results (from ref. [Ra86aj). 
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associated with terminating bands. In the present computer calculations, it is 
only possible to identify the lowest state in a configuration leading to a 
calculated "yrast line" as shown by the heavy dashed line in the figure. 

It is also possible to draw energy surfaces within fixed configurations as 
illustrated for the •(n.,.,) closed core configuration in fig. 11. The 40* and 
46* surfaces have their minima on the oblate (>=60*) axis corresponding to 
aligned states. The 36*, 38*, and 42*, 44* states on the other hand show some 
collectivity with the minimum in the y-plane away fron y=60'. The energy 
surfaces are however very soft, i.e. our assumption about a fixed deformation 
for each spin is certainly highly questionable. On the other hand, the shape 
vibrations night be about equally important for all spins and thus essentially 
negligable if only relative energies are considered. Such an assumption seems to 
get support from the surprisingly good agreement between theory and experiment. 

i sfi A negative parity band is formed in Er if one more neutron is lifted to 
the ij-wj shell. Combined with the same proton configuration as the positive 
parity bands, similar band-crossings are obtained for both parities as seen in 
fig. 9. For negative parity, the terminating band has a maximum spin I = 49" but 
also a low-lying 43" state ressembling the positive parity 1=40 state is 
calculated in this sequence. These findings are consistent with present 
experimental data [Ri86,Si84] suggesting that there is a sudden interruption of 
the collective band above the 41* state, and that a relatively low-lying 13" 
state is present. In fig. 9 we also show the calculated signature partner band 
which is about equally favoured at the highest spins and which terminates for 

Band terminations in Dv. 

158 With the interpretation of the Er experimental data suggested from fig. 
9, it is evident that the band terminating in the 46* state comes too high in 
energy relative to the йоге collective bands. This can be remedied if the n i 1 / 2 

shell is lifted somewhat in energy as illustrated to the right in fig. 12 where 
different values of the к- and p-parameters have been used compared with our 
standard prescription. With these new parameters the relative energies between 
the * ( n ] w 2 ' *nd 4 h i w j ) configurations come out as in experiment. These 
parameters have then been us«d in an attempt to describe the high-spin spectrum 
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Fig. 11 Calculated potential energy surfaces in the closed core configuration of 
A'dEr. The Minima define the energies a* given for the band terminating in 
In-46* in fig. 9 and «how» aligned etatee (T«60f) and »t«tee having eorae 
collectivity ( Y < 6 0 * ) . The contour line separation between full line» 1« 1 Mev 
and 0.25 MeV between daehed line* (from ref. [Ra86aJ). 



of 1 5V 
Fig. 13 summarizes the present yrast data of Oy [на8в] where it ha» been 

possible to measure transition probabilities up to very high spine close to 
I»50. A similar, somewhat less complete spectrum, together with a theoretical 
interpretation was published in ref. [сг8б] where, however, no transition 
probabilities were measured. We have performed new calculations of the Dy 
spectrum (fig. 14) with the revised parameters of fig. 12. These calculations 
taken together with the experimental result of ref. [Ma88] give in general 
additional support to the interpretation given in [Сгвб], even though the 
measured B(E2) values suggest some changes in the details. 

If only valence particles outside a Gd closed core are considered, the 
2 configuration »< п

и/ г> 2 у< £
7/ 2

п9 / 2> 4< l13/2> corresponds to a highest spin of 
I «36*. This aligned state is calculated as yrast. It is then very gratifying 
that a favoured 36* state is observed in experiment anu that it is associated 
with small B(E2) values of only a few single-particle units. Then if one proton 
is excited across the Z*64 gap, we get the configuration 
«(dc/-,)"1(h,w,)3v(f,/,h„y,)4{i,,„)2 with a maximum spin of 42". Again this is 5/2 

PROTONS 
Standard Present 

7.0 

6.6 

6.6 

NEUTRONS 
"Standard" •present" 

Pł9- 12 Energies of the j-shells for the standard modified oscillator parameters 
taken from reE. [Be8Sj and for somewhat revised parameters where the important 
change is that the hxl/,2 proton shell has been lifted leading to a larger X«64 gap. Furthermore, smaller changes have been made to the N M proton orbitals 
while the i 1 3 / 2 neutron shell has been lowered as suggested in ref. [Ba8S]. The standard parameters have been used for the 15BKr calculations of fig. 9 while 
the revised parameters were used for the 15ZDy calculations of fig. 14. 
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. . .43±I3 -1 
7 ± 2 A \ 4O±I4 

24±l\\/>28 

В(Е2) (W.u.) 
±2 

20 ±3 

0 

Fig. 13 Observed level energy (after subtraction of a rotational ter» as in fig. 
9) vs. spin Cor 154Dy; connecting transitions are shown for positive parity 
thereby exhibiting the structural connections of states. Transitions within the 
ground band, the S-b-ind, and the moderately collective band at the highest spins 
are shown as open, heavy and medium arrows, respectively; demonstrated or 
probable single-particle transitions are shown as thin lines. The nuwbers by the 
highest spin transitions are B(E2) values in W.u. (fron ref. [ма8в]. 
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in nice agreement with the experimental spectrum while no (B(E2) values have 
been extracted for negative parity. If two protons are excited across the Z-64 
gap, it seems natural to expect the *<d

5/2>~ ^ ц / г ' v(f?/2h9/2) (i13/2' 
5 2 ц/г ?/29/2 13/2 

configuration with a maximum spin of I *46* to have most favoured energies. This 
appears inconsistent with the observed band which continues at least to 1=48. On 
the other hand, we have pointed out above that the low-j shells are generally 
rather nixed and then we should maybe let the two proton holes spread over d, .. 
and 97/7- If so the maximum spin is 1-48 consistent with experiment. (Indeed, 
one could also imagine additional ^citations from the (ds/7' ST/J) shells below 
the Z = 64 gap to the ^-,/2'si /o^ s h e l i s above the gap leading to even higher 
spins). This mixture within the j-shells night also explain why the measured 
B(E2) values are quite large at the highest spins for Dy. 

The large B(E2) values at the highest observed spins of Dy might still 
put some questionmark on our interpretation of the spectrun. We have thus looked 
for other possible configurations. One very Important constraint on such 
configurations is the strong down-slope observed In tig. 13, especially between 
1=38 and 1=42, which indicates that the 42* state is strongly favoured 
energetically relative to the 38* state. It is our experience that, expect for 
very large deformations which seems excluded in the present case, such down-
slopes occur only in connection with strong alignments and corresponding shape 
changes < lose to band terminations. With this in mind we have found no other 
configuration than the one suggested from fig. 14 which describes the observed 
1=38-48 spectrum in any reasonable way. 

It is also interesting to note that in the continuum spectrum of Dy, one 
component emerging from the 1*40-50 spin region is seen with energies «round 800 
keV [Kh87]. It might then be interesting to note that the observed transitions, 
42**40*, 40**38* and 38**36* marked with thick arrows in fig. 13 are all close 
to 800 keV. One could imagine that similar transitions In excited bands close to 
their termination could build up a large "umber of gamma rays In this energy 
range. 

One more feature in the calculated spectrum of Dy is worth pointing out, 
nanely the triaxial band drawn in fig. 14 with €»0.3, fa-20* which stays in the 
yrast region for all spins up to and above I«SO. Its calculated properties are 
somewhat similar to those of the band which has been identified [RatCb] with the 
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' D D small deformation collective band of ' Dy [Ny8ć] . The band in Dy is however 
•uch more clearly localized to the sector of negative ^-values (rotation around 
the axis with the intermediate moaent of inertia) and it would be quite exciting 
if it could be observed experiBentally. 
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F i Ł — I I Observed excitation energies just below the state with fully 
aligned valence particles in 152Dy, 154Er, lS6Er and 158Er. The format, ic-n of the 
different structures by the successive addition of valence par'icles is 
indicated in the lower part of the figure. The drastic changes of relative 
epacings within the "bands" appear to indicate a transition from a rather pure 
(f7/?) Bultiplet in 152Dy to a terminating band in 158Er where all valence 
parUcle contribute to fore йоге collective *«* and *2* states ffro* ref 
lRaB6aj). 



Maximum spin states in the valence- space vs. states at larger deformation 

In fig. 15, we illustrate how the maximum spin in the valence space is 

reached in tfe experimental spectra of different nuclei. In the 

" ' h ^ V ' £ * Ь ' C O n f i 9 u r a t i o n o £ ' D v' t n e aaxiaua spin is 27" 

where, as one sight expect for such a aultiplet, the higher spin states cone 

close together. Then, with an increasing number of valence particles for the 

heavier nuclei/ the higher spin part of the spectrum becoaes «ore spread 

indicating a larger collectivity. This means that it becoaes more appropriate to 

talk about a band which terminates. Note however that in all cases, the epacings 

decrease with spin which in plots like that of figs. 9. 13 and 14 corresponds to 

a negative curvature and generally strongly down-sloping energy curves. This is 

then in contrast to a standard rotational band where the transition energies are 

proportional to the spin I. 

When the highest spin within the valence space is reached, the nucleus can 

choose different ways to build even higher spin*. One possibility is lp-lh 

excitations across the shell gaps giving rise to other bands which terminate at 

ever, higher spin. If several particles are excited relative to the aligned 

states, collective rotational bands might be formed (cf. fig. 2). The calculated 
154 

spectrum of Dy (fig. 14) showed examples of both these possibilities. In fig. 

16, we exhibit the observed states in Dy where both these kinds of structures 

are observed experimentally. I:;1eed, a third structure con responding to a auch 

rore strongly deformed shape [Tw86J has also been seen in this nucleus as is 

also shown in fig. 16 (cf. ref. [se82J). In the cranking calculations, it 

appears possible to identify these 3 different structures as seen in fig. 17. 

Systematics of shell effects at large deformation 

When spins around 1=50 are reached, the rotating liquid drop energy of 

A=1SO nuclei is rather flat in large regions of the deforaation plane, allowing 

for small deforaations as well as large deformations up to at least E-0.6 

corresponding to a 2:1 ratio of the nuclear axes. The shell energy part then 

becctnes very decisive as to which shape is preferred fo» different spins. With 

this in aind, we plot the shell energy as a function of quadru pole deforaation 

in fig. IS. It is calculated for spin 1*0 but it turns out that at large 

deforaations, the shell energy is essentially Independent of spin [RaBO] while 
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30• 

-Э0' -90* 

Fig. 17 Calculated potential-energy surfaces at different spins for 152Dy 
considering all (Ji,a) = ( + ,O) configurations (left) and B O M fixed configurations 
(right). The contour line separation is 1.0 MeV for full lines and 0.5 NeV for 
dashed lines (froa ref. [R&86bJ). 
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the spin dependence at smaller deforest i or. was discussed above. 
One obvious feature of fig. 18 are ~.ne ridges of high shell energies which 

intersect the diagram and the valleys of favoured shell energy between the 
ridges. The ridges can be understood as a manifestation of the high density of 
quatorial orbitals as indicated in fig. 19 and as discussed in [Ra78a,Du87]. 
These general features are insensitive to the detailed choice of the single-
particle parameters and are seen in both the proton and neutron shell energy 
diagram. The structure of the shell energy diagrams lead to a strong and regular 
correlation between the favoured shapes and the corresponding proton and neutron 
numbers. Especially, if the proton» and neutrons both strive towards the sane 
shape, strongly favoured configurations might result. 

An additional feature of the shell energy diagram In fig. 18 is that the 
shell effects are stronger for specific shapes corresponding to an integer ratio 
of the nuclear axes. This is very clearly the case for spherical shape with all 
axes equal but also for prolate shape with the longer axes twice as large as the 
two perpendicular axes (e=0.6). If especially strong shell effects ere observed 
for other axes ratios like 3:2 (c = 0,<) or 3:1 (CO.66) is more questionable. The 
2:1 ratio is of special interest in connection with the superdeformed shapes 
observed recently for Oy [тыВб] (figs. 16,17) and neighbouring nuclei (e.g. 
[Ha88]). 

High-j (or high-N) configurations in .. ;perdeforaed nuclei around Dy 

Tt is of special interest that also in the superdeformed configurations, 
the high-j shells (or more appropriate, high-N shells) play a decisive role 
[вевь]. First, some high-j orbits tend to interest the 2:1 shell gaps. Due to 
the low density of such states, they are not very important for the overall 
level density. However, instead of well localized 2:1 «hell gaps, we will 
observe regions around c*0.6 with no orbitals except the strongly down-sloping 
ones [Ra -a]. This aeans that the smaller is the particle number, the smaller is 
the favoured с-deformation. This it due to the с-dependence of the orbitals 
involved. For example, in fig. 19, there is a shell gap at N*'i4 and e*0.6 but 
then, If we take away the two particles in the lowest N-6 orbital, we get 
another (smaller) gap at e-0.50-0.55 while if two part \e» are added to the 
•econd N*6 orbital, a gap is created for C-0.6S. Very aimilar features «re also 
••en in calculations using the Woods-Saxon potential [DU8?] a* becomes evident 
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2e„-(Xe„)for neutrons; Mod. osc; SCALE: 1.0 MeV; 

-0.4. 
20 30 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 

NEUTRON NUMBER 
Fig. 18 The shell energy landscape for neutrons is shown as a function of 
neutron number and deformation e(e 4 >e 6). For each e, the shell energy is 
calculated at an approximate liquid drop minimum in the (e4,e6)-plane. The 
contour line separation is 1 MeV. In the shaded regions, the energy is below -1 
MeV and it is between -1 and 1 MeV in dotted areas (from ref. lRa79j). 



Г ' ' ' ' 
NEUTRONS 

fig. 19 Single neutron orbital* *» function* of quadrupole deformation С. 
Regions of equatorial orbital* with nx*0 and n,«l, respectively, are i-ih*d. 
They can be understood as giving rise to the typical pattern of ridges and 
valleys observed in fig. 18. Note the regions of low level densities at e«0.6, 
e.g. H«56-66, which are intersected only by soae strongly down-sloping orbitals 
(fro* ref. [BeBl]). 
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Fig. 20 Similar to Eig. 19 but calculated for the Hoods-Saxon potential instead. 
The abscissa i* labelled by the quadrupole deformation coordinate В and has been 
chosen along a trajectory which Minimizes the liquid drop energy (from ref. 
IDU87]). 
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fro» fig. 20. Furthermore, around N«86, N*4«, ... (t^O.6) the same general 

structure ac around N*64 1* observed (figs. (19 and 20). These features are 

clearly born out in explicit calculations as seen in fig. 21. There, we plot the 

calculated equilibrium deformation» tor some yrast superdeformed configurations 

in the A»150 region. The configuration» are specified by the number of N«6 

protons and ti*7 neutrons. It i« evident that £-value is correlated with these 

particles just in the way as expected from the с ingle-particle diagrams. 

The high-j particles contribute strongly to the angular momentum not only 
at small deformation but also at superdeformation. Furthermore, they get aligned 
as a function of rotational frequency in a typical way leading to special 
features in the observed spectra. This can be seen in the J( ' moment of inertia 
which measures the differential increase of the spin, I, with rotational 
frequency, tt, 
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Fig. 21 Calculated equilibrium deformations for superdeformed 146Sm (is'v?*), 
19Otu ittxv7l\, l**Gd ( t e ^ 1 ) and l w D y (f«4v72) configurations. The dashed 
line shows for different c-deformations the с4-d*format ion favoured by the 
rotating liquid-drop at l»S0 (from ref. [AbtlJ). 
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Fig. 22 Total 
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df 

moment of inertia versus 
frequency, for.. favourable 

5Dy, l«8Ku e n d "6 Sm, 
In a) the deformation is kept fixed at c-0.56, 
C4«0.03 while in b) the equilibrium deformations 
ar« followed. The configurations are denoted by 
parity and signature, (w,a), as well as by the 
miKbcc of particles in the H-6 proton shell and 
the N>7 neutron shell. For comparison the 
rotating harmonic oscillator value is shown by a 
dashed line (taken from ref. [Ra87j). The 
behaviour of J*2' tot different configurations 
can be understood in terms of the different 
hlgh-J contributions. Measured J'2' moments of 
inertia are taken from ref. [T«86J (1S2Dy) and 
ref. [Batt](149Gd) and marked by filled rings 

by 
the 

(from ref. [вевв]). 14вЕи and 146Se. In a) the 
deforaation is kept fixed at ««0.56, с4*0.0Э 
while in b) the equilibrium deformations are 
followed. The configurations are denoted 
parity and signature, («,«), as well as by 
number of particles In the N»6 proton shell and 
the N*7 neutron shell. For comparison the 
rotating harmonic oscillator value is shown by a 
dashed line (taken from ref. [R«87J). The 
behaviour of J < 2 ) for different configurations 
can be understood in terms of the different 
high-j contributions. Measured 7 ( 2 > moments of 
inertia are taken from ref. [Tw86j (1S2Dy) and 
ref. [Ha88](149Gd) and marked by filled rlnąs 
(from ref. [вевв]). 



where, in tne cranking aodel, the spin is obtained ftoa the total alignaent 

I - t <jx>. . 
occ 

This is then a quantity which comes out experiaentally fron the measured 
transition energies and it becomes possible to compare experiment and theory as 
exemplified in fig. 22. Note that both in experiment and theory, J is 

i to 
essentially constant in Dy while it decreases rather strongly with spin in 
149Gd. 

Thue our description of the data appears quite promising at present. It 
seems very probable that some more superdeforned bands will be observed in this 
region in the near future and one could then hope that this could lead to a 
rather detailed understanding of tht corresponding «hell effects and high-j 
orbitals involved. 

It was pointed out that all rotational bands of normal deformation will 
finally terminate. However, it is only in special cases that one can hope to 
observe this termination experimentally. Favourable conditions are present for 
nuclei with some valence particles in high-j shells outside closed spherical 
configurations. The number of valence particles should be large enough to form a 
collective structure at low spins but small enough so that the terminating spin 
is not too high to be experimentally accessible. Furthermore, the most favoured 
conditions are found with only 2-3 i.ucleons in each high-j valence shell which 
also puts a limit on the number of valence particle*. We only discussed the case 
of particles outside a core corresponding to prolate shape (Y=0*) at 1=0 and 
oblate shape (тг=60#) at 1"1шах« One can, however, equally well consider some 
holes in a core corresponding to an oblate collective configuration (Y*-60*) for 
1=0 and a prolate particle-hole state (Yx-120*) for 1*1 . The latter mode of 
rotation is however unfavoured from the rotating liquid drop point of view and 
should therefore be more difficult to realize. 



We reviewed our previous calculations on Er to exemplify typical 
features of terminating bands as they occur in theory and in practice. In 
connection with new very nice data on Dy with life-time measurements well 
above 1=40, terminating bands and especially the structure of the highest 
observed spins in this nucleus wete discussed. 

At even higher spins, favoured configurations at large deformations will 
generally be formed. The specific features of such configurations appear to be 
largely determined by the particles in high-j (or high-N) shells. Specifically, 

f 21 we discussed how the deformation and the J moment of inertia may vary with 
the number of particles in such shells. 

I want to acknowledge the fruitful cooperation with especially Tord 
Bengtsson, Mark Kiley and Sven Aberg together with whom many of the results 
presented here were obtained. 
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Gamma Spectroscopy of гоаРЬ. г '°Ро and г и В! 
with triton induced reactions 

K.H. Maier 
Hahn-Meitner-lnstitut, Berlin 

Introduction 
Earlier measurements of nuclear properties in the immediate vicinity of 

го8РЬ using gamma- and conversion-electron spectroscopy with triton in¬ 
duced reactions have been continued. In this contribution results from re¬ 
actions with a 209Bi target are presented, namely on го8РЬ by the (t.a) 
reaction. 2 l0Po by (t.2n) and z nBi by (t.p). The experiments were per¬ 
formed at the Los Alamos tandem together with the nuclear structure: 
group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory: 

A. Aprahamian, J.A. Becker, O.J. Oecman, E.A. Henry 
R.G. Lanier. L.G. Mann, R.A. Meyer. N. Roy. W. Stoeffl 
and G. Strubte 

The main interests of this work are (i) testing the shell model in a 
region where it works very well and (ii) determining residual interactions 
experimentally for better theoretical predictions of nuclear properties in 
this region. The main information on the nuclear structure is gained from 
electromagnetic moments, in the present case lifetimes and branching 
ratios. This structure information can then also be used for a better 
understanding of reaction mechanisms. A comparison of the wavefunctions 
of the four 10* states in 20ePb with results from inelastic electron scat¬ 
tering and 209BKd,3He) is presented. 

The neutron rich triton projectile allows to study some nuclei and their 
properties, that are hardly accessible otherwise. Because it is also a light 
projectile, levels above the Yrast-line are populated and can be studied, 
which gives fairly complete information on the low lying states. We could 
establish all states (but one) of the four lowest two proton configurations 
in г '°Ро, determine the main properties of the near Yrast states to spin 
s V z in s nBi and place about 120 gamma transitions with 60 levels in ?08Pb 
which includes the first gamma transitions from states with spins from 
7 to 10. 



Experiments 
An excitation function has been measured for the reactions of tritons 

with i09Q\ at energies of 11.5, 12. 13. 15, 17 MeV with a Compton-sup-
pressed Ge-detector. Because at least 12 isomers are excited, a puised 
beam was used and two dimensional spectra of energy versus time re¬ 
corded. The detector has been calibrated to extract absolut cross sections. 
These are presented in fig. 1 and show the dominance of the Compound 
nucleus reaction (t,2n). Also the strongly different spin dependance of the 
excitation function for low and high spin states is evident in the example 
of the 1+ and 13" levels in г '°Ро. Therefore y-f-coincidences have been 
measured at 13 and 17 Mev. In addition spectra of conversion electrons 
have been taken at 13 Mev to detemine multipolarities. All proceoures are 
described in detail in ref. 1. 2O8Pb and гиВ\ are populated with a few 
percent of the total reaction cross section. Therefore т-e-coincidences 
were employed, as described below, for го8РЬ, and one additional measure¬ 
ment of conversion electrons in coincidence with protons were performed 
for 211Bi. 

The complete results are presented in ref. 1. Except for the 2* state 
of the fjyj configuration all levels of the four lowest two proton configu¬ 
rations hJ/2, hg^jf;^. h9/2'i|3/2 and fjsg are now known and shown in 
fig. 2. The High spin states had been established previously in proton 
transfer to 2O9Bi [ 2 ] , P-decay of ?10At [3 ] and говРЬ(а,2п) [ 4 ] . The new 
information is on low spin levels and the fj^j configuration. For comparison 
also the single particle energies are given; the energy difference with the 
measured levels gives directly the residual interaction since configuration 
mixing is weak. The interaction is fairly weak (about +200 keV). repulsive 
and exhibit little spin dependance except for the 0* levels. We also com¬ 
pare with the calculations by Kuo and Herling which fit quite well typically 
within 100 keV. As example of the data the E0 transition between the 
two 0* levels, a conversion Vine without a counterpart in the y-spectrum, 
is shown in fig. 3. Additional evidence is presented in fig. A which shows 
the 2+ ->0* 1181 keV -r-line in coincidence with the H27 keV transition 
from the upper 0* to the 2* state. 

As visualized in figs. 5. 6 the levels of the h9 / 2f7 / 2 configuration decay 
by a variety of f r a y s . Transitions to other states of the same con¬ 
figuration proceed by the strong diagonal Ml matrix elements, and although 
energetically unfavoured can compete with the transitions to h j ^ j , that are 
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slow because the f/ / j ~>h9/2 transition is l-forbidden for Ml and involves 
a spin-flip for E2. Therefore minor configuration mixing (about 1X) changes 
the ydecay properties completely and can consequently be determined 
from the data. As example the measured branching from the 3* state is 
compared with calculations for pure configurations, Kuo-Herling wave 
functions and the wave functions of table 1, that have been fitted by trial 
and error to all branching ratios. For further results and discussions we 
refer to ref. 1. 

z"Bi 
The scheme of near Yrast-states in z nBi as determined in this experi¬ 

ment is shown in fig. S. Fig. 9 gives the decay curve of the 301 keV line 
below the zVj isomer. The K/L conversion ratios of the 301 and 321 (teV 
lines (fig. 10) reveal already at a glance their dominant Ml rsp. E2 
character. In coincidence with protons also a weak L-conversion line of a 
97.4 keV E2 transition with a half-life of 60 (20) ns has been extracted 
out of the huge background (figs. 11, 12) and assigned as the г1/г —ylf/i 
isomeric transition. The existence of low energy M1 transitions from 'Vj* 
—> "/;" and 15/г~ — > 'Vj" is proven indirectly by coincidences (fig. 13) and 
their branching ratio could be determined in this way. From these data 
the level scheme including spins and multipolarities of the transitions is 
firmly established. The data on the 831.8 keV state are mainly from 
decay studies [ 5 ] . 

These levels belong to the three particle configuration »д| /2*п9/г; *" 
the residual interactions to calculate the levels of this configuration are 
known from the measured level schemes of г'°РЬ and J I 0Bi. The results of 
a shell model calculation for a pure configuration and with the experimental 
energies is also shown in fig. 8. It reproduces the experimental levels 
quite well, the small deviations are likely due to mixing with the ^t/t 
proton orbital. This is strong for the first excited ' / j~ state, which is there¬ 
fore left out of the following discussions. A 2 5 / j level, with the three 
angular momenta completely aligned, is calculated to lie чегу close to the 
2 1 / j " . Also a ?'/g~ level of the structure чдэ/г'м/гКПэ/'г is expected at prac¬ 
tically the same energy. Both could form an Yrast-trap, that leads to an 
a-decaying isomer in analogy with the well known high spin a-iosmers in 
г п Ро and 8 i aPo. Therefore we searched for delayed «-particles with life¬ 
times from 1 s to 10 h. No new lines have been found, while the weakest 
line from 8 1 l mPo and the .28% 0-decay branch of 2"Bi were clearly seen. 
If о - isomer s exists in г"В«, they are excited with less than O.SZ of the 
21 l8i groundstate in the reactions of tritons with 2oeBi at 16 to 17 MeV. 



The г5/г" state can be identified with a level seer [6 ] in 2IOmBHd.o) at 
40 keV above the г'/г" state. Then it is an E2 isomer and explains the 
systematic occurence of a long lived component in the decay of the / j 
state, that could however not be evaluated for its lifetime. 

The Ml and E2 matrixelements of the hg /? proton and g^/j neutron are 
also well known from experiment [1.7]. Therefore the y-decay of these 
states can be calculated without any free parameter for the wave functions 
that have been calculated with experimental residual interactions. The 
assumption of pure configurations is in this case a very good approximation. 
because - contrary to the discussed situation in г10Ро - the matrix-
elements connecting the levels of the main configuration are strong, 
while the most important admixture of the ff/^ proton contributes very 
little transition strength. The measured level scheme suggests that the 
states in JMBi can be described by coupling the odd proton to the two 
neutron states in г'°РЬ. Then we expect indeed strong, low energy Ml 
transitions between levels belonging to the same ?l0Pb state, as is found 
experimentally. On the other hand Ml transitions are forbidden between 
states belonging to different levels in г'°РЬ due to the change of two units 
in spin. However such transitions are present with the 766.5 and 321.6 keV 
lines and require a mixing of the г'°РЬ states in J1lBi. The shell model 
calculation reproduces this with for instance 10S probability of the 2* state 
in the groundstate of 2 l 18i . The 766.5 keV Ml transition can now proceed 
from the dominant (2* hg/jJ-component of the n/{ state to the same 
admixed component in the 9 / f groundstate. Table 2 compares atl measured 
decay properties with the calculations, and practically quantitative agree¬ 
ment is found. 

The experiment to measure Transit ions '" г08РЬ is based on the high 
Q-value {+ 16 MeV) of the 2O98i(t,a) reaction, that lifts the a-particles 
out of any background of other charged particles. Also in the vicinity of 
the Coulomb-barrier all ос-particles are emitted under backward angles [8 ] . 
We used Et=11.5 MeV. Four trapez shaped Si-detectors were arranged 
around the beam backwards from the target and covering roughly the range 
from 130° to 180" degrees. This gives an efficiency of at (east 10X for 
the detection of a-particles with a resolution of less than 100 keV primarily 
due to kinematic broadening, f-rzys in coincidence with the a-particles 
were detected with 3 Ge-detectors at angles of roughly 90* degrees. Oue 
to the high efficiency in detecting the particles this is essentially a 
y-singles measurement, as far as the count rate is concerned, and a 
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detection limit for the y-rays of around 10 (ibarn has been reached. The 
a-energy determines the level that has been populated well enough to 
place 'he f~rays in the level scheme. In this way about 120 Y~rays could 
be assigned to around 60 levels, twice as many as before. Here only the 
decay of the four 10* states (fig. 14) dowл to the ground state is dis¬ 
cussed. 

The spectrum of a-particles in coincidence with all y~rays is compared 
with that gated by the delayed lines below the lowest 10* level in fig. 15; 
it shows the four 10+ levels clearly. The lowest 10* level is an Yrast-isomer 
(fig. 16) with 11/2=500 (50) ns. Also the 8* state is isomeric, decaying by 
E3 to 5", while a possible E1 decay to 7~ is not seen. The explanation 
for the isomerism is sketched in fig. 17. The 8* decay agrees with the 
previously known structure of the 8* and 5~ states. Assuming that the 
configuration of the 8* level is pure, only the mentioned (fig. 17) configu¬ 
ration of the 10* level contributes to its decay and, by comparison of the 
measured transition strenght in 2OfPb, amounts to IX of its wavefunction. 
Taking into account that the 8+ wavefunction might not be pure, other 
transition elements could interfere destructively; therefore we can only 
limit the probability of the jis/jfs/2 configuration in the lowest 10* state 
as being <10X. 

Four pure particle-hole configurations can give 10+ levels, namely 
' V /* and м'ц^гМз/г; the matrixelemants 

<10+ll Ml M10+> are 26, - 5 , - 1 , -1 n.m. for these states. The real levels 
are interpreted as a mixture of these. We have the following evidence on 
the wavefunctions. From a comparison with 209BKd,3He) [ 9 ] the population 
of the levels in the (t.ot)-reaction is proportional to the strength of the 
(япд^г^м/г) component, which can be reached by a proton pick-up. There¬ 
fore its probability in each of the 10* states is clear from the measured 
strenght of the ^'transitions depopulating these states. The proton con¬ 
figuration dominates also the M1 transitions due to its huge matrixelement. 
But the vgg/2i|3/2 configuration contributes also significantly to the Ml 
transitions and interferes with the proton contribution. So we have infor¬ 
mation on it from the measured branching ratios of the two highest states. 
The other two configurations vin/aiis/Z and vj ,S / 2 f5/ j are insignificant for 
the Ml decays, and the only direct information is that the latter is weak 
in the lowest 10* level from its lifetime. 

Wavefunctions for the 10* states have been derived from the results of 
inelastic electron scattering [Ю] and art compared in the table with tht 



data from Z09Bi(d.3He) and our results. The pick-up strenght and the Ml 
decays require that the proton particle-hole component is almost equally 
spread over all 10* states, in contrast to the interpretation of (e ,e) . Also 
the Ml branching ratios require a change in phase compared to the (e,e ) 
wavefunctions in two cases, as indicated in the table. It has to be stressed 
that the wavefunctions, that we present, are very tentative, they are 
primarily meant to stimulate further work. They were derived by requiring 
orthonormality. and staying as close as possible in agreement with our 
data, to those proposed from {e.e'). In particular the amplitudes given in 
brackets are higiily uncertain, since they do not influence our experimental 
results and are determined merely from the orthonormality requirements. 

E2 transitions between the 10* states can be safely neglected, because 
the contributions from the particles and the holes have opposite sign and 
nearly cancel. So far we have however no experimental evidence on multi-
polarities but plan to measure conversion electrons. 

Conclusions 
In 210Po some new information on the residual interaction between two 

protons outside the 2O8Pb core has been gained. With all the Information 
from other good shell model nuclei like l 0 0Sn, l 32Sn and U6Gd that has 
becorre available lately, it seems time тог a general comparison and dis¬ 
cussion. The ydecay of the Ъ$/гЬ/г states revealed very small configu¬ 
ration mixing, because the matrixelements for the dominant configurations 
are small in this case. 

In 2 nBi the opposite is the case, the fdecays are hardly influenced by 
configuration mixing, and therefore the coupling of the three valence 
particles could be explored in detail. Also in this case all matrixelements 
are known from experiment to calculate the wavefunctions, and the electro¬ 
magnetic transition moments are known too, to predict the transition 
rates. Therefore the measured data could be compared with parameter 
free calculations that fit very well. 

The f~decay from levels with spin from 7 to 10 in 2OePb could be 
studied for the first time. The (t,o y) reaction is a favourable tool, that 
allows with a simple experimental set-up to measure very weak f - t r a n -
sitions and place them in the level scheme. It turned out that it is a direct 
reaction and therefore determines the relative strength of the proton hole 
components for a given l-transfer directly. Energy resolution is here no 
problem, while spectroscopy of chareged particles has great difficulties 
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with overlapping lines. The combination of the pick-up strength and the 
fdecay properties a'lows to determine wavefunctions. as shown for the 
10* states. That two Yrast-isomers have been found, shows how much can 
and has to be done still on such a simple and well studied nucleus as 
208pb 
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Fiure captions 
1) From г10Ро 1 
2) From г10Ро 9 
3) From гюРо 3 
4) т-spectrum in coincidence with the 1427 keV (0*->2+) line 
5) Possible decays of the hg / 2 f7 / 2 states in г ' °Ро, nearly all are seen 

in the experiment 
6) Single particle transitions involved in the decay of the h9y2f7i,2 

levels in 2 l 0Po. The reduced matrixelements are: 
<hg /2 II Op II n9/i) = 6.97 mun rsp. -59.6 efm2 

<f7/2 II Op II hg/2> = 0.18 -15.5 
<f7/2 II Op II f7/2> = 8.41 -53.5 

7) Branching ratios out of the 3* State in 210Po. Column 1: experiment, 
2: pure wavefunctions, 3: Kuo and Herlir>g wavefunctions, 
4: optimized wavefunctions of table 1 

8) Scheme of near Yrast-states in J I 1Bi, compared with the two 
neutron states in 8)0Pb and a shell model calculation for vg9 / 2 i t h 9 / J 

9) Time distribution of the 301 keV line, showing the half-l i fe of the 
г 1 / г" isomer in Z M8i 

10) Conversion electrons in prompt coincidence with protons from the 
2O9Bi(t,p) reaction 

11) Spectrum of electrons in delayed coincidence with protons from 
?09Bi(t.p) 

12) Time distribution of the 97.4 keV L-conversion line relative to the 
coincident protons 

13) Y-spectrum in coincidence with the 301.7 keV line. The occurence of 
the 766.5 keV line proves the existence of a low energy <3 / г~->"/2~ 
transition 

14) Decay of the four 10* states in г овРЬ 
15) Spectrum of «-particles in coincidence with all y-rays (bottom) and 

with the delayed lines below the isomeric 10* state (top). Th_» direct 
population of the four 10* states is evident, the second a-line is а 
doublet with а 9* level 

16) Intensity of the 284.5 keV line versus time between a - and y-signal, 
showing the 500(50)ns half- l i fe of the lowest 10* state in го8РЬ 

17) Suggested single particle transitions in the isomeric decay of the 10* 
and 8 + levels in г о вРЬ 
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Wave functions of the lowest states In 210Po 

level 
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Initial state 
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Final 
state 
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T1 / 2 .7O(S)ns 
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theory 

95 
5 

41 
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9 
91 

60ns 

Table 2: Dccuy of ihc vt9/^ih9« level» in Л1Ш. Brunchinj rulius include convcrNi.m electron» 
except for the 831 8 keV level (daU from ret S l.ihc Ihcortiical branching ha» b«.n cvuluaU-d 
with Ihc matrix clcmcnu 

=2.39n.m. 
= C.97n.m. 

table 2 
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Abstract 
States in 15^Dy have been located up to I* - 48+ and their lifetimes 

measured. Marked structural changes occur along the yrast line with a transi¬ 
tion from prolate to oblate shape, followed by an unexpected return to moder¬ 
ate collectivity at the highest spins. The quaslcontlnuum spectrum in the 
sequence of isotopes *-^Dy, ^^Dy and ""Dy has al»o been studied. A pro¬ 
nounced E2 component is displayed in all three nuclei, but only ^*Dy shows 
a splitting of the E2 bump into two distinct parts, both of fast collective 
nature. The E2 and statistical components could bo reproduced in simple у 
cascade calculations. 
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Introduction 

Rapid rotation may induce dramatic structural changes in S O M nuclei. 

The transitional nuclei, which lie in the regions between spherical and de-

foraed nuclei, should be particularly susceptible to stresses arising from 

rapid rotation. Thus, properties of such nuclei provide a stringent test 

of nuclear models. The N-88 isotones, which bridge the sudden change from 

oblate shapes for N £ 86 to prolate shapes for N £ 90, have been a fertile 

testing ground. They generally have slightly prolate shapes at low spins, 

but switch to oblate shapes at higher spins1'3. Theory2 accounts for this 

switch In terns of band-termination, a process where the shape associated 

with a given configuration having initial prolate deformation changes until 

it reaches the oblat* Unit. This band-termination picture has so far been 

checked mainly by comparisons with the energy levels of yrast states of nuclei 

in the transitional region. For a more rigorous test of theoretical models 

ic is important to measure both yrasc ard non-yrast levels and, particularly, 

to determine lifetimes, which provide a direct measure of collectivity. It 

is also of considerable Interest for understanding nuclear structure to mea¬ 

sure the properties of states at higher spin to ascertain if the oblate coup¬ 

ling scheme persists beyond the maximum spin which can be generated by the 

valence nucleons. 

With these motivations, we have identified levels in ^I^Dygg to very 

high spin (I*-48+) and have also measured the state and feeding lifetimes. 

The level scheme and B(E2) values confiia the previously observed prolate-

to-oblate transition1'2. However, at the highest spins a feature not pre¬ 

dicted by theory is observed: there is a return to collective behavior at 1 

- 40. 

We have also probed nuclear behavior in a region 1-8 HeV above Che yrast 

line by investigating the evolution of the quasicontinuum spectrum with in-

с aing neutron number in the sequence of isotopes 1 5 2 l l 5 4' 1 5 6Dy. A pro¬ 
nounced E2 component is displayed by each of the three nuclei, but only l w D y 
shows an unexpected splitting of the E2 bump Into two distinct parts, both 
of fast collective natura. 

Discrete Line Spectroscopy of *^Dy 
High spin st*tes of * w D y were populated via the l22Sn(36S, 4n) reaction 

with a 165 HeV beam from ATLAS. Two types of targets (122Sn enrichment > 92%) 
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were used: a stack of four selfsuppurting foils which allowed the residues 

to recoil into vacuum, and a target evaporated on a Pb backing, In which 

the residues stopped in "2 ps. In each case, the total Sn thickness was -1 

ag ca"2. The decay 7's were detected using the Argonne-Notre Daste 7-ray faci¬ 

lity consisting of right BGO Compton-Suppressed Ge spectrometers [(CSC), of 

which three were positioned at 34*, two at 90* and three at 146* with respect 

to the beam direction. A central array of 14 BGO hexagons, with a detection 

Efficiency of 38% for 662 keV gamma-rays, acted as a multiplicity filter. 

A total of 135 million true prompt-coIncidence events were obtained for the 

stacked-target and S3 million for the backed target. The very clean spectra 

from the CSG's allowed observation of detailed lineshapes for the gamma-rays 

from the backed-target data. Hance lifetime analysis for the fast transitions 

was possible. The stacked-target data are necessary mainly for the fast 

gamma rays, as some of the lines were significantly smeared from Doppler 

broadening in the backed-target spectra. Finally, lifetimes of longer-lived 

states ware measured with the recoil distance method using the plunger de¬ 

scribed In Ref. 4. 

The level scheme for l^Dy deduced from the present experiment is shown 

In Fig. 1. The ordering of the transitions is based on coincidence relation¬ 

ships, cascade-crossover connections, intensity arguments and, for the highest 

positive parity levels, decay time considerations. Relative 7-ray Intensities 

were extracted from the coincidence spectra obtained with the stacked target. 

Spin and parity assignments are based on directional correlation (DCO) 

ratios^. All the transitions reported in Ref. 2 are observed, although some 

of them are now placed differently in the level scheme. The positive-parity 

sequence has been extended to spin 48, and the negative-parity sequence to 

spin 42 (or 43). More than SO new lines have been assigned, so that many 

new non-yrast states are located. 

The gamna-ray intensity drops quickly at the highest spins of the posi¬ 

tive parity sequence. Although the intensity of the transition depopulating 

the 44+ state is still quite high (9%), for 1* > 44+ the decay pathway frag¬ 

ments. Thus the 1311 and 1299 keV transitions at higher spin have Intensities 

of only 4% and < 2%, respectively. 

In the negative-parity sequence, the placement of the 853 keV (29* •* 

27') transition is confirmed by all coincidence considerations while it was 

not included in the main decay cascade by previous works1-2. In addition to 

the two parallel gamna-ray sequences populating the 19* and 27* states in the 

main cascade, an interesting feature is the presence of a series of dipole 
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transitions between spin 33" and 39". 
By comparing the backed target data obtained from the forward, backward 

and 90* detectors, Doppler shifted lineshapes can be seen clearly for the 
strong transitions above «pin 36+ in the positive-parity cascade. Fig. 2 
shows an example froa the 44+ -* 42+ transition. The llnes'napes allow for 
the extraction of state- and feeding-lifetimes using the Doppler-shifс at¬ 
tenuation method (DSAM). The slowing-down process of recoils in the target 
and backing material was calculated using the Northcliffe and Schilling6 stop¬ 
ping powers after normalization to the alpha stopping powers of Ziegler and 
Chu7. The nuclear stopping was also included following Lindhard et al." with 
low energy ion scattering corrections from Blaugrund*. A computer code was 
written to fit the measured Doppler-broadened llneshapes. The measured life¬ 
times are indicated in Fig. 1 and also in Fig. 3. For the weak 1299 keV 
transition, only an upper limit on its daexcitlng lifetime was obtained, 
which however clearly shows that it is fast. 

In the 7-ray intensities extracted from the backed and stacked targets 
clear differences were found not only for the fast gamma rays above I"-36+, 
but also for the transitions between spin 22+ and 32+ In the positive-parity 
sequence. (For the backed target only the intensity of the stopped component 
was used, so that if a gamma ray contains a fast Doppler-broadened component 
its intensity should be «mailer than that from the stacked target.) As the 
effective lifetimes of the lower spin state, ere very long (>10 ps), the 
fast components in their deexciting ? rays must cone from fast sidefeeding 
(rf <1 ps), in agreement with the results of Azgul et al.* 

The observation of both yrast and several non-yrast states makes a strin¬ 
gent comparison with theory2 possible. Figure 3 is a plot of energies vs. 
spin for the positive parity levels; transitions connecting the levels are 
alco indicated. The ground state band (gsb) is seen to b» crossed ;.t I*-16+ 
by an aligned vi.« „ S-band, which then continues a» the yrast structure to 
I*-32+, while the gab continues as an excited band to I*-26+. Both bands are 
crossed at these spins by structures whose irregular energies and lifetimes 
(where measured) suggest the approach toward ali&ned-particle configurations. 
For 1*-38+-4в+, yet another structure becomes yrast, vith a preferential re-
duced-E2 decay to tha 36t level. The transitions of this last structure, 
shown as medium arrows in Ftg. 3, exhibit moderate collectivity (Qt-198-
243 e.fm2.; 29 - 43 W.u.)- A comparison of the results shown In Fig. 3 vith 
a similar plot for tha calculated levels -- see Pig. ? in Ref. 2 -- shows 
good agreement In the overall feature* up to I*-36+, the и в 1 ш » valance 
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•pin. By locating the non-yrast level* we have thu« been able to demonstrate 
the predicted descent of Che oblate-aligned particle configurations towards 
the yrast line and the consequent crossing of the gsb and S-band. In the 
theory a terminating band picture is predicted at the higher spins, where 
along a band with given configuration the shape changes from prolate (т-0*) 
to oblate (T-60*) through a triaxlal excursion (with Intermediate values of 
7). The three consecutive yrast transitions, 34+ -» 32+, 36+ -• 34* and 38+ 

- 36+ (E7-761, 805, and 1332 keV) are of single-particle type (1.4, 7 and 2.4 
Welsakopf units [W.u.], respectively). The negative parity level energies 
(not displayed in Fig. 3) show similarly good agreement with theory; in parti¬ 
cular, the unusual series of dipole transitions between I*-33* and 39' is 
in excellent accord with Che theoretical predictions' of signature degenerr*-a 
bands. 

However, above spin 38 the agreement with theory appears to break down 
for the positive parity states: the moderately collective structures observed 
are quite different from the predominantly oblate single-particle yrast state 1. 
predicted2. There is a possibility that the single-particle states mix with 
higher-lying collective bands to give rise to the observed structures. How¬ 
ever, the collective states are calculated2 to lie 0.8 - 2.7 HeV higher and 
the extended sequence of five collective transitions would be difficult to 
explain In this manner. 

In a different theoretical approach, the feraion dynamical symmetry 
model10 predicts a general reduction of collectivity at high spin and band 
termination in the special case of transitional nuclei. In this picture 
the reduction in collectivity is due to the finite angular momentum content 
of a coherent core. 

Thus, the unexpected return to collectivity at the highest spin stands 
out as a general challenge for theory to explain. The moderate collectivity 
may suggest a trlaxial shape. The favoring of the collective structure rather 
than the expected oblate aligned-particle configurations may suggest that 
the cost of promoting particles into higher-lying orbita.\s (possibly from 
the next major shell11) is compensated by deformation. This structure may 
represent the initial stage in the excursion towards the larger deformation 
present in the quasieontlnuum states in 15*Dy (see below) or those prevalent 
in the heavier prolate Dy isotopes. An alternative explanation is Chat the 
configurations of this structure do, in fact, correspond Co the calculated 
oblate aligned-partlcle states with energy minima at 7-6О*. If this is the 
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case, the moderate collectivity «ay be due to very flat potential energy 
surfaces extending into the triaxlal plane. 

Quaslcontlnuun Spectroscopy of ' ' Dy 
The nuclei l52>l54'156j)y w e r e produced in (36S,4n) reactions on Isotopi-

cally enriched 1 mg/cm2 120Sn, 122Sn, l24Sn targets with 25 mg/ca2 Pb backing, 
resulting in stopping times of about 1.6 ps for the nuclei recoiling with 
an initial velocity of v/c -0.020. Prompt 77 coincidences were measured 
with the detector array at 36S beam energies of 160 MeV for 152Dy. 148. 1S5 
and 165 MeV for 154Dy, and 155 MeV for 156Dy. From the coincidence data, 
clean ^2Dy, ^*Dy and *^Dy spectra were generated for each detector angle 
by placing gates on the most intense lowspin у re* с transitions in these nuclei 
and by subtracting a measured neutroa-Induced background.^2^ The resulting 
spectra were unfolded, i.e. corrected for detector response, and corrected 
for the photopeak efficiency, after which all the discrete lines were sub¬ 
tracted. Finally, by fitting and subtracting the statistical component the 
true gammaquaslcontlnuum spectra was obtained, which could then be decomposed 
into dipole and quadrupole parts with the usual assumption of only stretched 
transitions. For each one of the spectral components the average multipli¬ 
city, and the average removed spin and energy were computed as outlined in 
Ref. 13. These values arc listed in Table 1 together with the deduced entry 
spin and excitation energy. 

Figure 4 shows the E2 continuum•spectra for the three dysprosium iso¬ 
topes. The E2 components of 152Dy and 156Dy consists of only one discernible 
broad bump, differing only in their respective multiplicities and average 
energies. The E2 component of ̂ ^Dy £S unexpectedly split into two distinct 
parts, the first time that such a feature hat been observed in the quasicon-

tinuum 7 spectrum. Both the multiplicity and average energy of the upper 

bump decrease with lower BL • indicating Its purely rotational origin [Fig. 

5]. In contrast, the low-energy component stays remarkably constant; In 

particular, its average gamma-ray energy of 780 keV does not change noticeably 

when the average input spin decrease* from 52 Л to 34 Я. These observations 
indicate that th* transitions associated with the upper peak precede the 
ones giving rise to th* lower peak. The continuum dipol* component (not 
shown) Is concentrated mainly at low energy (500 keV); its multiplicity de¬ 
creases with Increasing neutron number. 
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Lifetime information could be extracted for the different pares of the 

quasicontinuum from the ratios of the backward/forward spectra. From the 

observed Doppler-shifts (manifested in the ratios) and knowledge of the slow¬ 

ing -down process in the Pb-backed target, the enission time of the spectral 

components could be extracted.*2 Figure 6 shows these ratios for the *^Dy 

E2 continuum measured at 165, 155 and 148 MeV.. The upper edges of both com¬ 

ponents of the E2 bump are nearly fully-shifted, proving that the lifetimes 

of the involved levels are much shorter than the si owing-down time of the 

recoiling nuclei, i.e. « 1.6 ps. Hence both components originate from fast 

stretched quadrupole transitions. 

The appearance of two broad peaks in *^Dy results from a redistribution 

of transition energies along the 7 deexcitatlon pathway, with a clustering 

around 780 keV in the lower peak from the later decay stage. This is clear 

signature for a change in nuclear structure above the yrast line. In ̂ -^Dy 

the collective E2 cascade13 is similar to that of the first part in 154Dy. 

However, in 152Dy the collective flow terminates around U - 1-1.5 MeV and" 

1-34, as aligned-particle configurations dominate for lower U in the vicinity 

of the yrast line. Hence the rapid decrease of intensity of the E2 quasl-

continuuro spectrum at low energies occurs. Aligned-particle configurations 

are not dominant along the yrast line in " bDy, allowing the E2 cascade to 

continue longer to I - 26 and U -0.7 MeV, resulting In a larger E2 multi¬ 

plicity. No energy clustering is observed In the later cascade stage in 

l-^Dy, implying a continuation of rotational behavior with the transition 

energy decrearlng with spin. 

These conclusions were arrived at with the aid of Monte Carlo calcula¬ 

tionŝ -̂  of the 7-ray cascade, which take account of the competition of statis¬ 

tical El decay and collective E2 decay at high excitation energy. The aim 

of these calculations was to reproduce simultaneously all observed features 

of the E2 bump and the statistical component, I.e. their multiplicities, 

spectral shapes, Doppler shifts and entry points Into the yrast region. 

The Ml dipole decay has not been Included in the model. The only free para¬ 

meters are the level density parameter, a, the average effective moment of 

inertia I £f, and the average electric quadrupole moment Qt of the rotational 

bands responsible for the E2 bump. This simple model can reproduce the data 

for 152Dy and 156Dy [Pig, 4(a and c)], but is unable tc reproduce the split¬ 

ting of the E2 bump seen in l5*Dy. However, by assuming vibration-like tran¬ 

sitions for E* < 17 KeV, with an average transition energy of 780 keV and a 

fwhm spread of 500 keV, the observed features at all beam energies could be 
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reproduced with one comaon set of paraneters. To allow the vibration-like 

E2 transitions to compete with the statistical El decay, a collective B(E2) 

of 300 W.u. was used, a value also required to reproduce the aeasured nearly-

full Doppler shifts of the lower E2 bunp (Fig. 6]. 

For the first tiae the evolution of the E2 quasicontinuum properties 

has been investigated systematically in a sequence of isotopes with increasing 

ground-state deformation and can be accounted for in the framework of our 

cascade calculations. These calculations reveal that the 7 deexcltation 

consists of a cascade of interleaved statistical El and fast rotational E2 

transitions. The initial E2 cascade in all three cases have very similar 

properties (see Table 1). As the spin and excitation energy decrease, a 

marked structural change occurs along the E2 cascade in "*Dy below E*-17 

MeV. In this energy region, the simulations suggest that the 7 flow probes 

states with K 4 0 and U -1-5 MeV. The structural change above the yrast line 

accompanies the changes in structure already noted in the yrast region for 

I £ 32. 

The origin of the unexpected lower-energy E2 bump needs further elucida¬ 

tion. For near-yrast states the change from pro1art to oblate for a parti¬ 

cular band occurs through triaxial shapes and many triaxl;?l bands are calcu¬ 

lated^ to occur above the yrast line. As U Increases the densities of such 

bands, as well as those of prolate and oblate configurations, will increase. 

The mixing among the close-lying families of states could give rise to a 

potential energy surface soft in the triaxial plane, which in turn cculd 

account for the vibrational-like transitions associated with the lower energy 

E2 bump. 

Conclusions 

An impressive series of nuclear structure changes along the yrast line 

have been observed in 154Dy: from the gsb to an "i.-,- aligned band, to 

oblate aligned-particle configurations, end finally an unexpected return 

to moderately collective states. The observation of several non-yrast levels 

has also made it possible to see (Fig. 3) a change of structure with an in-

cresse in excitation energy above the yrast line, and to follow the descent 

of oblate aligned-particle configurations towards the yrast line with increas¬ 

ing spin until they cross both the gsb and "ijo^ b*« d- The theoretical 

predictions in the band-terminating picture2 Impressively account for the 

observed features for I £ 36. However, the return of collectivity at higher 

spins was not predicted, thereby raising challenging questions «bout the 
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nature of collectivity at tbe highest spins. 
In the quasicontinuum studies, excited states with U up to ~7 MeV have 

been investigated in * Oy. A collective, presuaably prolate, E2 conpo-
nent has been observed in all cases. In ""Dy this continues down towards 
the yrast region. In *• 'Dy It temlnates at higher I and U as aligned-parti-
cle configurations In tbe yrast region are encountered. In ̂ *Dy, this col¬ 
lective structure changes to one which has a vlbratlonal-lik. behavior, with 
the transition energies reaaining nearly constant with spin, and gives rise 
to a lower energy bump which was unexpected. This work shows that structural 
changes in excited states are revealed In features of the quasicontinuun E2 
spectrum. 
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Table 1. Entry pointa u d aTerage multiplicities of qua*icontinuum 
gamma ray component» measured in the 120, 122, OD 
(36S,4n) 1 M' 1 5 4' 1 5 6Dy reactions. The entry «pin» and 
energie» hare been calculated by euaaing the angular momenta 
and energie» taken out by each one of the apectral 
component». Also giren are the parameters obtained by 
fitting our cascade aodel to the data. 

Ebeaa 160 HeV 105 MeV 155 MeV 

Entry spin 
Entry energy 

<M>statisticals 
<M>dipoles 
<M>quadrupoles 
<M>total 

Fitted (L 
Fitted a? 

Fitted I e f f 

46.7 
25.6 

4.0 
1.0 
6.3 

30.5 

7.0 
A/7 

76.0 

ft 
MeV 

eb 

50.2 
26.0 

3.0 
1.6 
0.1 

28.8 

6.5 
A/7 

72.0 

ft 
MeV 

eb 

j A i e V - l 

48.8 
25.4 
3.0 
1.1 

10.3 
27.8 

6.0 
A/7 

75.5 

ft 
MeV 

eb 

ft^eV-l 

Table 2. Entry point and arerage Multiplicities of the quasicontinuua 
gamu-ray components measured in ^>y for different beaa 
energies. The quadrupol* multiplicity is decomposed into 
low and high energy parts. 

Ebeaa 165 MeV 155 MeV 148 MeV 

Entry spin 
Entry energy 
<M>statistic»ls <M>dipole» 
<M>B2*J 

<M>total 

60.2 ft 26.6 MeV 
3.0 
1.6 
« Л -
3.5 • 5.6 
28.8 

42.7 
21.8 

3.6 
1.2 
7.0 

4.8 < 
24.7 

К 
MeV 

z 

к 3.1 

35.0 
17.5 
3.1 
0.8 
6.6 

5.1 < 
10.8 

h 
MeV 

s 
• 1 . 5 

*'Sum of multiplicities of the low- «ad high-energy component». 



Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. l^Dy level scheme. Lifetimes for the higher spin positive parity 
levels are also given. 

Fig. 2. Lineshape of 1125 keV transition observed at 146*. Experiment: 
thin line; calculation: thick line. Arrows indicate energies cor¬ 
responding to full and zero Doppler shift. 

Fig. 3. Level energy (after subtraction of a rotational teru) vs. spin for 
positive parity levels; connecting transitions are shown, thereby 
exhibiting the structural connections of states. Transitions within 
the ground band, the S-band, and the moderately collective band at 
the highest spins are shown as open, heavy and medium arrows, respec¬ 
tively; demonstrated or probable single-particle transitions are 
shown as thin lines. The numbers by the highest spin transitions 
are B(E2) values in W.u.; B(E2) values for the ground- and S- bands 
are from Refs. 1 and 4. 

Fig. 4. E2 quasi continuum components measured (diamonds) ].n "*Dy, "*Dy 
and *•' Dy. Tbesa spectra have been corrected for Doppler shifts and 
angular-distribution effects. The corresponding ganma-cascade cal¬ 
culations are shown as histograms (see text for details). 

Fig. 5. E2 quasicontinuum components (diamonds) measured for the *"Sn 
(36S,4n) 1 5 4Dy reaction at beam energies of 165, 155 and 148 MeV. 
The corresponding gamma-cascade simulations are shown as histograms. 

Fig. 6. Backed-target E2 quasicontinuum spectra from ***Dy at E, - 165, 
155 and 148 MeV; measured (diamonds) and simulated (histograms) 
ratios of 14 
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Production and Spectroscopy of Nuclei far from the Stability Line 

Recent Results Obtained at the GSI On-line Mass Separator 

O. Klepper 
GSI Darmstadt, Postfach 110552, 0-61 Darmstadt. Fed. Rep. Germany 

1. introduction 

Investigations of nuclei far from the beta stability line allow to systematically pursue nuclear 
structure studies into regions of anomalous neutron-to-proton ratios, and allow in particular 
to observe new phenomena and gain new insights which are not accessible near the stability 
line. Two examples of recent interest may enlighten this statement: with increasing neutron 
or proton excess, (1) Gamow-Teiler 'ЗГ) beta transition can be measured with increasingly 
relaxed energy-window restrictions, and (2) direct nucleon or nucleon-cluster emission from 
ground states sets in when the respective drip lines are passed. In trying to negotiate the 
experimental obstacles such as short half-life and/or low production rate, there is a lively 
competition between various techniques, notably those involving mass separation of re¬ 
action products directly or after reionization in an ion source. 

The mass-separator on-line to the heavy-ion accelerator UNILAC at GSI Darmstadt is an 
example for the latter method. The main features of this facility are briefly described, in 
particular the recent developement of an ion source with bunched beam release, and results 
from recenl decay-spectroscopic measurements of mass-separated samples are presented. 
Using fusion-evaporation reactions with 40Ca and MNi projectiles, proton-rich nuclei are 
studied in the fp shell, "southeast" of 100Sn, and "northwest" of 146Gd. The comparison of 
the measured GT beta-decay strength may yield systematic (mass dependent) information 
on the quenching of proton-to-neutron transitions between spin-orbit partners in the f, g and 
h sheils. By determining low-lying single-proton states and associated single-particle en¬ 
ergy separations, the systematics of the N = 82 single-particle energy gap beyond Z = 64 is 
extended up to Z = 69. Neutron-rich nuclei are produced and investigated over a wide range 
of elements between chromium and actinium using (9-15) MeV/u beams between 
between 76Ge and 23*U. The measured beta decay half-lives in the iron region are consid¬ 
erably shorter than predicted by current models. New theoretical approaches to overcome 
this deficiency and also the possible influence of these shorter half-lives on r-process cal¬ 
culations are discussed. Collinear laser spectroscopy is applied to systematicly determine 
isotope shifts and moments for long chains of isotopes in the tin and lead region. 

2. An Ion Source with Bunched Beam Release 

The principle of on-line macs (or isotope) separators is based on re-ionization of reaction 
products in an ion source and re-acceleration of singly-charged ions to typically 60 keV; the 
resulting mass-separated beams of low eminence are ideally suited e.g. for collinear laser 
spectroscopy or for preparing point-like thin sources for decay spectroscopy. Two types of 
ion sources have been used at the GSI on-line separator: forced electron-beam induced 
arc-discharge (FEBIAD) sources and the high-temperature cavity thermoionizer. The contin¬ 
uous development of these sources allowed to reach overall efficiencies in the percent 
range even for short-lived isotopes and relatively refractory elements [KIR87b]. 

Recently the option of bunching the released beam intensity [KIR86, KIR87a] has been added 
to sources of the FEBIAD type. The operation principle , sketched in Fig. 1, consists in ac¬ 
cumulating atoms in a cold trap inside the ion source and in then inducing a fast emission 
by heating this trap. The shape of the release time profile is mainly determined by the 
adsorption enthalpy with respect to the surface of the trap and thus allows chemical sepa¬ 
rations by setting time windows in a cooling/heating cycle. Examples of indium and cadmium 



chemistry are shown in Fig. 2. and it is interesting to note that the enri;htment of different 
elements is done simultaneously in two different beam lines in one and the same exper¬ 
iment. 

Target Catcher Cooled Trap 

Cooling 
Block Volatilization 

•lonixation 

Mass 
Separation 

Shutter Detector 

Secondary 
Beam 
Current 
(atoms/s) 

t 

* 
In * 

Sn 
I I 

4h 

r — Storing — 
(Cooling Period) 

-Release — 
Time — 

10s 

F>g. 1 Principle of ion-source operation with bunched beam release, developed for the GSI 
on-line mass separator. During the thermal contact of the ion source with a cooled 
block a "cold trap* is generated and reaction products are accumulated. By healing 
up the cold trap they are released with different speeds according to their chemical 
nature. By setting time windows in the storage-release cycle, intensity hunching and 
chemical selectivity is achieved for the mass-separated beams. 

In order to allow bunched release also for less volatile elements as e.g. the first series of 
transition elements and the alkaline earths, ion source and cold trap were redesigned to in¬ 
crease the maximum operating temperature from 1950 К to about 2400 К [KIR88]. In an ex¬ 
periment to search for the Jł decay of MNi (see below), this new FEB1AD source and 
bunching device yielded at mass 67 an estimated suppression factor of approximately 250 
for the strong 67Cu contaminant, whereas the 67Ni intensity was only reduced by a factor of 
five [SCHM87, KOS88J. This new bunching set-up faciliates also fast and efficient bunching 
of both indium and tin. Recently indium and tin bunches of rrass 104 were subsequently 
collected on the same tape and transported to the same counting station in order to analyse 
the у radiation of clean 1l>4 °*mln and 10*Sn samples under identical conditions [SZE88]. 

This novel method of on-line chemistry in the ion source yields not only cleaner decay 
spectra, but allows element assignment from measured ratios of DC and bunched beam in¬ 
tensities. Various applications of the bunched beam release, including the Improvement of 
the signal-to-background ratio in collinear laser spectroscopy, have a'ready been tested 
successfully and it is easy to suggest further applications on the basis of the extensive pa¬ 
rameter studies available [KIR86. KIR87a]. 
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Fig. 2 Spectra of decav radiation from mass-104 and mass-102 isobars produced in MCr 
(5eNi,xpyn) reactions. Spectra were obtained in DC mode of the ion source (open 

histogram) or in bunched operation (hatched histogram). For each operation mode, 
the mass-104 and mass-102 data were taken simultaneously at two beam lines by 
implanting the respective mass-separated beam into a tape and transporting the 
collected activity stepwise into a detector position. The spectra obtained in DC and 
bunched mode are normalized to the same UNILAC beam dose on target. 
a) Conversion electron spectra measured for mass 104 by means of a mini-orange 
spectrometer during counting intervals of 5 s after each tape transport. In DC mode, 
the mass-104 beams was implanted into the tape during 80 s, while in bunched mode 
the mass-104 beam port was opened during the shorl (0.5 s FWHM) indium release. 
The conversion lines seen only in DC mode are due to transitions following the de¬ 
cays of 1CMCd and 1cwSn. The dominant triplet of K. L and M lines seen in both modes 
are from a previously unobserved transition, which is assigned to to 104ln due to the 
"indirm chemistry" applied. Compared to DC measurements, only 30 % of the 
indium activity is lost while achieving suppression factors of approximately 60 for 
cadmium and certainly higher ones for tin. 
b) Gamma-ray spectra measured for mass 102 by means of a Ge(Li) detector during 
counting intervals of 30 s after each tape transport. The mass-102 beam was im¬ 
planted into the tape during 240 s; for bunched operation, the mass-102 beam port 
was closed during the release of the indium bunch. This "cadmium chemistry" leaves 
the cadmium activity unchanged and suppresses both indium and silver by a factor 
of 6; suppression factors of approximately 30 are expected for a better adjusted 
cooling block. 

3. Proton-Rich Isotopes from Fusion-Evaporation Reactions 

48-Manganese The Fermi and GT p-decay of the new isotope 48Mn, lying in the middle of 
the fp shell, was investigated via spectroscopy of 0-delayed protons and y-rays; the resulting 
partial level scheme is shown in Fig. 3 [SEK87],J8Mn with a half-life of 150(10) ms represents 
the heaviest member of the A = 4n, Tz = -1 family of p-delayed proton precursors known to 
date. The decay proceeds mainly via the superallowed transition to the isobaric analogue 
state at 5792.4(6) keV in "eCr. The experimental GT strength distribution, deduced for 
the 48Cr excitation energies in the interval 0-5.8 MeV from у data, is compared to shell-model 
calculations performed with the OXBASH code [E""C85]. The observed strength is about 
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53(17) % of the predicted value; this quenching factor agrees with the general trend deduced 
for p-decay of mirror nuclei in the fp shell [SEK87], the global GT quenching of 0.5&(5) ob¬ 
served for the middle of the sd-shell [BRO85], and the reduction factor 0.49(5) recently ob¬ 
tained for the p-decay of "Ar [BJOE85). 

MeV 
15 r— 

10 

0 
- 2 L 

VP=0.27 (12)% 

4*1 

150(10) ms 

logft=3A9(5) 

T 7 = + 1 T7=0 T2=-1 

Fig. 3 Partial decay scheme and sobaric triplet of *'Mn 

Extensive у and proton single and coincidence data, that were obtained in a very recent 
continuation of the wMn experiment, are currently analysed in order to establish the GT 
strength distribution also for excitation energies in 4eCr above 5.8 MeV. With a 
9.1 MeV/u 40Ca beam of about 130 part.nA on a thick graphite target, that also served as the 
catcher for the reaction products, mass-separated beams of 300 to 600 48Mn atoms/s were 
achieved. This corresponds to a separation efficiency between 5 % and 10 %, unng calcu¬ 
lated cross-sections to estimate the production of 48Mn in the target. 

100-Sn Region Nuclear-structure studies around the expected double shell-ciosure at 100Sn. 
performed in collaboration with J. Żylicz et al. (University of Warsaw), have recently been 
focused to investigate the quenching of GT p-transitions [RYK87]. The nuclei ^Pd {RYK85al 
and 10410*Sn [BAR88a] were produced by fusion-evaporation reactions, using 40Ca 
and ^Ni beams from the GSI UNILAC, and ^N i , м Сг and *N i targets, respectively. In case 
of the ł MSn measurements, the more abundantly produced isobaric contaminants were 
strongly reduced by applying the technique of bunched beam release as described in chap¬ 
ter 2. The decay of 9*' 1(*Cd was investigated with chemically pure mass-separated beams 
of cadmium isotopes from the ISOLDE II facility on-line to the CERN SC. From p, y, and 
conversion-electron spectroscopy QEC values, excitation energies of 1* levels, and the 
strength of 0 ł - 1 ł GT p-transitions were obtained for the decays of ^Pd. '^Cd, 1W-10B- 1MSn. 
For the nuclide "Cd , which has only two protons less than 100Sn, p-delayed y-rays and 
conversion electrons were observed for the first time, and the half-life was preliminarily de¬ 
termined to be 8.1(5) s. 
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A detailed report on these experimental results and their comparison with shell-model cal¬ 
culations including deformation, pairing, and core-polarization effects is given in a separate 
contribution by R. Barden to this Zakopane School. Its content, therefore, is here only sum¬ 
marized in Fig. 4: The summed strengths of the observed fast p-decays correspond to log ft 
values between 3.2 and 3.6. (The errors do not include systematic uncertainties from non-
observation cf 1* states at higher excitation energies in the daughter nucleus due to unob¬ 
served weak transitions or limiting QEC window.) They are interpreted as allowed GT 
transitions where a proton in the single-particle orbit g9/2 transforms into a neutron in the 
unoccupied spin-orbit partner g7/2 . The figure displays the single-particle shell model val¬ 
ues corrected for pairing correlations due to Dobaczewski et al. [DOB88] and for core 
polarization according to Towner (TOW85), applying in the latter case the same corrections 
for different cadmium and different tin isotopes. The fraction of observed strength relative to 
these so derived theoretical ones is presented in the bottom part of Fig. A. 

B(GT) 

B.JGT) 
B* (GT) 

Fig. 4 Top Experimentally observed total GT transition strength B{GT) of even-mass N = 50 
isotones (full dots) or the closest available isotope in the case of "Cd and 100Sn 
(open dots) and predictions. The B(GT) values are given in units of 0^4n, the corre¬ 
sponding log ft values are indicated at the right hand scale. 
The full line represents the prediction from the extreme single-particle shell model 
as function of the number nR of protons in the g9/2 shell, assuming the free-neutron 
value of the coupling constant дд. Lower transition probabilities are obtained by 
taking into account, at first, pairing correlations of protons and neutrons (dashed line; 
from model II of [DOB88]) and then first order core polarization from particle-hole 
interactions. For 100Cd and 10*Sn the effect of the latter interaction was assumed to 
be same as in the corresponding isotopes with N = 50. The shaded region is obtained 
for different residual forces [TOW85]. 
Bottom The fraction of strength ("quenching factor") observed experimentally rela¬ 
tive to the calculated B(GT) in the shaded areas is displayed by vertical bars. Their 
lengths include also the experimental error. 
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146-Gd Region The p-decays of the N = 81.82 nuclei above gadolinium, that are governed 
by nh11/2 -• vh9/2 GT-transitions, were investigated in collaboration with P. Kleinheinz et 
al. (KFA Julich). From this work the systematics of the three lowest-lying single neutron hole 
excitations (s1/2, d3/2, h11/2) in even-2 N=81 isotones JSCH84] and the four lowest-lying 
(positive parity) single-proton excitations in odd-Z N = 82 isotones [KLEI85a] were extended 
to Z = 68 and 69. respectively. The single-particle energies, derived from a BCS analysis 
with G = 0.20 MeV, indicate that the gap between the d5/2 and hi 1/2 states, which increases 
when approaching^Tbgj from the low-Z side, decreases again for Z 5 64. This is consistent 
wth the generally observed effect thai lhe"Nl = 82 shell closure reinforces the weaker Z = 64 
shell gap, and that this magicity disappears rapidly when moving a few protons or neutrons 
away from 146Gd. 

From high-resolution a, proton and у spectroscopy Q values and relative energies of 1/2* 
and 11/2" isomers at N = 82 and N = 84 were derived. For instance the proton separation en¬ 
ergy ol the single proton nucleus 147Tb (1/2+) is of special interest, as it will be a link to the 
accurately known mass of 146Gd and will finally lead to precise masses of the two isomers 
both in Tbe, and 151HoB4. The present status of these experiments, thai are partly per¬ 
formed at ISOLDE/CERN. are described in [SCH87]. 

The observed fast GT p-decays ol even-mass N = 82 isotones above 146Gd are analogous to 
the ones of the N = 50 isotones discussed above. (For a synopsis see e.g. [KLE86b].) Hero, 
however, the (5-decays feed mainly just one 1* level in the daughter nucleus, e.g. 97 % in lho 
case of 148Dy [KLEI85bJ. The very detailed investigation ol this nucleus at ISOCELE/Orsay 
has been extended to the N = 82 isotones 1&0Er and 15?Yb at the OASIS separator [TOT87a. 
TOT87b] and at GSI [BAR88b]. The GSI measurements included conversion electron dala 
which gave spin/parity assignments. Earlier results from [HAB84] for thesu three isolones 
were based solely on the identification ol a single y-ray; they agree, however, quite well with 
the new 148Dy measurement [KLEI85b]. Pairing calculations for U6Dy. which were adjusied 
to experimental occupation numbers for h11/2 protons in ' "Sm, yield more then two hi 1/2 
protons in 148Dy and therefore an enhancement of the GT transition strength, and, together 
with corrections for ground-state correlations in 148Dy. a surprisingly low quenching factor 
of 0.15 [KLEI85b]. A preliminary analysis of the 150Er and 1s*Yb data obtained at GSI indi¬ 
cates also low quenching factors of about 0.2 [BAR88b]. 
It seems therelore that the GT quenching for the N = 82 isotones is stronger than in the sd 
and fp shells and than for the N = 50 isotones. It is also stronger than expected from 
charge-exchange reactions such as (p.n), where the observed fraction of the GT sumrule 
strength is 50 to 60 % for heavier nuclei with A > 90 [GAA86]. In the magic nuclei 
around 100Sn and 146Gd the retardation of the GT strength due to pairing correlations and 
first order core polarization is much smaller than in other nuclei and of comparable size lo 
the one due to "higher order terms", so that here the effect of GT quenching in medium 
mass nuclei can be studied more effectively. 

Beta decay of high-spin isomers at high excitation energies has been observed only in a few 
cases. Because of their generally simple shell-model structure these decays are expected 
also lo be good candidates to test our understanding of the p decay. Recently GT p*-decay 
branches of the 27/2" isomers in the N = 83 nuclei 15lEr and u9Dy were identified at GSI 
[BAR88c], and the latter was also investigated in detail at ISOLDE. The observed R-decay 
strength of 149Dy(27/2) agrees closely with the anticipated value observed in the "*Dy (0*) 
ground-state decay, whereas in 151Er(27/2) a large fraciion of the decay is expected to pro¬ 
ceed to high-lying 1s1Ho levels the feeding of which was only indirectly observed in our ex¬ 
periment [BAR88c. KLEI88]. A search for the 27/2" isomer in the 1S3Yb isotone suggests that 
an anlogous E3 isomer does not occur in that nucleus, which is in accord with the shell 
model prediction [BAR88c]. 
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4. Neutron-Rich Isotopes from Multinucleon-Transfer Reactions 

In the past, spectroscopy of p-decaying nuclei has been concentrated mainly in those re¬ 
gions where fission processes or spallation of heavy nuclei by high-energy protons could 
supply nuclei in sufficient quantities. In areas not within easy reach by these methods, 
therefore, only very few isotopes have been studied beyond the heaviest stable one. A new 
way to anproach these nuclei is provided by deep-inelastic reactions induced by energetic 
heavy-ions and was first employed by Volkov and co-workers [ART71, GUR74, VOL78J. 

With the availability of heavy-ion beams with energies ranging up to 20 MeV/u at the UNILAC 
the Góttingen-GSI-Mainz-Warsaw collaboration (W.-D. Schmidt-Ott et al.) studied the ques¬ 
tion whether neutron-rich isotopes in the areas below the light and above the heavy frag¬ 
ments of asymmetric fission (Z<29 and Z>66, respectively) can be produced with sufficient 
yields to allow p-, y-, and X-ray spectroscopy in combination with on-line mass separation. 
For these investigations, targets of nalW/Ta were bombarded by the neutron-rich 
projectiles 76Ge, e2Se. 136Xe, i86W, and 23eU with energies between 9 and 15 MeV/u and 
beam intensities of 4 - 20 part. nA. In order to obtain sufficiently high production raies, the 
target thickness was chosen as to decelerate the projectiles from their initial energy down 
to the Coulomb barrier within the target and therefore to include both deep-inelastic and 
quasi-elastic collisions. Target-like fragments in the heavy-lanthanir'e region and 
projectile-like fragments in the chromium to zinc, heavy-lanthanide and francium to 
neptunium [GIP86] region have been investigated so far (see [KLEB6a] for a review). 

Due to the thick-target geometry, the term "multinucleon-transfer" used here is loosely de¬ 
fined as far as reactions aspects are concerned. As the separation efficiency for a given 
nucleus as function of element and half-life is generally unknown, accurate cross-section 
values cannot be exlracted from the measured separation yields. Their over-all-pattern, 
however, agrees with the expectations based on calculated potential-energy surfaces for the 
reacting nuclei {taking the evaporation of a few neutrons into account) [e.g KLE85J. Pro-
due! ion rales of 1 to 10 atoms/s obtained for isotopes at the actual border-line of known 
nuclei can be considered as the present limit for decay studies. In order to reach even more 
neutron-rich nuclei in the chromium to nickel region, 238U targets were irradiated with ^ i 
ions at the Coulomb barrier to search for cold massive nucleon transfer to the lighter re¬ 
action partner. Such possibility was suggested by observing target fragments with low 
excitation energies in the reaction *8Ca on M8Cra [GAEG86J. The measured isotopic yields 
for chromium, manganese, cobalt, and copper, however, did not reveal any essential con¬ 
tribution from this type of reaction [SCHM88]. This result is consistent wilh a recent finding 
lhat the light partners in these reactions are produced with surprisingly high excitation en¬ 
ergies [KEL87]. 

In general partial decay schemes have been established. A review of the obtained 
spectroscopic results ,ind references can be found in [BOS88, RYK88], while application of 
this technique to an astrophysical problem concerning the solar abundance of 180mTa is 
presented in [RUN87]. 

The long-standing search for the (5 decay of the doubly magic 6BNi nucleus has approached 
a new state. The expected ground-state to ground-state ($ decay of this nucleus is generally 
masked by strong isobaric copper and gallium background and escaped therefore discovery 
so far. Now, with the new very-high-temperature ion source and bunching device the sepa¬ 
ration yield of 67Ni was enhanched by an estimeted factor of about 50 compared to 67Cu (see 
chapter 2). Also the gallium background was suppressed, as its adsorption enthalpy is close 
to the one of copper [KIR86]. From the J3 decay curve taken at mass 68 during a firs! ex¬ 
periment with this technique, a new В activity with a half-life of about 19 s is derived 
[SCHM87, KOSŁ2]. At the present state of the analysis of the у spectra, however, the growth 
and decay curve of the 1077 keV y-line from the decay of the daughter nucleus ^Cu is not 
in accord with such a half-life attributed to ^Ni . This assignment is therefore considered to 
be tentative so far. 
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In the following, only the aspect of comparing the half-lives of the new isotopes with tabu¬ 
lated predictions from the gross theory of p-decay {TACH87] and a microscopic model 
[KLA84] is discussed (Fig. 5). Besides the 27 new half-lives measured in heavy-ion ex¬ 
periments, also 22 values of nuclei are shown which wert produced by other techniques 
(thermal-neutron or spontaneous fission, spallation or fissiou by high energy protons) since 
(he calculation of the table [KLA84] in 1981 (A>58). The half-lives predicted by the P 
gross-theory generally tend to be longer than the experimental ones and the predictions by 
the microscopic model. If one compares Fig. 5 with Fig. 1 of [KLE86a], which displays the 
corresponding predictions from the original p gross-theory [TAK73] using decay energies 
from the mass formula of [MOEL81], one recognizes that the new theory does not better in 
this aspect. This holds especially for the mass region A> 160, where almost all predictions 
of the old theory would fall within the indicated band of 0.5<R<2 of Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 Ratios R of predicted (T1,^) to measured (T*,^) new p-decay half-lives. Circles indicate 
calculations from a microscopic model [KLA84] and stars ones from gross-theory of 
p-decay. This figure is taken from [KLE86b], however the improved p gross-theory 
from [TACH87] instead of the original one from [TAK73] is applied Also new (60Cr) 
or improved (U7Tm,180Yb) half-life results from GSI are incorporated. Full and open 
circles correspond to half-lives shorter or longer than 60 s, respectively. (Note- in-
between the row of displayed nickel and copper isotopes the only tentatively known 
respectively still unknown pdecays of ^Ni and MCu are missing.) The horizontal 
bars indicate the regions where the new isotopes were produced in multi-nucloon 
transfer reactions [BOS85. BOS88, GIP86, №0087, RUN87, RYK88] For references of 
results obtained by other techniques, which are not updated, see [KLE86b]. 

It is of special interest to test the predictive power of the more refined microscopic model 
from the year 1981, as the experimental values of Fig. 5 were then not yet available At that 
time 65 % (58 %) of the known fj-decays with half-lives < 60 s (< 1000 s) were reproduced 
within a factor of two by this ansatz. This holds also in general for the heavier nuclei shown 
in F.g. 5. For the chromium to cobalt region in Fig. 5. however, a striking and systematic 

? U ° ^ °r&,halD WeS S B e m S tO eVOlve ' w h i c h d o e s n o t c o n t i n u e f o r "Sh'er nuclei [ , KLA86J. Presently a second generation of microscopic calculations is in 
progress replacing the Tamm-Dancoff-approximation by a quasiparticle random-phase ap-
proximanon. First results give improved description of the half-lives in the chromium to 



cobald region, which seem to be specially sensitive to small changes in deformation [KLA86, 
KRA87, BEN88] 

The half-life predictions are important, for instance, for the calculation of the astrophysical 
rapid neutron-capture process (r-process) that has its starting point in the iron-cobalt region. 
The so far emerging trend to shorter half-lives, however, seems not to change the predicted 
isolopic abundances of the r-process drastically, and can therefore not account for discrep¬ 
ancies between calculated and observed solar abundances IBOS85]. 

5. Collinear Laser Spectroscopy of Light Isotopes in the Tin and Lead Region 

Studies of hyperfine structure and isotope shift of atomic spectra yield information on nu¬ 
clear spins, electromagnetic moments, and isotopic changes ot charge distributions, and are 
therefore complementary to normal decay speclroscopy and mass measurements of radio¬ 
active nuclei. Tunable dye laser and on-line mass separation allow to extend optical 
bpectroscopy to short-lived nuclei and lo investigate long isotopic sequences systematically. 
In co'laboralion with G. Huber et al. (University of Mainz), for the first lime a separator on¬ 
line to a luavy-ion accelerator was successfully employed for this >echniquo. Inihally indium 
and later tin and silver isotopes were chosen for these experiments, since they are produced 
in fusion-evaporation reactions by oxygen beams with a few hundred-mb cross sections and 
are separated with high efficiencies lo render mass-separated beams with the necessary 
intensity. For the experimental detection probability of 2 « 10"* photons measured per 
indium ion entering the collinear beam line, at least 5«1O5 atoms/s are required (KIR85) in 
DC mode of the ion source. In the bunched mode, the statistical quality of the hyperfine 
spectrum of 40-min 108ln was improved by a factor of 17 [ЕВЕЭ6], which corresponds to a 
sizeable improvement also in the detection limit. 

A wealth of new information on nuclear moments and radii is now available for isotopic 
chains of indium [EBE87a], tin [ANS86. EBE87b], and to a lesser extent also of silver (DIN87a] 
from experiments at GSI, ISOLDE/CERN and at KFZ Karlsruhe. (For recent a survey see 
[HUB87].) The neighbourhood of the closed proton shell at Z =50 is reflected in the single 
particle character of the nuclear moments and the validity of the coupling rules. On the other 
hand, a distinct increase of the charge radius towards the neutron-midshell is in contra¬ 
diction to a rather small variation in the quadrupole deformation in these nuclei. The very 
nature of this effect resulting from the larger valence-space in midshell is not clear yet. 

Lately these experiments were extended to the shell closure at Z =82, namely to light lead 
'• [DIN87a/b] and thallium isotopes [MEN88]. In this region intruder states may complicate the 

'jj,' simple slml!-model picture and lead to strong effects in shapes and radii. First results on 
5 charge radii of 19г' 1Э4196РЬ isotopes are presented in Fig. 6. The anatysis of more recent 
i data on the nuclei 190 191' 193Pb. the ever-mass "8-is6T, a n d is>iT, |S j n p r o g r e s s t n ац 
| thallium cases, except 188TI, Ihe ground and an isomeric state were observed. 
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6. Conclusion 

f ° r ^ e C e n ' sP e c t r o S c°P i c investigations of nuclei far away from stability, performod 
'» к m a r f s ^ a r a t o r - h a v e b e e n 9iven. Heavy-ion reactions at UNILAC energies 

nf nL P H f ° ^ a f в . х 1 й е a n d o f t e n u n i q u e t O Q l t 0 r e a c h neulron-rich and especially very 
neutron-deficient nude.. Many of these studies complement well those of nuclei 

9 e 9 y ' ' Г " 5 3 t I S O L D E / C E R N - f o r «nefnce. by providing cleaner S 
i 

- efnce. by providing cleaner S o S b a c K 
Y - s p e c t r o s c°Py i n l h « 6Gd region or by extending long isolop,c 
r spectroscopy Ionsource based s e p a t d il 

g y extending long isolop,c 
Ion-source based separators and recoil separators 

С 0 " " П и е ' ° Ь б " Ш Ш .he UN.LAC 

ыг Y p c o s c ° P y 
collinear laser spectroscopy. 

and elsewhlre ^ * " ' " ° Р е ' и 

With investigations aiming for nuclei even further away from stability, produced only >s small 

L S f TV* 9 ' r e a C t i ° n C r ° S S S e C t i ° n - l h e t r e n d i n ^Paration techniquefgoes Го ^ The .on source with bunched beam release has been proven to be a 
I ?SPe?- 6Ut " " n a lS° Ье a P P l i S d o t h e r w i ^e , .ike e / . o investiqltP ad 

p,es of angle atoms on surfaces. Such applications beyond the originally «n^śaged 
nuclear-structure studies are common place. Studies of astrophysical interest ha J e a l r S 
been ment1Oned in this report. The technique of coilinear laser Necroscopy is beinq con¬ 
sidered in connection with beam cooling in storage rings. "™scopy is oemg con 

With the experience gathered from the investigations described here and the exciiempnt 

suture !Sos9ouTuC^rK " Ś*- ^ ^ ^ to C°"S 'd e r continuation Г ы Г structure studies of far unstable nuclei us.ng the new possibilities offered at SIS and ESR. 

Work in so many different regions of the nuclear chart with various topics and elaborate 
techniques makes the joint effort and experience of many collaborates indispensabt The 
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THE GIANT DIPOLE RESONANCE BUILT ON HIGHLY EXCITED STATES 

W.HAHesselink 

Natuurkundig Laboratorium van de Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 

Abstract : The results of two experiments, in which the properties of the GOR have been 

investigated in different domains of excitation energy and angular momentum, are presented 

In a 110Cd(avy) " 4 S n experiment the GOR decay has been separated from the background of 

statistical y-rays following particle emission. In the second experiment the statistical decay 

of the GOR has been used to study the evolution of the nuclear shape with Increasing angular 

momentum in 151-156Qy. 

1. Introduct ion 

Since the First observation by Newton et al. 1 ) , the role of GDR resonance in the statistical 

decay of a compound nucleus has been well established.The enhanced E1 transition 

probability caused by the GDR decay yields a characteristic bump in the exponentially 

decreasing 7-ray spectra at an excitation energy corresponding to the GDR energy. The shape 

of the high energy -y-spectra can be described well by including a GOR strength function in 

the expression for the statistical 7-ray decay. The strength function can be taken from 

photo-absorption cross sectinr.* in accordance with the Brink hypothesis that on each state a 

giant resonance can be built. 

The r-ray spectrum measured in a compound nucleus reaction is a composite spectrum with 

contributions of each decay step. This is illustrated in figs 2. 3 . In fig.2 the decay of a 

compound nucleus 156Dy* formed by bombarding a 1 1 6Cd target with 205 MeV 40Ar ions is 

schematically displayed.The excitation energy of the compound nucleus is about 95 MeV and 

the fusion cross section peaks at a angular momentum of about 65 n. At each step of the decay 

there is a competition between particle emission and v decay. The relative probability 

between the two processes is given by the transmission coefficients for particles on on* side 

and the 7-ray transition probabilities on the other side. In fig.3 the results of a statistical 

model calculation performed for this case are shown. The calculation has been done with the » 

1*3 
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schematic representation of 

the decay of the compound 
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bombarding a 1 ' 6Cd target 
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computer pt gram CASCADE 2>. The high energy part of the spectrum between 9 MeV and 5 

MeV, which can be attributed to the GDR decay, predominantly stems from (he first steps of 

ihe decay proces, whereas the exponentially decreasing part between 2 MeV and 9 MeV 

originates from y-ray emission in the final nucleus. 

Generally one cannot distinguish between the two parts of the spectrum. Only in a few 

special cases one can exclusively investigate the y-decay of the GDR built on excited stales. 

Such a case is for example the (a.?) reaction at a projectile energy EQ chosen such that after 

emission of the high energy Y-ray the nucleus is left in a state with excitation energy below 

the neutron separation energy. In section 2 an experiment is described, in which this very 

weak channel is separated from the dominating (a,ny) and (a,2ny/ channels by making use 

of the differences in lifetimes of the isomers in the final nuclei. 

In most of the experiments done until now the GDR parameters have been deduced from 

inclusive measuremersts.The results of these measurements indicate that ,as predicted by 

RPA calculations 3 - 4 ) , the energy of the GDR built on excited stales is in overall agreemem 

with the energy of the GDR built on the ground state and that the TRK sumrule is generally 

exhausted.The width of the GDR ,in ;he contrary, is generally much larger ( cf. the review 

article by K.Snover 6> ). The increase of the GDR width, which is largest for spherical 

nuclei , can qualitatively be understood in terms of fluctuations ot the nuclear shape al 

higher temperature 4>- Ал interesting recent development in the study of the statistical 

decay of the GDR is the observation of the splitting of the strength in deformed nuclei7-8К 

Gossett ei al.7) have measured such a splitting of the GDR built on a ensemble of states in 
1 6 0Er and 1 6 6Er with spin in the range J -10-20 fi and a temperature T«1 MeV. 4 
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They found it similar to the splitting of the ground state GDR, whereas Gaardhaje et a1.8> 

have found indications for a shape transition from prolate to oblate deformation in ' 66Er at 

a somewhat higher temperature and angular momentum. Both experiments indicate that 

measurements of the GDR built on excited states offer a valuable tool for studying the 

structure of hot fast rotating nuclei.In section 3 we report on a study of the angular 

momentum dependence of the GOR in '51-15вру xh e a i m Of t n i s s t u d y l s to investigate the 

evolution of the nuclear shape in a hot nucleus with increasing angular momentum. In 

different theoretical approximations a change from prolate to oblate deformation is 

predicted for such nuclei3"5). The light Dy nuclei have been selected for this study, because 

of the superdeformed band recently discovered in the decay of the compound nucleus 1 5 6Dy\ 

the same nucleus which is the subject of the present study. It is appealing to search for a 

signature of the GDR built on a superdeformed band. 

2. The exclusive measurement of the ^ ° C d f n . y ) 4 * S n f i c t i o n 

The 110Cd(a,y)114Sn reaction has been studied by measuring prompt high energy y-rays in 

coincidence with delayed y-rays depopulating the J* -7 ' isomer in 1 1 4Sn. The experiment 

has been performed with 24 and 26 MeV a-particles from the A.V.F. cyclotron of the Vrije 

Universiteit. In fig.3 the decay of the compound nucleus 1 1 4Sn formed at an excitation 

energy of about 26 MeV is schematically displayed. The normal decay mode at this excitation 

energy is by emission of two neutrons. The relative probability for y-ray emission is of the 



order of 10"4. The very weak (a,y) reaction can in this favoured case be separated from the 

dominating channels by making use of the differences in the lifetimes of isomers in 1 1 2Sn, 
113Sn and 1 1 4Sn. The nucleus 114Sn has a J*« T isomer with a half-life of T t / 2 

-733 ns, which is much larger than those of the J*= 11/2" isomer in 113Sn (T1 / 2-86 

ns) and fhe J*«6+ isomer in 112Sn (T1/2-13.9 ns). Thus by detecting the delayed y-rays 

and by setting appropriate windows on the time spectrum one can separate the three 

reaction channels.This procedure is illustrated in fig.4. The deiayed y-rays , which were 

accepted within a time interval ranging from 0.2\is to 1.4 (is after a beam burst, were 

delected with three large Nal detectors placed as close to the target as possible. In the three 

selected time windows the intensity of delayed yray transitions in 114Sn is constant .The 

number of events from 1 1 3 Sn , on the other hand, decreases rapidly with relative 

contributions in the subsequent time windows of approximately 100:10:1 and y-rays from 
112Sn give only a minor contribution to events in the first time window. 

The high energy y-rays were detected with a sum spectrometer(0 40 cm.lengih 40 cm) of 

which the six segments were 'jsed as single photon spectrometers. The sum spectrometer 

was positioned at a distance of 60 cm from the targe! thus enabling neutron-gamma 

separation using the TOF method.The high energy y-rays have been normalised on the 2+-4+ 

transition in 112Sn using the y-ray spectrum taken with a Ge telescope. The experimental 

data have been corrected for the background due to the 1 ' 1 Cd(a ,n ) 1 1 4 Sn and 
112Cd{a,2n)114Sn reactions on the target contaminents 1 1 1 . 1 1 2 Cd, which is about 1% for 
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both isotopes.The contributions of these reactions to the spectrum have been determined in 

additional runs on a * ' 1 Cd and a 112Cd target.respectively. The estimated errors in the 

cross sections are 20%. Details of the experiment and data analysis can be found in ref 9. 

The beam energy was chosen such that after the GDR decay the nucleus was left with an 

excitation energy lower than the neutron separation energy . Hence the GDR decay was 

followed only by a few statistical y-rays before populating the isomer. The main features of 

the (a,?) spectrum can already be understood on the basis of the qualitative picture given in 

fig.5. The dotted line represents the GDR decay probability neglecting the effect of the level 

densities. The dotted-dashed line represents the level densities at angular momentum J*8f) 

as a function of the excit-tion energy multiplied by the relative width for y-decay of the 

level. The latter factor determines the fraction of the GDR decaying via the (O,Y) channel.By 

multiplying the E1 transition probability with the level density function one obtains the 

7-ray spectrum indicated by the solid curve.This qualitative picture indicates that, due to 

the level densities and the 7-ray decay width of the level populated in the GDR decay, the 

peak is shifted to about 12 MeV and that the width is remarkebly smaller than the GDR 

width. This picture is indeed reflected by the experimental data shown in fig.6. The 



spectrum of 1 1 3 S n shown in fig.7 exhibits on the other hand the typical features of 

statistically emitted r-rays. In this spectrum one recognizes only a small contribution of 

Y-rays from GDR decay followed by neutron emission. 

In order to make a quantitative comparir- л with the data we have modified the statistical 

model code CASCADE such that we can calculate the Y-ray spectrum of 1 1 0Cd(a,Y)1 1 4Sn 

events in which the compound nucleus decays via the J*-7~ isomer exactly. Furthermore 

.the spectrum of 1 1 °Cd(a.ny)113Sn events decaying via the J * -11 /2 ' isomer.including the 

GDR decay in the first step of the reaction, can approximately be calculated The calculations 

were performed with the extended version of CASCADE 2 ) . The spectral shapes of the 

exclusive 1 1 0Cd(a,Y)1 1 4Sn and 110Cd(a,nY) 1 1 3 Sn spectra are very sensitive to the level 

densities. In the first place the absolute cross section of the ( а л ) reaction is determined 

by the decay widths for neutron and Y-ray emission of the compound nucleus , which apart 
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from the transmission coefficients and GDR parameters depend on the level densities in the 

region 12SE*£16 MeV in n 3 - n 4 S n . Furthermore, the detailed shape of this spectrum 

depends on the probabilities for neutron and Y-ray emission of the levels populated by the 

GDR decay .as can be seen directly from fig 5. These decay probabilities largely depend on the 

level densities in the vicinity of the Yrast lines in 1 1 3 < 1 t 4 S n . Finally, the cross section for 
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the (a.n?) reaction also depends on the level density in 112Sn. The importance of the level 

densities on the shape of the calculated (a.y) spectrum is shown in fig. 8. 

The sensitivity of the spectra to the level densities, needs special care in the CASCADE 

calculations. Therefore experimental level densities have been supplied to the program for 

excitation energies in H2, i i3 , i i4sn up to about 3 MeV The experimental levels near the 

40 , 

10 12 20 14 16 18 
— • Ev(MeV) 

fig.6. Spectrum of high energy y-rays following a-capture in 1 1 0Cd and populating the 

J*=7- isomer in 1 1 4 Sn . 

10 E-

10 

fig.7. Spectrum of high energy y-rays following a-capture in 1 1 0Cd and populating the 

J " - ! 1/2" isomer In 1 1 3Sn 
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Fig.8. Calculated 

s p e c t r u m of the 
1 1 0 C d ( o , 7 ) 1 1 4 S n reaction 

proceeding via the J*«7" 

isomer in 1 1 4 Sn for different 

choices of the level density 

parameters DA and Д. 

Yrast line in ''^Sn.which are of particular interest since the excitation energy ol the 

isomer in this nucleus is only 0.74 MeV, are complemented with the results of three quasi 

partiue calculations. Then we have fitted 7-ray spectra calculated with different level 

density parameters to the experimental 11oCd{a,ny) 1 1 3 Sn spectra taken at E a -24 and 

26 MeV. 

The fits were performed in the energy interval between 7 MeV and 9 MeV.since this part of 

the spectrum has a minimum dependence of the GDR parameters. These parameters were in 

the first fit taken from the GDR on the ground state. The relative normalisation beiween the 

theoretical and experimental spectra was taken as a free parameter. Thus, we found that 

the experimental data are well reproduced with the globally interpolated Dilg parameters 

for 1 i 3 s n (DA-9.0 MeV and Д-0.2 MeV) and m S n (DA*9.0 MeV and д=1.4 MeV ).They 

differ from the parameters evaluated by Dilg et al.10> for i ' 3 S n . Having established the 

level density parameters in 1 1 3 - 1 1 4 Sn and the relative normalisation .the GDR parameters 

were deduced from fits of calculated spectra to the experimental 1 1 0 Cd(a ,ny) 1 1 3 Sn and 
110Cd(a,-|f)114Sn spectra taken at Ea«24 and 26 MeV. In these fits the energy ( E Q D R ) the 

width ( P Q D R ) and the sum rule strentgh (S) of the GDR were taken as free parameters. A 

consistent normalistion R^-0.8 was obtained for all four spectra. 

The GDR parameters deduced from the fits are E G Q R = 1 5 . 2 ± 0 . 5 MeV. r G D R - 7 ± 1 MeV and 

S-0.9±1 These results agree quite weH with the GDR parameters deduced from previous 

inclusive experiments at higher excitation energy (cf. fig.9).Whereas E Q Q R appears to be 

independent of the excitation energy, the width T Q D R systematically increases with 
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increasing excition energy.This can ,as has been pointed out before.be attributed to 

fluctuations of the nuclear shape caused by the higher temperature4). 

3.Angular momentum dependence of the GDR In 1 5^' 156py 

The 1 1 6 C d + 4 0Ar -- 15бру . r e a C | i o n w a s u s e ( j t0 study the angular momentum 

dependence of the GDR in 151-15бду. |n setting up this experiment the leading idea was to 

cover a wide range of angular momentum up to tho highest value possible for a fusion 

evaporation reaction and to be sensitive to a possible signature of a GDR built on 

superdeformed states. 

The experiment was performed at the KVI in Groningen . A 3.2 mg/cm2 1 1 6Cd target was 

bombarded with a 205 MeV 40Ar beam. The beam and the recoiling nuclei were stopped in 

the target ,thus enabling the detection ot delayed y-rays deexciting isomeric states in final 

nuclei. 

High energy y-rays were measured with a 10* • 13" Nal detector 14> which was surrounded 

by a plastic scintillator anticoincidence shield and a Pb cytinder.This detector was placed at 

90* with respect to beam axis at a distance of 60 cm from the target. Neutron events in the 

scintillator were discriminated by time of flight. The set-up further consisted of a 

sum-spectrometer ( 0 40 cm, length 40 cm), • multiplicity filter of ten 5'* 5" Nal 
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detectors and a Ge telescope .The two halves of the sum-spectrometer ,each consisting of 

three segments, were placed above and below the beam-line at a distance of 7 cm from the 

target. The ten Nal detectors and the Ge telesccpe were placed in the gap between the two 

halves of the sum-spectrometer at about 20 cm from the target. Prompt events in the large 

Nal detector and events in the Ge telescope were accepted if they were in coincidence with 

prompt events in at least one of the ten smaller Nal detectors or in delayed coincidence with 

an event in any of the Nal detectors. Events of y-rays depositing an energy of E < 5 MeV in 

the large Nal detector were downscaled by a factor 200.Thus about equal numbers of events 

above and below the 5 MeV y-ray threshold were recorded. 
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Fold distributions lor 
1^9-152Dy deduced from 

coincidences with discrete 

y-rays in these nuclei 

detected with the Ge 

telescope. 

Gamma-ray spectra corresponding to selected angular momentum domains have been 

obtained by a proper analysis of the fold distribution and sum-spectrum. This analysis is 

hampered by the presence of high spin isomers in several daughter nuclei. The effect of 

these isomers is to lower the observed multiplicity of prompt y-rays. This is illustrated in 

fig. 10, where the fold distributions for discrete yrays from the final nuclei 1 4 9 - I 5 2 D V 

are displayed. One notices that the mean values of the fold distributions for i50-152Qy j S 

approximately the same. This is caused by the J"-= 49/2+ and Jn=17+ isomers in 1$1Dy 

and 152Dy,respectively.Furthermore a sizable fraction , up to about 25%, of the compound 

nucleus decay proceeds via a-particle emission. This also causes a lowering of the average 

fold and a broadening of the fold distribution since a-particles take on the average away a 

larger angular momentum. These effects have been accounted for in the data anatysis.of 
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which the details can be found in ref. 9 . Due to the specific geometry of (he multiplicity 

fiter i.e. ten Nal in the horizontal plane in addition to the six segments of the 

sum-spectrometer a slight angular correlation effect is introduced especially for the higher 

folds. Since for the higher folds the y-rays are preferentially detected in the horizontal 

plane there is an enhanced probability that they are emitted by a nucleus with spin in the 

vertical direction assuming stetched E2 character for the Yrast transitions. This changes the 

strength distribution over the GDR bump for a deformed nucleus . However this effect is 

stongly attenuated in this case, since the angular momentum windows are deduced from the 

fold distribution and sum-energy. Moreover the Yrast line is in the light Dy nuclei 

dominated by non-collective transitions. Therefore this effect has been neglected. 

The experimental results are shown in fig. 11.The three spectra Indicate a systematic shift 

of the giant dipole strength to lower energy with increasing angular momentum. A similar 

Fig. 11 

Prompt high energy y-ray 

spectra corresponding to 

three angular momentum 

windows. The low energy 

parts of the spectra have 

been multiplied with a factor 

200, i.e. the downscale factor 

during the experiment The 

solid lines through the data 

show the best fits of 

spectra cateulaied with the 

program CASCADE. 

t 
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effect has been observed In the decay of 162Er* by Hennerici et al. 15 ) . This shift is 

observed more clearly in fig. 12, where the spectra are multiplied with an exponential 

eE i 'T . The different values for the temperature T account for the anguiar dependence of the 

Yrast energy. 

In order to investigate the origin of the obseved shift y-ray spectra .calculated with the 

modified computer code CASCADE 2 ) have been fitted to the experimental data. A two 

component lorentzian shape was assumed for the GDR. The fitting procedure was as follows. 

First the population cross sections as function of the angular momentum for the measured 

angular momentum bins were calculated. They were deduced from the compound 

nucleus cross sections by folding with a gaussian distribution that accounts for the angular 

momentum distribution in a measured coincidence fold. 

( E'.J ) fold - о ( E\J ) c a s c a d# • P (J) 

The compound nucleus cross sections о ( E*,J ) integrated over the beam energy across the 

target were calculated with the program CASCADE making use o( the total fusion cross 

sections estimated following the syslematics of ref. 16 . The probability distributions 

P(J)loid were determined by a Monte Carlo calculations. 

Then the Y-ray spectra calculated with these angular momentum dependent population cross 

sections and assuming reasonable GDR parameters were folded with the detector response 

function and fitted to the experimental data in the range E~- 2-8.5 MeV using the 

X2-minimization program MINUIT 17!. This part of the y-ray spectrum is most appropriate 

to determine the normalisation constant for the cross section since its shape and magnitude 

are rather independent of the GDR parameters. The level density parameter in the statistical 

model calculations was DA - 8 MeV. Тпэ normalisation constants R N resulting from the fits 

are listed in table 1. If the population cross sections were calculated correctly the values of 

RN for the different angular Momentum bins should be equal. The values obtained from the 

fits decrease with increasing angular momentum indicating an overestimalion of the cross 

sections in the high angular momentum bins. Taking into account an uncertainty of 20% due 

to the folding procedure the observed trend can be explained well if one assumes a more 

diffuse angular momentum distribution of the cross sections as reported in ref 1 8 ). Finally, 

the GDR parameters were deduced from a fit of the calculated spectrum to the experimental 
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data in the energy range E,, » 8.5 - 25 MeV. The number of parameters describing the two 

component GDR strength function was limited to four i.e. two parameters for the energies of 

both components, one parameter for the width and one for the relative strength of both 

components. The resonance widths v.ere assumed to depend on the energies as Г * C E 2 Q Q R 

according to the systematics of the experimental data for the ground state GDR width as 

evaluated by Carlos et al. 1 9 ) . The proportionality constant was treated as free parameter. 

Furthermore, 100% exhaustion of the TRK sum rule was assumed. The results of the fit are 

listed in table 1. All three spectra are fitted quite well by the statistical model calculations. 

800 

fig. 12 

Prompt high energy -y-ray 

spectra corresponding to three 

angular momentum bins 

multiplied with the function 

в£уЛ with T -1.95, 1.90, and 

1.80 .respectively. The solid 

lines show the best fits of 

spectra calculated with the 

program CASCADE. 
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ТаЫе1. 

<J> R(^ Ej C2 Tj F̂  X Jf$ E(jfTp p 

h (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) 

32 1.40 13.8 15.8 8.7 0.25 0.7 14.4 0.16 

46 1.00 13.9 15.5 8.5 0.68 1.4 14.4 - 0 . 1 3 

62 0.67 13.5 17.1 8.5 0.67 0.9 14.6 - 0 . 2 8 

GDR parameters obtained from a fit of spectra calculated with the program CASCADE to the 

experimental data . The estimated errors, including the uncertainties in the normalization 

and level-densities .for E Q Q R , Tj .and fł are ± 0.3 MeV , ± 0.5 MeV and ± 0.04 . 

respectively . 

Note tha' the experimental data are reproduced over the whole energy range from E,, » 2 -

25 MeV. To investigate the dependence of the results on the level density parameter we 

have also performed the statistical model calculations for the highest angular momentum 

bin taking DA - 9 MeV.The increase of the level density parameter causes an increase of the 

normalisation constant with about 10%. Furthermore , no sizeble effect was found on the 

GDR parameters. 

The most remarkable results from the fits are the constant centroid energy and the 

systematic change of the shape which is interpreted as a change of the nuclear deformation 

with increasing angular momentum. 

The centroid energies EQDR deduced from the energies and strength of both components are 

in agreement with the value ЕИ4.3 MeV predicted for thr GDR built on the ground 

state 2 0 ) , indicating that it is neither affected by the rotational motion nor the high 

temperature. The deformation parameter p is related to the half axis a and b of the axialiy 

symmetric nucleus by the expression 

В « 1 . 0 5 ( d - 1 ) d 1 / 3 

where d - b/a. The frequencies for oscillations along these axis ' a * and * b ' corresponding 

to m - 0 and m « ±1 , respectively , are given by Danos 2 1) 

Eh/ c . -0.911 a/b 4-0.089 
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This relation has been used to calculate the deformation parameters given in table 1. The 

values obtained for the three angular momentum bins indicate that the nucleus changes from 

a prolate deformation f> =+0.16 at <J> «=32 h to an oblate deformation P ж -0.13 at <J> 

=46 h and that a further increase of angular momentum leads to a larger oblate deformation 

p =- -0.28 at <J> =62 h. A similar shape change has been found in a independent study on the 

decay of the same compound nucleus by Bruce et al.22) 

The averaged widths Г̂  = 8.5 MeV for the lower component and Г2 » 12 MeV for the 

higher component following from the analysis are much larger than the width of the GDR 

built on the ground stale. As already has been discussed in the previous section the increase 

of the GDR width with increasing temperature is a common feature of the GDR built on 

highly excited states and can qualitatively be understood in terms of fluctuations of the 

nuclear shape . Since the angular momentum bins are partly overlapping in this experiment 

and since a strong angular momentum dependence of the nuclear deformation is found it is 

likely that an integration over different nuclear shapes may contribute slightly to the 

relatively large width found for the GDR. 

In all three spoctra an excess of strength is observed In the energy ranges E_- 9-11 MeV 

and ЕЦ = 16-18 MeV. One may further notice that the enhancement is larger at the highest 

angular momentum The observed enhancements can most likely be attributed to 

contributions of the GDR built on excited states with different deformation in a similar way 

as discussed for the widths. Whereas, the enhancement on the high energy side of the GDR 

bump can be attributed to the contribution of the GDR built on low angular momentum states 

with a somewhat larger deformation, this is much more difficult for the excess in strength 

on the low energy side of the bump. Bearing in mind that the centroid energy is found to be 

remarkebly stable, a double lorentzian with a low component centered at about 10 MeV 

implies a deformation P = 0.60 . Hence , it is tempting to attribute the observed 

enhancement to a GDR built on superdeformed structures. Further dedicated experiments 

with a more selected trigger are needed , to validate this suggestion. 

In conclusion one can say that the 1 1 ° (a,y) 1 1 * Sn and ł 1 ° (a, ny 1 1 3 Sn spectra as well 

the spectra measured for the decay of 1 5 6 Dy* in three angular momentum bins indicate 

that the centroid energies of the GDR are the same as (or the ground states The widths ar* 

in both cases much larger than those of the ground state GDR. 
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, the strong dependence of the exclusive (a,?) and (a, n?) spectra on the level 

densities was used to determine the level density parameters tor I i 3 , i t 4 s n in the vicinity 

o' 'he neutron separation energy in the angular momentum range J*=5-15 h. 

Finally,the observed shift in GDR strength to lower energy with increasing angular 

n.cmeittum is caused by a change of the nuclear deformation from prolate to oblate and to a 

furie'Sr increase of the oblate deformation with increasing angular momentum. 
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1. The (^He.t) Reaction and Introduction. 

In this paper we concentrate on a region of the nuclear response that 
lies higher in excitation energy than previously discussed at this Confer¬ 
ence. Figure I shows one of the main results of the Saturne charge exchange 
experiments from a couple of years ago'I. The spectra show how the charge 
exchange reaction PHe.t) strongly excites the Д resonance, the о т 
excitation of the nucleon. 

The spectrum on carbon shows a strong peak at low excitation energy 
containing the Gamow-Teller resonance in addition to the Д excitation. The 
spectrum on the proton shows only the excitation of the &**. 
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Fig.i. Triton spectra from the PHe.t) reaction at 0*« and ?.3 G*V. emphasis¬ 
ing the Д-region. 
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F i g . 2 . Triton spectra from the ( 3 H e . t ) r e a c t i o n at 
on targets ranging from the proton to 2 0 ( P b . 

0" and 2 GeV 

One point of much discussion over the past several years has been tho 
shift down in energy of the 6 excitation in carbon relative to that on tho 
free proton. Fig. 2 emphasises how this is a universal property of all 
nuclei from 12C to 20врь. The only exception is the very small nucleus, tho 
deuteron. Strong correlations are expected in the nuclear medium in the 
spin longitudinal channel from one pion exchange for both particle-hoie 
states and ij-hole states. These correlations are what st зеле density and 
momentum transfer could lead to pion condensation. 

Before we can say that we are probing these correlations, there are a 
number of features of the reaction that need to be examined. These are sym¬ 
bolised in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3a gives the basic diagram of the nucleon-nucleon going to nucle-
on-Л, showing exchange of a pion or whatever else is necessary (derived 
empirically or from models, depending on the approach), and with the subse¬ 
quent decay of the Д giving it its width. Introducing a complex projectile 
(fig. 3b) is taken care of in the impulse approximation with a JHe-t form-
factor as a factor in the production cross section. A complex target 
(fig.3c) leads to Fermi motion of the struck nucleon and also to additional 
distortion (absorption) of the beam. Finally correlations may modify the 
observed energy of the A produced on a nucleus. 

The correlations of (d) are the subject of interest. The basic reac¬ 
tion (a) is measured with the proton as г target. (Ы and (cl cause modifi¬ 
cations to the observed energy of the Л excitiation, tiiat we call trivial 
and which must be laken into account before we interpret our results as 
correlations in the nuclear medium. The formfactor (Ы can be taken as the 
formfactor measured in electron scattering?) or may also be measured with 
the proton as a target3). The Fermi motion of (cl can for example be taken 
into account with harmonic oscillator wavefunctions in momentum space. A 
good approximation to the absorption (cl is the socalled eikonal approx¬ 
imation. This gives a good account of many trends in the data e.g. targst 
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Fig. 3. Diagrams illustrating the ingredients of a charge exchange reaction 
leading to Д excitation with a complex projectile on a complex 
target (see text). 

mass dependence for both heavy ion and (d,2Hel reactions (see later). 

One of the first calculations of the expected correlations (dl was 
done by H. Ericsfon et.al4. The results of their calculation for infinite 
nuclear matter is shown in fig, *. The shift in enorgy of the t peak in the 
longitudinal channol of over 100 HeV is far beyond what is observed. How¬ 
ever, the finitonors of the nucleus is important. There have been a number 
of calculations moving from a local Fermi gas model5) through a surface 
response ntodol*) to the most recent calculation by Delorme et al.'). The 
result of this calculation is shown in fig. 5. 
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Fig. <. The calculated response of the nuclear medium for а о т prob* in 
the longitudinal and transvers channels, according to N. Ericsson 
et al. The figure is drawn from results in ref. t. 
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Fig. 5. Tht rations* of • finite nucleus calculated by DaloriM and 
Guichon'l 

Th» contributions to tht shift ara roughly: 
-30 rt«V from Farwi motion and (5H»,t) formfictor, ~5 HaV from distortion 
and -30 HaV from correlations. The calculation reproduces the shape at the 
dat« vary wall. 

At the same time there is still the suspicion*) that distortion 
effects may account for a laroer pirt of the shift. So at present there is 
no consensus as to the interpretation of the (3He,t) data. We therefore 
produce new data that might shed light on the situation. 

First we turn to heavy ion reactions thct primarily *r« absorbed very 
differently and probe different densities (* decisive factor in many of the 
calculations), and with the <3,*He) reaction we study spin observables that 
allow us in more detail to separate the response in the longitudinal and 
transverse channels. 
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Fig. t. Spectra of '«И from the P«0,»«NI reaction at 0* and It.4 CeV on 
proton and >>C targets. 
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Fig. 7. H*it systematic* of the two rttctiont (**N«."F) and (*»Ne.*«Na> 
at 0* and II 6eV. 

Ź. Heavy Ion factions. 

Heavy ion charge exchange reactions at intermediate energies') ar> 
just as simple and selective as the (p.n) and (n.p) reactions. Here jut; 
one point will be made: the proton vs. nucleus energy shift of the A. 

Fig. ( shows a pair of typical spectra from ł'*0.'*N) and it shows 
the same shift between proton and nucleus as I'He.t). Figure Та shows the 
mass systematics of this for the also (p,n)-like reaction (*«Ne.**Fł. 
There is a fixed shift between the proton and all nuclei fro* '*C to 2alPb. 
The deuteron in this case is identical with the proton (apart fro* the 
addition of the peak from d - 2n). Fig.7b shows the corresponding mass 
systematics for the (n.p)-like reaction (*«Ne.*eNa|. The Chans: t'rom the 
proton to nuclei is still approximately the same 70 HeV. The deuteron Д 
position is again identical with the proton. For the first time we here 
observe a continuous change in energy from 1JC to ?**Pb. It has been poin¬ 
ted out by Kisslingar'l that the shift is close to being just what is ex¬ 
pected from the Coulomb energy difference in going from '*C to *"»Pb. Why 
the (p.n) side has a constant shift and the (n.p) side shows the variation 
is not clear, but the difference in position is consistent with the Coulomb 
energy difference. This, on the other hand means that whatever the nuclear 
potential is doing is remarkably constant. 

3. The (3.iHel teaction. 

In the (d.Zp) reaction11) the charge exchange transforms the deuteron 
in it* triplet state to the 2-p system in the singlet S-state. It is the 
restrictions the spectrometer puts on the relative momenta of the twe pro¬ 
ton* that guarantee that they are in the relative 'S -state. The d -
2p{'S.| transition is what we allow ourselves to call ld,*He). This reac¬ 
tion is a charge exchange reaction with spin transfer. Typical spectra are 
shown in figure >. 
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Fig.I. Illustration of the id,2p(1S0l)z(d,2He) reaction. With t polarised 
dautaron baam it measures spin propartias equivalent of thosa 
ma «tur ad in tha (p,n) where alto tha outgoing spin must ba measu-
rad. 
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Fig. 9. Spactra of tha diprotons from tha (d.Zp) reaction at 2.1* 
and 2 GaV on the proton and on deuteron. 

The spectrum on the proton shows the Д excitation a* in <}Ke,t) but now to 
the 6° state. Here in addition there is the sharp peak at zero excitation 
energy from the charge exchange to the neutron. Only a small fraction (5-
151 > of the total cross section is observed in the spectrograph, and the 
neutron peak is used to normalize the reaction. 

The basic assumption is that at these intermediate energies the impulse 
approximation is a good approximation. The crots section for the ld,2pl 
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reaction can then be written in ttrmj of th« nucleon-nocleon charge exchan¬ 
ge cross section and a formfactor for the d - 2p transition. Because of the 
0-state in the deuteron there are different formfactors for the longitufi-
nal and transvers transitions. In the notation of ref.12 the cross section 
is written as: 

2f ' iHl0P'UI 2'|-rl*»|S~m|b|6|*i*Mt)|*]' Cabs.factor! 
p and с are the transvers amplitudes and б the longitudinal, т is the spin 
orbit amplitude. 

Here the absorption factor, arising mainly from deuteron breakup, is 
assumed to be independent of spin and t (see below). The formfactor is 
calculated from the known deuteron wave function (S and 0 wave functions in 
the Parish) potential) and the S-state of the 2-p system in a realistic 
potential (Reid1*) plus Coulomb potential). The absorption factor is inclu¬ 
ded in the normalisation. The independence of t of the absorption factor 
is illustrated in fig. 9. The peak area of d(d.ip)2n is O.CI times the peak 
of p(d,2p)n. In both cases there is one proton that can convert to a neu¬ 
tron. The discrepancy is accounted for by tn increase in absorption going 
from proton target to dtuteron target. The expected cross section of the Д 
peak is four times that for p -• Л0 since both proton and neutron can be 
excited and an isospin Clebsch-Cordon coefficient gives the n - Д" a factor 
of three in cross section. The observed Д cross section is only about 
twice the cross section for the proton. The discrepancy is accounted for by 
the «am» absorption factor 10 S9) in the Д region. When the reaction is 
normalised at 2.1е we get the result of figure 10. The calculated curve 
goes through the data points over more than three decades, documenting the 
quality of the impulse approximation. 

In a similar way we compare the polarization response with that ама-
sured in (p.nl - (n,p>. The measured quantity is: 

* gill:gill:Ж 
written: 

2 dl 
AV» & ^ к 1 l i * 1 H M flb J^ial A • • 4* м м >%ЛЪ въ^ *%fr Л ^ 

H * P2i i (Тг» * i* тгг со* 2ęt 
Рго (=0.6) is the beam polarization and ę is the angle between the beam 
polarization axis and the normal to the scattering plane, tn the impulse 
approximation H may be given in terms of the charge exchange spin ampli¬ 
tudes: 

(under the assumption of eos2e>*i good for Blab >0*). 

In figure 11 our measured results for the pld.2p)n reaction are com¬ 
pared with the results of the nucleon-nucleon work, with the amplitudes of 
ref.12 extrapolated to 1 GeV. There is perfect agreement out to a momentum 
transfer of 2 fm"'. After that there is a large deviation. This is where 
one would expect rescattering in the deuteron to become important. 
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Fig.10. The measured cross stction (points) of the p(d,Zp)n reaction at a 

function of momentum transfer, compared with tht cross section 
calculated in the impulse appnximation (curv*l. The curve end the 
points art normalised at 0.64 fn"1 (2.1*1. 
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M 

-0.5 
Fig. II. The measured tensor analysing power (points) of the p(3,2p}n reac¬ 

tion as a function of momentum transfer, compared with that calcu¬ 
lated from the nucleon-nucleon data (curve). 

With the probe tested thus we turn to polarization data for the t-
region. Figure I? shows the result for Of for the proton and carbon ч 
targets. The energy position of the points may be identified by looking at 
the spectra of figure 9 which has the same energy loss scale (w}. The pola¬ 
rization data for the С'-jitron target (not shown) are identical with the 
proton whereas the carbon data lie significantly higher. On the figure are 
given curves for the expectation for » pure longitudinal response, for a 
pure transvers response and for mixtures with different ratios of the two. 
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Fig. 12. The tentor analysing powtr measured at O* with the (3,2p) reaction 
on the proton and on 1JC. The curves represent the values predict-
•d for pure longitudinal t L ), pure transvers ( T ) and for the 
ratio* T.-L of 1:1, 2:1 and 3:1 respectively. 

The proton data in the Д-rtgion ar* *««n to b« cios* to a ratio of 
2:1 in favour of transvtrs •xcitation; far from th« pur* longitudinal ra-
$pons» of on*-pion exchang*. For carbon the ratio is cloitr to 3:1; tvtn 
further- from «xpactations. Th« pr«*ant expectation i* that correlating 
should build up in the longitudinal channel and enhance this. The contrary 
is observed. 

The calculations refered to in section 1. that reproduce the energy 
shift assume a predominantly longitudinal driving force. In the light of 
our polarization data this ought to be changed, with the probable result 
that the shift arizing from correlations becomes smaller. 

The problem that the current models do not account for our data is 
very much related to the same problem in the quasifre* region discussed so 
much at this conference, especially the (p.p'l. In fact we observe a 
similar favouring of the transvers channel in the quasifree region with the 
(d,*H»l reaction as we do in the t region. 

The results discussed in this paper are obtained in collaboration 
with H, Bedjidian, P. Contardo, J.Y. Grossiord, A. Guichard, ft. 
Haroutunian and J.R. Pizzi from IPN. Lyon. 0. Bachelier. J.L. 6oyard. 
T. Hennino and N. Roy-Stephan from IPN. Orsay, P. tadvanyi and J. Tinsley 
from LN Saturn». С Goodman from Indiana, t. Sergqvist. A. trockstedt and 
P. Ekstróm from Lund and C. Gaarde, T.S. Jergensen. J.S. Larsen and t. 
Million from the Niels 8ohr Institute. This work has been supported in part 
by the Danish Natural Science Research Council. 
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Coulomb Excitation ol "*Ra with ***Pb 

H.J Wollersheim. H. Bmling, H. Grein. R. KulessaV R.S Simon (GSI. Darmstadt) 

С Fleischmann, J. de Boer. E Hauber, С Lauterbach. С Schandera (LMU Munchen) 

P. Butler (University of Liverpool) 

Abstract: The electromagnetic properties of " 'Ra have been investigated by multiple 
Coulomb excitation. Level energies and reduced transition probabilities of high-spin states 
have been determined. The results are discussed in lerms of a stable octupole deformation. 

Introduction 

The anomalous low-lying negative-parity bands occunng in Rn, Ra and in the neutron-
dericient isotopes of Th have been interpreled in terms of models which assume some form 
of oclupole degree of freedom for the nucleus Recently theoretical calculations o( the nu¬ 
clear shape have predicted stable octupole deformations in Ihe region 130- N£146, 

84 < Z £ 92 The reflection asymmetry of a stable oclupole shape gives rise to a staggered 

sequence of levels of positive and negative parity These states are connected by strong E1 

transitions competing with the stretched E2 transitions B(E1)/B(E2) ratios of the proper 

magnitude and the level sequence consistent with this picture have recently been observed 

in the light Ra and Th isotopes The experimental knowledge about the heavier Ra isotopes 

with A > 220. however, has been obtained mainly from a- and (3-decay studies and has 

therefore been limited to states of low spin. Higher-spin states are known only in " 'Ra from 

Coulomb excitation studies with 'He, " O and "S beams6. The transition moments obtained 

from the measurements with "He and О projectiles have been used to deduce quadrupole 
(P2), octupole (p3) and hexadecapole (p"4) deformation parameters for " 'Ra. They are in good 
agreement with the theoretical values (see table 1) At low spin the liquid-drop El moment 
of the observed shape 1 p"2. Рз> З4 !• however, is considerably larger than Ihe E1 moments 
deduced from the measured B(E1) values. 

In the present work we report !he results of a Coulomb excitation experiment with *°*Pb 
projectiles in order to extend the experimental information about "'Ra to high-spin states. 

Experimental Procedires 

A "6Ra target was bombarded with a 4 7 MeV/A MIPb beam obtained from the UNILAC at 
GSI. The target was a 2 mm diameter deposit of 400 u.g/cmJ "*Ra8rj on a 50 цд/cm* C-
backing and covered by a protective layer of 40 u,g/cm* Be The recoiling target nuclei and 
scattered projectiles were detected in an arrangement of position-sensitive parallel-plate av¬ 
alanche gas counters: an annular detector (15°<0L<45°, 0°£q>L<360°> ind four particle de-

' permanent address: University ol Cracow. Potone ' < 3 



.ectors. symmeir сзИу positioned around the beam axis, each covering an angular range ot 
53J s d|_ < 90" anc Доц = 8-1° The particle detectors were made position sensitive in the scat¬ 
tering angle direction (6jJ by means of a delay line readout incorporated into the multi-stnp 
detector anode. The information about the azimuthal angle (<pL) was obtained by dividing the 
thin metaiized cathode foil of the annular detector into 20 radial segments of 18' each. By 
measuring the kinematical correlation between the scattering angles of both reaction part¬ 
ners, the recoiling "*Ra nuclei could be uniquely identified. The coincident emission of 
•/-rays was observed in seven Ge detectors (three of them Compton suppressed) positioned 
at angles of 30° (Gel - Get) and 150° (GeS • Ge7) with respect to the beam direction. In addition 
a multiplicity filter of six Nal detectors located at 90° was used to select events of high 
/-multiplicity. The information about the scattering angle of the excited Ra nuclei allowed to 
correct for the large Doppler shifts of the emitted y-rays due to the high recoil velocities (up 
to ~ 0.1 c). Moreover, the measurement of the scattering angles provided the impact pa¬ 
rameter dependence of the /-ray yields which allowed the determination of individual B(E1) 
and B(E2) values. 

200 250 300 
energy (keV) 

350 (00 

Fig. 1: Doppler-shift corrected v-ray spectrum following the Coulomb excitation of "*Ra by 
a 4.7 MeV/A ™'Pb beam. 

Results 

Fig. 1 shows the summed /-spectrum of all Ge detectors, alter Doppier-shift correction and 
suppression of the Compton background, accumulated under the additional requirement that 
one of the collision partners was found at 15°<6^<4S:i and at least one v-гау was detected 
by >he Nal array. Transitions up to 16*-»16* and 1?~-»15~ can be assigned in the ground-stale 
and in the low-lying negative parity band, respectively. The level scheme for m R a shows №e 
characteristic interleaving even-odd spin sequence down to spin 7. Such a sequence is ex¬ 
pected in nuclei with stable octupoie deformation. Nazarewiu and danders' introduced the 
energy displacement 5E between the positive- and negative-parity bands as a measure of the 
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octupole shape. In fig. 2 we show 5E versus spin I tor ! l t "" 'Ra 3 ' 1 2 which clearly demon¬ 
strates that the nucleus "*Ra follows rather closely the stable oc:upole limit above •. - ".1Л 

Fig. 2: Displacement 5E of the 
positive- and negative-
parity bands m the Ra 
isotopes. 
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Further support for a stable octupole deformation comes from the enhanced =1 transition 
moments connecting the opposite-parity states. The method we use to determine £1 and £2 

matrix elements by multiple Coulomb excitation is based on the comparison of experimental 

to calculated /-yields for a large range of scattering angles. In these calculations me matrix 

elements < /. 11 М(Е/ч) ] 10 > were taken from the analysis of the Coulomb exctlatton exper¬ 
iment with *He and "O proiectiles 16J, which are given in table 1 together with the deduced 
deformation parameters and the results of the calculation of ref at. in our measurement we 
were able to deiuce B(E1) and 8(E2) values for states of higher spin up to I = 16Л . 

Table 1: Reduced transition matrix elements and charge deformation parameters in "*Ra 
Z\ р\(.ехЙ (Jx{ref. 2) 

2 
3 
4 

2.27 (3) ° ' 

1.0S (5) a ) 

+ 1.04 (7) 

0.165(2) a ) 

0.104(5) a ) 

+ 0.123(8) 

+ 0.164 

- 0.112 
+• 0.096 

a ' Sign of matrix element and deformation parameter not determined experimentally 
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In order to discuss the results obtained for the El-transition moments it is convenient to define 
an intrinsic electric dipole moment 0 by 

B ( E 1 . I - M ) ] Y * 

The experimental data on the intrinsic electric dipole moments are summarized in fig. 3, 
exhibiting a dramatic increase with increasing angular momentum. The magnitude of the E1 
transition strength can be calculated within the liquid-drop model and the quantitiy DQ can be 
written as 

°O = CL0 1.458 

where A and Z are mass and charge number of the nucleus. 
For th* Ra and light Th nuclei the (ł3p4 term is about as large as the рг(53 term and thus 

should not be neglected. Using the liquid-drop formula with C, Q = 5 2 * 10"' fm and the the¬ 
oretical deformation parameters as given in ref. 2. one obtains overall agreement between 
theory and experiment in the Ra-Th region. Por "*Ra. the calculated intrinsic electric dipole 
moment is indicated by an arrow in fig 3. The experimental data seem to approach this the¬ 
oretical value at high angular momenta. iust as the energy displacement 5E (fig 2) reaches 
the stable ociupole limit. 

о 
о 

Fig. 3: Electric dipoie moments 
0 deduced fro: л the 
B|t VI-1-1) values for 
mRa. 
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Conclusions 

The main experimental feature of the nucleus "*Ra is the interleaving odd-even spin se¬ 
quence For 117 which can be regarded as evidence for the rotation of an intrinsic state with 
stable octupole deformation. The magnitude of the E1 transition strength connecting 
opposite-parity states approaches the liquid-drop limit. In this model the electric dipole mo¬ 
ment is related to the deformation parameters f^. P3 and p4 which have been measured at 
low angular momentum. 

Supported in part by 8MFT grant 06ML177 II 
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BIMODAL FISSION 

Adam Sobiczewski 
Institute for Nuclear Studies, Hoza 69, PL-00-681 Warszawa, Poland 

1. Introduction 

It has been known for some time that nuclei around heavy fermium isotopes show 
some peculiarities in their spontaneous-fission properties. These are properties such as 
the mass and the total kinetic energy (ТКБ) distributions of the fission fragments, the 
multiplicity distribution ̂ L neutrons emitted from the fragments and the spontaneous-
Sssion half-lives T,/. A number of these peculiarities are known for already a long time 
(cf. e.g. the review paper'1), but some of them have been found only recently. Bimodal 
fission belongs to the latter group (ref.3)). It consists in the simultaneous appearance of two 
different modes of fission for a given nucleus: one mock corresponding to a low (about 200 
MeV) and the other to a high (around 240 MeV) kinetic energy of the fission fragments. 

The objective of the present paper is to give z short review of these properties, with 
the emphasis given to bimodal fission, 

2. Experimental facts 

One peculiarity w the properties of the discussed nuclei is a rapid decrease in the 
asymmetry of the mass distribution, when the neutron number is increasing. This is 
illustrated in fig.l taken from ref.1* One can see that for the Fm isotopes, the transition from 
the asymmetric to symmetric distribution appears between the neutron numbers: N=157 
and N=158. The transition is the effect of the shell structure of the fission fragments and 
should appear at N<164, as for N=164, the fission process would be a division into two 
equal, doubly magic, fragments: JSoFmiM-^JoSnw+'tfiS&eii i.e. it siiould be symmetric. 

Another pecularity is the sudden rise of the average total kinetic energy (TKE) at 
this transition point, i.e. when one passes from N=157 to N=158 for the Fm isotopes. This 
is illustrated in fig.2 taken also from ref.1* The data for M8Fm and 2S*Fm, in the figury-, 
are the most probable, and not the average, TKE. Thus, the average values, TKE, may 
be somewhat different from them; still, they will significantly deviate from systematic*. 

A detailed study2'3' of the TKE distribution reveals that, for some nuclei, one can 
decompose it into two distinct components. An example of this is given in fig.3 taken 
from ref.3' This is the distribution found for iMMd, but the distribution for S5*Fm is 
similar2*. These distributions imply that, for both nuclei, two different modes of fission 
appear simultaneously: one with low (about 200 MeV) and the other with high (about 
240 MeV) Thfi. 

As the TKE comes from the Coulomb repulsion energy between the fragments in the 
scission configuration, the low energy component should correspond to more elongated 
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shapes (ES) and the high energy component to more compact shapes (CS) at the scission 
point, as illustrated in fig.4. Here d is the distance between the mass centers of the 
fragments. Thus, the simultaneous appearance of both modes for some nuclei means that 
there should exist two differnt fission trajectories for these nuclei: one ending at the ES 
scission point, while the other at the CS scission point. It was natural then to look at the 
potential energy, calculated theoretically, to see whether it predicts such trajectories. 

3. Theoretical results 

A number of theoretical papers, trying to describe bimodal fission, have appeared 
recently4"9'. 

Fig.5 shows the potential energy calculated in ref.7' for 258Fm. The energy is calcu¬ 
lated as a function of two variables, one being the distance between mass centers of the 
fission fragments and the other describing elongation of the fragments. Only the reflection-
symmetric shapes of the nucleus are considered. The shapes are illustrated in fig.6. One 
can see in fig.5 that two valleys in the potential energy surface are obtained. One corre¬ 
sponds to compact shapes (CS), composed here of two overlaping spheres, and the other 
to elongated shapes (ES). Only the beginning of the CS valley can be seen in fig.5 (at the 
lower-right part of the map). The ES valley appears at the upper-right part of the map. 
The fission trajectory, along which the nucleus would proceed, starts from the equilibrium 
point (the first minimum, with the energy of about -2 MeV), overcomes the barrier (of 
around 7 MeV height), goes into the second minimum (with the energy of about -1 MeV), 
then overcomes the second barrier (of about 2 MeV height) and goes to the CS valley. The 
entrance to the ES valley is forbidden by a ridge between the two valley*. 
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Fig.7 shows the potential energy, calculated in rei.*), for shapes of the nucleus K'Fm 
other than m fig.5 (although still rehection-symmetric). The shapes are parametrized by 
the usual fix parameters (corresponding to expansion of the angular dependence of the 
radius to spherical harmories). One can see that (similar to fig.S) two fission valleys are 
obtained, each separated from the other by л high ridge. Th^ main difference with respect 
to fig.S is that fission to the Cb valley has only one-humped and rather thin barrier. 
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The potential energy, when the reflection-asymmetric shapes are also included, is 
shown in fig.8. For each point (0j,/?«), the energy is minimized here in /?j,/?5 and /?« 
parameters. One can see that the inclusion of the asymmetric defonnations /9, and /9$ 
removes the ridge between the two valleys and opens the way to the ES valley. Thus, it 
makes bimodal fission possible for the nucleus 2S*Fm. Along both trajectories (i.e. Lj, 
leading to the CS valley, and Lj, leading to the ES valley), the nucleus overcomes the 
same barrier, as the trajectories diverge only after the exit point off the barrier. Thus, the 
half-life for both modes is the same, in accordance with experiment. The barrier is shown 
explicitly in fig.9. The shapes of the nucleus (for which the potential energy is given in 
fig.8) are presented in fig. 10. Figures 8,9 and 10, as well as fig.7, где taken from ref.*1 
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The above results indicate that bimodal fission, observed recently for a few nuclides, 
may be described by standard calculations, provided that a rich enough space of nuclear 
shapes is taken into account. 
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Collisions Between Heavy Nuclei Near the Barrier 

W. Henning 
Gesellschafl fur Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt 

Abstract 
Detailed information has recently become available on the reaction behavior in very heavy nuclear 
systems close to the Coulomb barrier. Starling from an experimental study of the distribution of the 
reaction strength abovo and below the barrier, the dominant reaction channels of quasi-elaslic and 
strongly-damped processes are examined. With decreasing incident energy, (he sub-barrier colli¬ 
sions arc increasingly dominated by quasi-elaotic processes. crom the division of internal excitation 
energy, new information is obtained on the nature of the dissipative processes 

I. Introduction 
The study of nuclear collisions in heavy systems has recently revealed л number of interesting results 
at near-Ь.чгпег energies Examples are the strong sub-barrier fusion enhancement | 1 | the unusual 
division of internal excitation energy in dissipativc collisions |2|, the occurence of deep-inelastic re¬ 
actions with appreciable yield at energies well below the barrier |3). the dominance of quasi-elastic 
nucleon tr insfcr in heavy systems (4| coupled with some unexplained microscopic features in the 
single-noulron transfer for Ihe heaviest system, ""U +" 'U, [5|. indications of correlated nucleon-pair 
transfer |6 7] and others A lull theoretical understanding of these phenomena has not yet been 
achieved We discuss here some aspects which point to a consistent picture in terms of Ihe underlying 
dynamics, governed by Ihe strong repulsive Coulomb and contrifuged forces, and the superimposed 
nucleon exchange processes 

II. Distribution of Reaction Strengths 
A complete decomposition of the total reaction strength into the individual contributions is a difficult 
experimental task for a very heavy system, since several separate experimental techniques are 
needed which, in addition, are often at their limit of performance Not much data therefore exist of this 
type A ic.Tsonably detailed decomposition was recently made for "Ni + '"'"*Sn systems above and 
below the barrier (3| The results are summarized in Figure 1. As a function of incident energy. Ihe 
division of the total reaction cross section Op into quasi-eSastic. deep-inelastic, fusion and fusion-
fission yields is given. The ratio of the various contributions is fairly constant above the barrier to 
about 15 times the barrier energy, while below the barrier the very dissipative processes (deep-
inelastic and fusion) decrease and the quasi-elastic increase. It is interesting to note that below Ihe 
barrier there is still appreciable yield in the deep-inelastic processes The similarity in energy de¬ 
pendence for Ihe deep-inelastic and the fusion process suggest that both are representative of 
absorptive channels in an optical model picture while the quasi-elastic yield parallels the behavior 
of the real part of the optical potential, as illustrated in Figure 1b for the "O + *"Pb collision system 
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[8| "П. implies thai the quasi-elastic channels are of simple structure and couple strongly to each 
other and to the elastic channel, whereas the deep-inelastic and fusion channels involve increasingly 
more complex configurations with proceeding reaction time, without return to the entrance channel. 

III. Dissipative Process*» at fh» Barrier 
As already mentioned for the **Ni + 11ll1"Sn systems, still strong yields of deep-inelastic processes 
exist below the barrier. A similar behavior was observed for the even heavier systems *"U + 110Pd and 
! "U + "*Sn [9) Considering the energy loss from kinetic energy, the exit channels represent an ex-
Ireme sub-barrier situation, possibly involving very large deformations as the only means for the de¬ 
cay into Ihe two-body exit channel to occur |9). The latter systems reveal another interesting feature: 
Since the excited heavy (U-like) reaction partner will fission with a certain probability, an attempt was 
nade 10 deduce the excitation-energy splitting, an important dynamical quantity which is still not well 
known experimentally for dissipative processes, from the measured fission probabilities |10) The re¬ 
sults are shown in Figure 2. It is observed that the data are far from a situation of thermal equilibrium. 
which would imply an average energy sharing according to the mass ratio of the reaction partners 
( - 2 0 here) Near uranium, the heavy nucleus even appears to acquire less internal energy than the 
liqht one, where up to now it is believed that at least equal energy is expected from the underlying 
nuLleon-exchange mechanism, if thermal equilibrium cannot be reached during ihe reaction time 
The seemingly unusual behavior observed here, and also earlier tor Ihe system *"Cr + ""Pb (2|, can 
be explained if single-particle strength functions are approximately considered lor the nucleon trans¬ 
fer process. If we assume that, for Q-matching reasons, nucleon-transfer (in particular (he dominant 
neutron-transfer) proceeds to available states near the ground-state and in addition assume that the 
generated excitation energy is proportional to the number of nucleons transferred and to an average 
singie-nucleon excitation energy, we obtain the dotted curve in Figure 2. For the average energy 
spacing we have taken the A dependence observed experimentally and supported by general 
theoretical arguments (11], independent of the specific nature of excitation whether collective or 
single-paaicle. The good agreement between the energy-sharing data and this simple model calcu¬ 
lation for the "Cr + ""Pb system (Figure 3) is quite evident. 

IV. Quasi-Elastic Reactions at the Barrier 
As just observed, the dominant reaction mechanism in very heavy systems appears to be nuclcon-
exchange preferentially to lowlying states (holes), at least initially. Consequently it is not surprising 
that at and below the barrier quasi-elastic processes dominate. For example: For the system 
'"Th + ™*Pb. at an energy about 10% above barrier where the total reaction cross section oR is al¬ 
ready appreciable, i.e. a sizeable fraction of the geometrical cross section, il is observed thai the 
quasi-elastic cross section is about 85% of <rR {12). Quite generally systemaltcs indicate an increase 
in the quasielastic cross section from a few percent of oR tor light systems (O + Ca) to nearly 100% 
for the heaviest systems at an energy -*10-15% above the barrier. The reason tor this is the rather 
simple dynamical aspect of increasingly stronger Coulomb and centrifugal repulsive potentials with 
increasing charge and mass of the system which - in a classical picture • leads to a rather dramatic 
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behavior of the trajectories ar-, illustrated, for example, for the " 'Pb + '°'Pb system (Figure 4) in com¬ 
parison to a "light" system (here "O + ^'Pb) Therefore, at near-barrier energies in these heavy 
systems, there will be nuclear overlap in the tail region only, but essentially for all trajectories 
(partical waves) and thus quasi-elastic nuclear transfer will occur with high probability For more vi¬ 
olent collisions additional shape degrees of freedom need to be involved and additional energy is 
needed ("extra push"), which is. of course, what happens with increasing incident energy It has been 
argued |13J that the dynamically determined localization of the transfer processes in the sharply de¬ 
fined "turn-around" region (Figure 4) may lead to a highly localized, attractive real nucleon-exchange 
potential and possibly pockets in the potential of relative motion. Figure 5 shows results for such a 
scenario as calculated |14) with Ihe coupled-channels program PTOLEMY [15| for 10 states coupled 
strongly and spread symmetrically around the elastic channel (over ±5 MeV Q-value), shown in 
Figure S is the so-called "trivially equivalent local potential" (TELP) as deduced in these calculations 
for the exchange term for a grazing partial wave. The calculation is (or the system Ni + Sn White there 
is an attractive pocket in the exchange potential alone, it is lost in the steep radial fall-oil of the total 
potential Studios lor even heavier systems would clearly bo of interest. 
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A Target for Nuclear Physics Studies at Higher Energies in "COSY-Julich* 
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Abstract: After a snort description of the synchrotron storage ring COSY-
Jlilich under construction at the research center JUlich the effects are dis¬ 
cussed of an internal target and its geometry on the circulating beam. A des¬ 
cription is then given on the production of ribbon targets and on tests which 
have been carried out, in particular in the circulating beam of SATURNE. Fi¬ 
nally a few problems are touched upon, which could be inv stigated with the 
use of foil targets in the circulating beam of COSY-JUlich. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A cooler synchrotron*' "COSY-JUlich" is under construction at the Institute 

for Nuclear Physics of the Research Center JUlich for nuclear and particle 

physics research with protons with beam energies between 40 MeV and 2.5 GeV, 

and later with other light particles with corresponding magnetic rigidities. 

An accelerator storage ring like COSY-JUlich will permit experiments with ex-

tenal and internal targets. 

At an external target position the extracted beam can be matched to the expe¬ 

rimental requirements and 0* measurements are relatively easy. In addition, 

there is usually enough space for the detection equipment. As the beam passes 

the target only once, very low cross sections can only be measured with thick 

targets. External experiments allow installation of complicated targets like 

cryogenic targets. With thin targets, which are needed for the detection of 

recoils, rates at external beams are relatively low. 

Internal targets, placed in the circulating bean, make it possible to use pro¬ 

jectiles many times, because those that have undergone only a small energy 

loss and scattering by a small angle in the Coulomb field of the target nuc¬ 

leus remain in the circulating beam and are useful for another bombardment. 
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Location in the circulating beam is of advantage for thin targets, and then 
tne experimentalist can choose the target geometry and thickness at will 
within a wide range of possibilities without loss of sensitivity. 

For internal bombardment of H and D etc., gas-jet cluster targets have been 
developed2"6'. They have thicknesses of up to ~1014 atoms/cm2, but the vacuum 
equipment near the target is voluminous. Very promising is development 
work6~8' on frozen pellet targets, which could allow precise vertex recon¬ 
struction, and on atomic beam targets^), in particular for polarization expe¬ 
riments. Heavy elements can mostly be bombarded as foil targets. Their use in 
storage rings requires that the target frame is open at least on one side (c-
shaped). Fibre targets*») have a less favourable surface/volume ratio so that 
radiation cooling is less than for foil targets. Dust targets10»*U etc 1 0 

might become interesting alternatives. Л ribbon target which is suspended only 
from a narrow side at its top can be shaped so that its geometrical dimensions 
are in accordance with the experimental requirements. 

We shall briefly summarize the main characteristics of COSY-Julich, describe 
tiie fabrication and tests of ribbon targets for internal beam experiments and 
mention generally and shortly a few studies that are conceiveable with such 
targets in COSY-Jiilich. 

2. COSY-JOL ICH 

The synchrotron storage ring COSY-Julich will be equipped with electron 
cooling*2) and stochastic cooling^), which can yield very high particle den¬ 
sity in a small phase space. In addition, the ion optical desing contains long 
telescopic sections in order to allow operation of the machine in various 
ways, optimized for the experimental needs. 

With two 180* bending sections connected with 40 m long straight sections the 
facility has a total circumference of 183.5 m. Each bending section consists 
of three identical lattice periods with 4 dipole and 4 quadrupole magnets. The 
field in the 15* bending magnets with p=7 m reaches 1.58 T for 2.5 GeV pro¬ 
tons. Magnets with c-sh«pe were chosen because they leave a maximum of flexi-
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bil i ty and access to the beam line. This justifies additional expenses, be¬ 
cause storage synchrotrons are usually overloaded with correction elements and 
components for beam diagnosis and bumping and with vacuum equipment, and 
sufficient space is needed for pumps in order to achieve the design vacuum of 
10"8 Pa. Accessibility is very desirable also for pick-up and kicker electro¬ 
des for stochastic cooling. The electron cooler and the acceleration cavity 
will be installed in one of the straight sections, the other is for internal 
target experiments. 

Location just behind the cyclotron facility of our laboratory allows injection 
of beams from JULIC1^) through an extension's) of the existing beam-line. 
Loading COSY-JUlich with protons can be accomplished by stripping of the 
binding electron of Hj molecules which can be accelerated in JUL1C up to -90 
MeV and transported to the stripper foil at the injection point. Tests with a 
20 ug/cm2 carbon stripper yielded ~18 protons/10 H$ ions15'. Home Carlo 
calculations showlG' that accumulation of a large number of turns is possible 
with a stripper foil of suitable geometry. With a Hj beam of 10 uA one can 
thus fill the facility up to its space charge limit of ~10 1 2 protons. After 
filling of the ring the beam has to be bumped off the stripper foil, trapped 
adiabatically into a single bunch and accelerated with a h=l cavity with a 
frequency which has to be increased from 0.45 МНг (for 40 MeV protons) to 1.6 
MHz (for 2.5 GeV protons). It will take ~0.2 - 1.6 s to reach proton energies 
of 0.2 - 2.5 GeV. For experiments with 2.5 GeV protons the cycle times will 
then be > 3.6 s. 

Energetic beams can be slowly extracted and transported15' to the near lying 
existing experimental area e.g. for studies with the large QQDDQ magnet spec-
trograph BIG KARL17) in its present position. 

Many experiments which need higher projectile energies can be carried out with 
the highest sensitivity with targets located inside the storage ring. A very 
interesting experiment using an internal target is under preparation at Uppsa¬ 
la18' and complementary and other experiments with internal targets are 
planned at COSY-JUlich. For all of such studies the experimentalist must 
choose and install the target in a way which minimizes adverse effects on the 
beam which should be used repeatedly instead of being dumped. 
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:. ;.:\м HEATING AND TARGET GEOMETRY 

Internal targets influence the circulating beam in two wtys: the projectiles 
loose energy and they are Coulomb scattered from the target nuclei. The result 
is beam heating which limits the achievable sensitivity. High sensitivity re-
ouires high luminosity, the product of the number of target atoms/air and the 
number c* projectiles which pass the target each second, for most of the 
heavier nuclei ribbon targets are very well suited as internal targets because 
they ^ermit variation of the duty cycle by orders of magnitude through varia-
-->n of the target geometry: the target thickness and the target area and 

Tfic influence of the internal target or the circulating beam can be understood 
w a simple way19'. Assume that particles with momentum p, are injected into 
лг accelerator storage ring so that they fill the machine to its limits of ac¬ 
ceptances e° and c° in horizontal and vertical phase spaces. At the target po-

} = s, measured along the ring, the beam 5r thvn within |x,{s) } 
and I J J S J I = z ^ T ( s ) > v"1erc °x ( s> dnd bz(:>> сГе P 
Acceleration reduces the beam dimensions because for x and z: 

/p where, for simplicity, dispersion has been neglected. 

When the accelerated beam is bumped on to the target, energy-loss effects can 
be minimized by choosing a working point of the ring, where dispersion is 
small, and by operating the acceleration cavity so that the circulating heated 
t-cair. r.-mains on the desired orbit. But Coulomb scattering leads to a growth of 
the beam emittances in x and z and a particle is lost as soon as its individu¬ 
al emittance e * *P . Monte Carlo simulations show in detail^) flOw e 
increases and how the number of circulating projectiles decreases as function 
of the number of revolutions. 

These simple considerations also show how the luminosity L(t) and the target 
heating depend on time and on the thickness and bounaaries of the target^). 
In particular, it turns out that L averaged over the cycle time т is inde¬ 
pendent - for beam life times х ъ « т. - of the geometry of ribbon targets sus¬ 
pended from the top and with the lower edge in the center of the circulating 
beasr-, because the betatron oscillations of all circulating projectiles 



guarrantee that they hit the target regardless of the width of the notion. 

Ribbon targets have also the advantage that they 
- allow to choose the duty cycle by adjusting the target geometry, 

- facilitate vertex reconstruction 
- require only small amounts of target material 
- seem to be useful also for experiments in the energy-loss cooling node ' 

4. FABRICATION OF RIBBON TARGETS 

We have made in the standard way thin targets of carbon and gold in double 
layers on sufficiently large frames. The double-layer technique compensates 
residual stress. The targets were then separated from the frames with a sharp 
unife and lying on ordinary writing paper cutting of ribbons was easily 
accomplished. Cutting with sharp szissors worked as well. 

In this way we have produced ~40 ug/cm? C-ribbons and ~200 ug/cm? A<J ribbons 

of the dimensions (in mm) 30 • Z, 15 • 0.3, and trapezoioal 7 • 1.3/0.02 (Au). 

5 • 0.6/0.04 (C). We found that it was very easy to cut such targets22) in a 

simple shape needed for synchrotron storage rings. 

5. TESTS OF RIBBON TARGETS 

All ribbon targets were found to be mechanically very s.table. Handling needs 

care only in dry air (electrostatics!). Bombardment with luA, 95 KeV a partic¬ 

les from JULIC showed that the double layer does not separate under irradia¬ 

tion. Exposure to a 40 MeV oxygen beam from the Tandem at the University of 

Koln shewed that the targets remain sufficiently stable even up to relatively 

high temperatures. 

We have then performed a test in SATURNE. Although this facility was not de¬ 
signed for circulating beam experiments, its parameters (Bx, 62. dispersion) 
permitted operation in this mode, in particular as all means existed for 
bumping the beam on to the target and keeping it there (flat top) for the de-
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sired circulation time. In addition, the possibility to measure the intensity 

of the circulating beam as function of time facilitated the test in 

SAT'JRNE23*. 

A special irradiation chamber has been built in accordance with the ultra high 
vacuum requirements of the ring. The targets were clamped to a horizontal 
holder rod, which could be displaced remotely perpendicularly to the beam. 

The ribbon targets were positioned relative to the circulating beam by obser¬ 

ving the decrease of the beam intensity as function of time for various hori¬ 

zontal target locations x. Vertical adjustment was accomplished through varia¬ 

tion of the current in the bumper magnets. For the tests of the carbon ribbon 

target 1011 protons were injected with 20 MeV into SATURNE and accelerated to 

150 MeV. Then the bump was applied and followed by a flat top. Figure 1 shows 

the results of this test23). The ribbon target was then irradiated during 9h 

with 1011 protons injected every 1.3s, the SATURNE cycle time, and thereafter 

showed only a small deformation at its lowest part which would have hardly im¬ 

paired the sensitivity of a real experiment. Also a gold ribbon target was 

tested at 150 and 300 MeV for 2h and 1.5h and no adverse effects of the irra¬ 

diation were discovered. 
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Fig. 1: Decrease of the number of 
protons" circulating in SATURNE. 
Curve 1: without bump but with 
the target at x=0, the horizontal 
position of the beam axis. The 
total beam remains below the tar¬ 
get so that no particles are 
lost. Curve 2: with a 6A bump 
(1101 of the required strength) 
but with the target at x=7 mm. 
Since the axis of the bumped beam 
is not on target only -50X of the 
projectiles hit the ribbon. Curve 
3: with a 5A bump and the target 
at x=0. About 21 of the beam es¬ 
capes hitting the target because 
the bump is not strong enough. 
Curve 4: At the correct target 
location (x=0) a correct bump 
(5.5Л) lifts the beam axis to the 
lower ribbon edge. All particles 
hit the target. 
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The results of these tests were compared with what one expects on the basis of 
a Monte Carlo simulation23»24'. In figure 2 is plotted how the number of par¬ 
ticles in the ring decreases, how the mean horizontal and vertical emittances 
ё and ё increase and how the projectiles are lost with the number of revolu¬ 
tions. These calculations predict a beam half life of ~ 15 ms for the carbon-
ribbon target. The agreement with the measured value is perfect. 

4 5 6 7 
NUMBER OF T U R N S / 1 0 * 

Fig. 2: Results of the 
Monte Carlo simulation of 
the interaction of 150 MeV 
protons with a 2mm wide 
and ~30mm long ribbon tar¬ 
get of 40 pg/cm* carbon in 
the SATURNE ring where 

5 Bx=i.7m, e°.=100 mm mrad 
5 and Bz=14m, «£=50 mm mrad 
" and the dispersion =-0.3m. 

As the angle of acceptance 
of scattered particles in 
the ring is limited to 

it becomes 

2 " 
z 

/e° 
clear that scattering in г-direction is the dominant )oss mechanism. Analo¬ 
gously, the x-emittance ё becomes much larger than ё . The emittances с 
are the average single particle emittances. 

With the carbon-ribbon target we have obtained a luminosity of 3*10^/cm2s and 
with the gold-ribbon target at 300 MeV 1031/cm2s, with 10 1 1 protons in the 
ring in both cases. With the carbon target and 4» detection one would then 
achieve a counting rate of 1/h for the exceedingly small cross section of 1 
picobarn. 

6. RESEARCH WITH INTERNAL FOIL TARGETS 

For elementary particle physics studies one mostly uses targets of H, D or He 
that require external beams for cryogenic targets or cluster2~6) or pellet 
targets6~e) for circulating beams. The WASA collaboration^) has also proposed 
to use fibre targets for nuclear physics research at CELSIUS. Complementary 
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work can be carried out at COSY-JUlich at higher beam energies and with shor¬ 
ter cycle times. Ribbon targets can also be used at CELSIUS. 

rpcause of the very high luminosity that can be achieved with internal foil 
targets, these seem to be best suited for studies of phenomena where the pro¬ 
jectile-nucleus interaction is of importance in contrast to the nucleon-
ruc)eon interaction. Production of mesons at bombarding energies far below the 
nudeon-nucleon (N-N) threshold occurs only through the cooperation of several 
or even all nudeons in the nucleus and the corresponding cross sections are 
exceedingly low. That is, why high luminosity is needed. 

Combining a ribbon target for optimizing the duty cycle with a recotl shadow 
method in order to shield the detectors against direct radiation from the tar¬ 
get permit the identification of K+ through decay into *+ or u* with intensi¬ 
ties higher than obtainable in an external target experiment2^), Thus, lower 
cross sections should become measurable. In an analogous way the production of 
heavy hypernuclei through binding a л-particle in the nucleus should be mea¬ 
surable below the N-N threshold through delayed fission induced through л-
decay26>. 

Thin internal foil targets allow the detection of massive recoils or frag¬ 
ments. The investigation of very special fission processes, where e.g. the to¬ 
tal projectile momentum is absorbed by the target nucleus without evaporation 
of nucleons could be studied with a time of flight spectrometer similar to the 
Cosi fan tutte system2?) which has been used very successfully for Z and A 
identification of fission fragments. The emphasis would here be on tne detec¬ 
tion of both fragments so that the measurement is excljsive. 

Kith a foil target which covers the whole circulating beam, the beam life time 
becomes relatively short. This can be of advantage if the measuring apparatus 
requires loading in a short burst like a Penning trap precision mass spectro¬ 
meter28^. For this purpose one would use a target foil with thickness slightly 
less than the range of fission fragments and a IGISO1.29) thermal i zation cham¬ 
ber optimized for short transport times^O). After rapid mass separation the 
short burst of isobars could be used to fill the Penning trap. 
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Recoil detection has beer demonstrated-'^' to be a very powerful nethod for 
"sub-threshold" studies. The production e.g. of the fł-meson in the 12C(p,n)*3N 
reaction becomes possible for protons with beam energies above 606 MeV. At 
threshold the laboratory energy of the ̂ N nuclei is ~57 MeV so that their de¬ 
tection at zero degrees allows the exclusive measurement of n-production, 
which otherwise would be rather difficult because of the many complex n-decay 
modes (see e.'j. ref. 32). 

At a critical projectile energy the velocity ot a produced meson in the center 
of mass equals the velocity of the cent r of mass. The mesons flying in the 
opposite direction of the projectiles are then produced at rest in the labora¬ 
tory system. This fs an interesting geometry for various studies^). 
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High Energy Photons : 
a Probe for Reaction Dynamics in 

Heavy Ion Collisions 
V. Metag 

J/. Physikalisches Institut,Universitat Gieflen,Gieflen, West Germany 

Abstract 

The emission of high energy photons in heavy ion collisions in the Fermi- en¬ 
ergy domain is discussed. The experimental dat» are interpreted in terms of possible 
production mechanisms such as statistical emission from highly excited fragments or 
nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung. Future perspectives of hard photon emission and 
neutral meson production in heavy ion collisions At relativistic bombarding energies 
are outlined. 

1 Introduction 
At low bombarding energies {E < IQMeV/u) the reaction mechanism in heavy ion colli¬ 
sions is governed by the nuclear mean field or collective properties of nuclei. In contrast, 
nucleon-nucleon collisions are dominant in the relativistic regime (E > \GcV/v). For 
intermediate bombarding energies (20MeV'/u < E/A < 200Л/еК/и) a transitional be¬ 
haviour is expected. The interplay between mean field effects and nucleonic degrees of 
freedom is a central quest' addressed in heavy ion reactions at the borderline of low and 
medium energy nuclear p''. •.». 

A possible experimental access to this problem is the observation of hard photons 
emitted in heavy ion collisions. This field has been taken up by several groups, working 
both experimentally [1-12] and theoretically [13-17,21). Advances in detection techniques 
along with new theoretical -elopments have led to a widespread activity in this field. 

In this contribution twi ^riments will be discussed which our GieBen group has 
been involved in. The results oi these experiments will be put into perspective with an 
emerging systematics of data. The latter will be used to extrapolate to higher heavy ion 
energies available at LBL but soon also provided by the SIS facility at GSI Darmstadt. 
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2 High energy photons: prompt or thermal ? 
Amet.g several models proposed to explain the experimental data on hard photon produc¬ 
tion the incoherent nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlung picture is most commonly accepted. 
In this model the enussion of hard photons is attributed to the first proton-neutron col¬ 
lisions in the initial phase of the heavy ion collision. Although calculations within this 
framework reproduce in many cases nearly quantitatively the observed photon energy and 
angular distributions as well as the experimental cross sections, there is го unambiguous 
experimental verification of this model due to limitations in the experiments. In particular 
there is no even indirect experimental information on the time scale of photon emission. 
The bulk of data has been taken in inclusive experiments with no or only coarse event 
characterisation. More recently, however, measurements have been performed allowing for 
an impact parameter selection by the study of particle-7 correlations |1],(2J. These exper¬ 
iments have been devised mainly to investigate whether the 7-rays are indeed produced in 
(he initial stage of the reaction through nucleon-nucleon bremsstrahlurg, or rather emit¬ 
ted at a later time from an intermediate din u clear system or still later from highly excited 
heavy reaction products. 

In the reaction nMo + 91Mo at 19.5 AMeV performed at the UNILAC (GSI, Darm¬ 
stadt) heavy reaction products were measured in a set up of parallel plate avalanche 
counters, allowing for a full kinematic reconstruction of binary events. Photons were de¬ 
tected in coincidence in 6 arrays of 7 BaFj modules each. In this reaction deeply inelastic 
collisions are the dominant process (18). Consequently, the observed kinetic energy loss h 
converted into excitation energy of the reaction products which after thermal equilibration 
statistically emit particles as well as photons. 

Fig.l shows experimental photon energy spectra for two excitation energy regimes. If 
the high energy photons are predominantly emitted from the reaction products in the final 
stage of the heavy ion collision (or from the intermediate dinuclear system) the p"hoton 
yield should be accounted for in a statistical model calculation, performed for the re¬ 
spective experimentally determined excitation energies. Corresponding 7-spectra (fig.]), 
calculated with the code CASCADE |19] show that part of the observed hard photon yield 
may be attributed to statistical photon enussion at least for the more central collisions 
associated with the higher fragment excitation energies. 

The accurate determination of the fragment excitation energies by complete recon¬ 
struction of the particle kinematics has been an essential ingredient for performing this 
analysis with reliable statistical model calculations. Since particle evaporation from the 
highly excited fragments has been observed statistical photon emission has to occur with 
the intensity given by the statistical model calculation and thus has to be taken into ac¬ 
count in a quantitative interpretation of the experimental hard photon spectra. 
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Figure 1: Exclusive photon spectra from nMo +9* Mo at 19.5 MeV/u for two excitation 
energy bins in comparison to statistical model calculation with (solid curve) and without 
(dashed curve) the quasi-deuteron contribution to the inverse 7- absorption cross section 

It should be pointed out that the statistical model calculations have been performed 
using a 7-strength function with a giant dipole resonance term and - most important for 
the hard photon regime - a quasi-deuteron term. The latter contribution is required by 
measurements of the inverse reaction cross section. For energies above 20 MeV, excita¬ 
tion functions for photon absorption on nuclei show deviations from a pure Lorentzi&n 
behaviour assigned to the quasi-deuteron absorption mechanism. Only that fraction of 
this absorption process leading to compound nucleus formation can, however, be used as 
inverse cross section in the statistical model calculation. Lepretre et al. [20) extract a 
contribution to the total photoabsorption cross section for which both the energetic proton 
and neutron from the init'al photoabsorption process are thermalized by collisions with 
other nucleons, eventually leading to an equilibrated nucleus at an excitation energy equal 
to that of the incident photon. 
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Figure 2: Experimental photo-absorption cross sections on Sn [20} (crosses: total ab¬ 
sorption cross section; diamonds: compound nucleus contribution) in comparison to a 
pure Lorentzian strength (unction (dotted curve) and one including the quasi-deuteron 
absorption process (solid curve) 

After realizing the relevance of thermal photon emission in low energy (< 20 McV/u) 
heavy ion collisions it has been important to determine this contribution for bombarding 
energies in the Fermi-energy domain (30-50 MeV/u) where nucleon-nucleon brcmssirahlung 
calculations have been very successful in reproducing the hard photon data. In the reac¬ 
tion *°Ar + lwGd at 44 MeV/u [2] performed at GANIL (Caen) event characterization 
was achieved by requiring coincidences with slow heavy fragments (central collisions), fast 
beam-velocity fragments (peripheral collisions) and by requiring an anticoincidence with 
the particle detectors to tag on grazing collisions (see ref. [2] for more details). Photons 
were again registered in arrays of HaFt detectors. Because of solid angle limitations the 
particle detection was not kinematically complete in this experiment, thereby preventing 
a direct experimental determination of the fragment excitation energies. 

As described in |2] the excitation energies of Ar- and Gd-like reaction products in pe¬ 
ripheral collisions can, however, be inferred from the observed photon yield below 20 MeV 
by comparison with statistical model calculations. Fig.3 indicates that the giant-resonance 



part, of the 7-spectrurn is d~'iiinated by the target like fragments while photons below 
10 MeV are predominantly emitted from projectile-like reaction products. Consequently, 
a comparison of experimental and calculated temperature dependent yields provides in¬ 
dependent information on the excitation energy of both fragments. Statistical model 
calculations for Ar - and Cd - like reaction products including the quasideuteron terms, 
drastically underestimate the photon multiplicity above 20 MeV, implying that other 
production mechanisms than thermal 7-emission are relevant. As discussed in ref. [2] 
calculations of proton-neutron bremsstrahlung within the quantal phase space model [14] 
reproduce almost quantitatively the observed hard photon spectrum. This interpreta¬ 
tion is corroborated by experimental information on the 7-ray angular distribution which 
idenf.ifies the nucleon-nucleon center-of-mass system and not the nucleus-nucleus center of 
mass; system as the hard photon source. Apart from comparisons with statistical model 
calculations the measurement of 7-ray angular distributions is, of course, still the best ex¬ 
perimental approach to determine whether hard photons originate from nucleon-nucleon 
collisions or from statistical emission by equilibrated nuclei. Since the Mo + Mo reaction 
represents a symmetric target-projectile combination this distinction can in principle not 
be made. 
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Figure 3: Photon spectra for peripheral *°AT + 1SSG-1 collisions at 44 MeV/u in comparison 
to statistical model calculations for Ar-like (dashed curve) and Gd-like (dotdashed curve) 
reaction products at excitation energies of 50 and 90 MeV, respectively. The sum of 
both contributions is indicated by the solid curve. The quasi-deuteron contribution to the 
inverse photo-absorption cross section has been taken into account in the calculation. 
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Summarizing this section, we note that in low energy (< 20MeV/u) heavy ion reac¬ 
tions leading to highly excited heavy fragments statistical hard photon emission may be 
import ant while already in the Fermi energy domain (==30 — 50 MeV/u) nucleon-nucleon 
collisions become the dominant source of high energy photons. 

3 Systematics of Hard Photon Emission 
in Heavy Ion Collisions 

The two experiments described so far represent only a small fraction of the widespread 
activity in this field. Fig.4 summarizes hard photcr. data taken by several groups mostly 
in inclusive measurements [1-12]. To facilitate a comparison of the results obtained for 
rather different target-projectile combinations the observed 7- ray yields above 30 MeV 
have been normalized to the number of first proton-neutron collisions estimated for each 
heavy ion collision according to the equal participant prescription as, e.g. described in 
IT],|10|. As we learned in section 2 this scaling of the data is probably only meaningful 

for bombarding energies well above 20 MeV/u. Following ref. (7|,(10| the 7-cross section 
<r, can be factorized as 

г, = <rR • /», =. <rB < N^ > t p, (1) 

Here, OR is the reaction cross section, Py is the total probability for 7 emission and p7 the 
emission probability in a single proton-nucleon collision within the nuclear medium. 

ApAT 
ZTNP) (2) 

is the number of first proton-neutron collisions averaged over the impact parameter b, 
whereby 

5A - 4 ! / s 

<AF> = Ap___£___f_ 
is the average mass of the participant zone and Ap, Zp, Np, Zt, Nt are the mass, charge 
and neutron numbers of the projectile and target, respectively. Solving eq.(l) for p, we 
obtain 

This quantity is plotted in fig.4 as a function of the bombarding energy which has been 
corrected for the Coulomb energy in the entrance channel. A gradual increase of the 
in-medium photon emission probability is observed. The remaining scattering of data 
points may either reflect systematic errors in the experiments or phenomena not taken 
into account in the present simplified parametrixation. 
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Figure 4: Emission probability for photons with ET > 30 MeV derived for in-medium 
nucleon-nucleon collisions (see text and eq. 4). The experimental data are compiled from 
refs. [1-12]. 

4 Future Perspectives of Photon Detection 
in Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions 

For an interpretation of the photon emission probability in nucleon collisions within the nu¬ 
clear medium and for an extrapolation to higher bombarding energies the data of fig.4 are 
plotted in fig.5 over an extended energy scale. In comparison, the bremsstrahlung emission 
probability in free proton-neutron collsions [21] is also shown. A striking enhancement 
for in-medium proton-neutron collisions is immediately apparent. It is ascribed to (he 
Fermi motion of nucleons within the colliding nuclei. Thereby, momentum distributions 
of nucleons during the collision can be deduced by comparison of measured photon spectra 
and yields with those calculated in phase space models. The highest energy photons are 
produced in the most violent nucleon-nucleon collisions while lower energy photons origi¬ 
nate from nucleon collisions with smaller relative momenta. Thus, photon spectra directly 
map out the phase space distribution of nucleons within the reaction zone. Consequently, 
hard photons turn out to be a sensitive probe of dynamics in heavy ion reactions and 
provide detailed information on the space-time history of nucleus-nucleus collisions. 
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Hard photon emission will also play a major role in unravelling detailed features of 
heavy ion reactions at higher bombarding energies soon available, e.g. at the heavy ion 
synchrotron SIS of GSI, Darmstadt. At these energies there will be additional photon 
sources such as the decay of »r°, tj- mesons into photon pairs. This drastically complicates 
the detection of direct photons and appears to be a severe disadvantage at first sight. It 
turns out, however, that - in addition to photons - neutral mesons will play an important 
role in clarifying one of the central, still open questions in heavy ion icactions, namely the 
determination of the nuclear equation of state, i.e. the density dependence of the intrinsic 
nuclear energy. First attempts have been made (22] to deduce the equation of state from 
particle production rates. The underlying assumption is that part of the kinetic energy 
of the projectile is converted into comprcssional energy and thus not available for particle 
production. 
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Figure 5: Comparison of photon emission probabilities per in-medium and free pro¬ 
ton-neutron collision. The experimental data are compiled from refs. [1-12]. The photon 
emission probability in free proton-neutron collisions is taken from ref [21] 

A suppression of particle production rates compared to those in free nucleon-nucleon 
collisions would be a measure for the compressions! energy readied. The nudear density 
may be inferred from measuring in coinddence the number of participant nudeons and 
the source size by interferometry. 
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Fig.5 provides an important guideline in planning such experiments as pointed out by 
U.Mosel (21). For energies above 300 MeV/u the in-mediuni and free production rate* 
will become comparable. Thereby, the sensitivity to the nuclear met.n field is reduced. At 
low bombarding energies the compression of nuclear matter is too small preventing again 
a test of the density dependence of the mean Held potential. Consequently, photons are 
best suited as a probe in the energy regime of w 100 - 300 MeV/u. 

Similar arguments apply to pions. Fig.6 shows experimental »r0 production rates (or 
first in-medium and free nucleon-nudeon collisions. Substantial id-medium production 
probabilities are observed well below the free nucleon-nucleon threshold (280 MeV). In 
this case, a sensitivity window of % 200-500 MeV/u is deduced. The highest sensitivity 
is, of course, achieved at energies below the free nucleon-nucleon production threshold 
since there, a small variation in the available thermal energy leads to drastic changes in 
the particle production rates. Clearly, pions have the severe disadvantage of strong final 
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental ж0 emission probabilities per in-medium and free 
nucleon-nucleon collision. The data are taken from refs. [24-27]. The solid and dashed 
curves are to guide the eye. 

state interactions while photons, undergoing only electromagnetic interactions, provide 
the most direct information from the hot interaction zone. 

In the higher part of the SIS energy range (1.0 - 1.4 GeV/u) t ie role of the most 
sensitive probe is taken over by the n-mesons (nucleon-nucleon production threshold: 1.26 
GeV). Because of the high n - meson rest mass (m,c* = 549 MeV) any change in the 
compressional energy and thereby in the thermal energy will be directly reflected in the 
rj - meson yield. 
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Additional insight into compression effects within the nuclear medium is expected 
from a comparison of meson production probabilities in heavy ion reactions with those 
in photonuclear reactions on complex nuclei. There, mesons are produced within nuclear 
matter at normal density. Corresponding experiments are planned at the Mainz tnicroton 
MAMI В - an 840 MeV cw electron accelerator - expected to go into operation in 1989. 

The physics outlined above calls for new instrumentation. A highly granulated photon 
detector system (see fig. |7].), the Two Arm Photon Spectrometer ( TAPS ) (23] has 
been proposed for studying 7,x°, and 7- production in intermediate to reiativistic heavy 
ion reactions with the main aim of establishing the nuclear equation of state. Photon 
detection will thus remain an important tool in the investigation of heavy ion reactions. 

Figure 7: Perspective view of the Two Arm Phoion Spectrometer (TAPS) consisting of 
256 BaF2 modules arranged in 4 blocks mourned in two movable lowers. 
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5 Conclusions 
A brief survey of photon detection in heavy ion collisions has been given. At energies 
below 20 MeV/u statistical 7- emission seems to contribute to the observed hard photon 
yields provided highly excited fragments are produced in the reaction. For higher bom¬ 
barding energies proton-neutron bremsstrahlung becomes the dominant source for high 
energy photons. In addition to other experimental observations, such as e.g. the impact 
parameter dependence of the photon yield, this interpretation is further supported by the 
systematics of inclusive hard photon data which scale with the number of proton-neutron 
collisions in the heavy ion reaction. An extrapolation to higher bombarding energies in¬ 
dicates that photons as well as neutral mesons - in particular 77 - mesons - are a sensitive 
probe for the density dependence of the nuclear mean field. Relevant information on 
the nuclear equation of state is expected from fortliic '"ing photon-particle coincidence 
experiments with almost complete event characterization. 
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discussions with W. Cassing, U. Mosel, H. Nifenecker, and R. Vandenboich are gratefully 
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ASYMPTOTIC QUANTIZATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD AND 

THE RESULTING INEQUALITY FOR THE FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT 

Andrzej Staruszkiewicz 

Institate of Physics, Jagellonian University, Reymonta 4, 

30 059 Kraków, Poland 

Arguments are presented which allow to derive the inequality 

О ^ е /Ис ^ "W in a purely phenomenological way j.;. 
without assumptions about the dynamics of sources of the 
electromagnetic field. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem I wish to consider can be formulated as follows: 
where the magnitude of the elementary charge comes from? 
This is a very old problem. Einstein |l| noted in 1909 
that there are two fundamental velocities in pnysics: 
с and e /Й ; this should be somehow explained. Sonwnerfelti 2j 

9 

introduced the dimensionless conoination e /Ис , henceforth 
called the fine structure constant, into his theory of the 
hydrogen atom and realized that the particular value of tfvs 
constant has to be evpiaiied theoretically. His oupil Hei 
took over this idea - see the recently published correspondence 
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of Pauli |3|. It is amusing to learn that Heisenberg did some 

numerical guesswork on the fine structure constant and thought 

it good enough to be communicated to Bohr |3|. 

The true history of efforts to understand the fine structure 

constant will never be written, because these efforts were not 

successful and as a rule did not lead to a published work (see, 

however, the truly charming book by Lancelot Law Whyte | * | ) . 

Some important byproducts were, however, obtained, the most 

important being the Oirac relation eg = 1/2 |5|. This relation, 

properly understood, is a relation between the electric charge 

e and the quantized magnetic flux, at the (fictitious) end of 

which there is a magnetic monopole g. As such it is an important 

physical law, confirmed experimentally with a very high accuracy. 

It is evident, however, that Dirac's real objective was not the 

magnetic monopole (which no one needs) but the quantized electric 

monopole. This is seen, for example, from the following words 

by Dirac |5|: 

"The theory leads to a connection (eg = 1/2) between the quantum 

of magnetic pole and the electronic charge. It is rather 

disappointing to find this reciprocity between electricity and 

magnetism, instead of a purely electronic quantum condition, 

such as Hc/e2 = 137." 

In this lecture I will not give you the solution of the problem; 

you cannot expect me to solve the problem which Einstein, 

Heisenberg and Dirac,found intractable. I will present only 
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results of my thinking on the problem which allow, among other 
things, to make the following quantitative statement on the 
magnitude of the elementary charge e: 

This inequality is not very impressive, of course, but it is 
arrived at in a purely phenomenological way. I think I can say 
that in deriving this inequality I make no hypotheses. I use only 
the general laws of quantum mechanics and of Maxwell's theory. 
The general laws I will use are: 

The Gauss law. 
The free Maxwell equations. 
The principle of gauge invariance. 
The principle of Lorentz invariance. 
The basic laws of quantum mechanics (especially positivity 
of norm or unitarity). 

THE GAUSS LAW 

The constant e is the electron charge measured at zero energy, 
for example in Millikan's experiment. The Gauss law 

v В « 
says that the electric charge is determined completely by the 
electric field at the spatial infinity: 
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where 27 is a closed, two-dimensional, space-like surface at 

the space-like infinity. It follows, therefore, that to study 

the constant e as such i.e. as the electric charge at zero energy 

jnly the asymptotic (1/r ) part of the electromagnetic field is 

needed. 

Tni<^ observation solves an important problem. We have all been 

•.^uqht O.E.O. and know that one nas to mak_ a difference between 

thj bare charge and the renormaiized charge. This distinction is 

theoretically valid but the problem is complicated by the fact 

that one does not know how to calculate the proportionality 

i ..c tor. Worse than that, in standard calculat ion£ given in text¬ 

books this proportionality factor comes out infinite which makes 

the whole discussion pointless. Tne physical reason which makes 

it necessary to distinguish the bare charge and the renormaiized 

charge is this: the electric field can create pairs i.e. the 

charge distribution which has to be added to the original one. 

However, this effect is small if tfto/me is small, where «o 

is the frequency of the field and m is the mass of the lightest 

particle (presumably this is the electron). If the system 

considered has the length scale 1, then, by uncertainty principle, 

u> >-*~> 1/1—*• 0 for 1 — * o<? . This means that at the 

spatial infinity the electromagnetic field is too weak to produce 

pairs and we do not have to bother which charge we are talking 

aoout. 
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THE FREE MAXWELL EQUATIONS 

All charged particles are massive. We-do not know why it is so 
but we are fairly certain that it is so. Schwinger |б| has 
shown that the vacuum of charger) massless particles would be 
polarizable in a way inconsistent with the phenomenological 
validity of the Coulomb law. This means that at the spatial 
infinity the electric current must vanish (e.g. exponentially) 
and the electromagnetic field is free; it fulfils the free 
Maxwell equations 

ss. о 

fnese equations do not hold for the whole field, which is not 
known, but only for its asymptotic (1/r ) part. Therefore, 

2 
to proceed further, we have to separate the l/'r part of the 
field from the unknown rest. A clean way to do this was proposed 
by Gervais and Zwanziger |7|: to separate the asymptotic part 
of the field from the rest it is enough to consider only those 
solutions of free Maxwell's equations which are homogeneous 
of degree -2 functions of space-time coordinates: 
for each A "> 0 FI*I/ (**)y — *~~ *~ ̂ f-V (*) . 
Global solutions of Maxwell's equations with this homogeneity 
property are singular on the light cone xx = 0 but this is not 
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important since we will use them only at the spatial infinity. 

The homogeneity condition breaks down the translational invariance; 

this is in accordance with the fact that the asymptotic part of 

the electromagnetic field is, in fact, a translationally 

invariant quantity. 

Let x be the radius vector in the four-dimensional Cartesian 

basis in which the homogeneity condition holds good. Let us 

form two vectors 

Using the Maxwell equations and the homogeneity condition one 

finds that both these vectors are gradients of functions which 

satisfy the wave equation. One can show that these two functions 

determine the electromagnetic field which is thus seen to be a 

very simple object, determined completely by two homogeneous of 

degree zero solutions of the wave equation. We have 

which gives the explicit expression for the first (electric) 

function 
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THE PRINCIPLE OF GAUGE INVARIANCE 

The principle of gauge invariance says that the vector potential 
At». should not appear in equations of mathematical p^vsics 
alone but only in the linear combination 

where S is a scalar field which transforms under gauge transfor¬ 
mations in such a way that the above vector is gauge invariant. 
An example is provided by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a 
particle of mass m and charge e in an external field (c = 1) 

S is given by the integral 

calculated for the actual motion.Under the gauge transformation 
Ą^—» Д + 3 i * p S — * S — e f and the linear combination 
e Ą „ -\- 3 L Ł 3 is seen indeed to be gauge invariant. 
In the quantum mechanics the classical action S, divided by 
И = 1 = с, becomes the phase of the wave function. Thus inter¬ 
action of the Klein-Gordon field R exp (iS) with the electro¬ 
magnetic field A ^ is described by the action 
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' ™ I (ul/ 

16т J Г" 

The principle of coupling betweesn the electromagnetic field 
and its source, implicit in thi;> expression, can be generalized 
as follows. We assume that an electrically charged system has 
always to have a degree of freedom S, called phase, which 
enters the action only as a part of the gauge invariant 
linear combination €»Au. -f" c'i*. v .' 

the total 
action 

W = /L(eAr+Vs> •) • 
(Dots denote the remaining degrees of freedom of the source.) 
The phase S is the coordinate canonically conjugated with the 
total charge. Indeed, varying the action with respect to Д ^ 
we have 

where i [** is, by definition, the electric current.This 
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means that varying with respect to S we obtain 

Therefore the momentum canonically conjugated with the 
phase S is 

= - ± 1 S & dQ ' 

The equal time canonical commutation relation is 

Integrating over the hyperplane x = у we obtain 

where 

Three comments will be useful. 
The commutation relation fQ,SJ = ie is seen to be 
universally valid for every charged system. 
The canonical commutation relations for a gauge Jnvariant 
system are known to be inconsistent with equations of motion. 
Our derivation of the relation PQ,Sj = ie passes over this 
difficulty. The difficulty, however, is real and has to be 
remembered. 
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The relation fQ/e.S J - i might seem to resemble the relation 
between the square of the amplitude and the phase of the 
harmonic oscillator. Despite of this formal resemblance there 
is a basic difference: the relation between the square of the 
amplitude and the phase holds only classically and cannot be 
consistently implemented in the quantum mechanics |6| while the 
relation Г Q,S J = ie will be seen to be a meaningful mathema¬ 
tical statement. The difference comes from the fact that the 
square of the amplitude i.e. the energy is positive while the 
electric charge is not. 
The basic idea of my work is to identify the phase with one of 
the two functions which determine the electromagnetic field 
at the spatial infinity and to use the relation fQ,Sj = ie 
to reduce the asymptotic electromagnetic field to a closed 
mechanical system. "Closed" means "described by an action 
integral" which, in consequence of this relation, will 
contain the constant 4. 
The phase is identified with the function 

I will make two observations to support this identification. 
The first one shows that it is esthetically appealing to make 
this identification. The second one falls only short of a proof 
that the function - е л 1 * А ^ ( х _ ) is indeed the phase of the 
field at the spatial infinity. 
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1. Consider a classical point particle moving in the field 
F,».̂  > which is homogeneous of degree -2. Multiplying the 
equations of motion 

by x^ and assuming that the potential A ^ is a function 
homogeneous of degree -1, one finds the first integral 

This integral exists because the potential is assumed to be 
homogeneous of degree -1; thus it is the relativistic generali¬ 
zation of the virial theorem in the classical mechanics. One 
sees that it is indeed appealing to identify the function 
— 6 Х 1 * Л л ( ^ ) with the phase. I make this observation 
because in the second one, which I consider a proof, there 
does arise the problem of the correct choice of a numerical 
factor. 
2. The pnase can be associated with each field A ^ C x ) by 
means of the formula 

where 
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.v\\ we agre; to ignore all surface integrals. There is only 
one lorentz invariant solution to the last equation: 

where {.Af^rT) %(*%*$) is the half-retarded, 
half-advanced Green's function of the wave equation. This 
means that thare is only one Poincare invariant way to 
associate a phase with a given field: 

Assume now that A* (x) is a homogeneous of degree -1 solution 
of Maxwell's equations. It is difficult to calculate the last 
integral for a generic field of this kind but one can argue in 
this way. The asymptotic (at the spatial .infinity) part of 
radiation produced in a scattering process, in which charged 
oarticles take a part, is surely close to being generic. The 
asymptotic part of radiation is known to be equal to 

2 2 where г (u) = (их) - (uu)(xx), и is the asymptotic (at the 
tine-like infinity) four-velocity of the n'th particle and 



For this potential the Poincare invariant phase can be 
calculated term by term with the result 

SCO = - \ 
This result is completely unambiguous but I maintain that the 
factor 1/2 has to be removed, because it reflects a contribution 
from the surface term which we have agreed to ignore in the 
original definition. (This is a mathematical detail which has 
no influence on the qualitative features of the theory. I do 
think that the factor 1/2 has to be removed. Should we need it, 
however, we can restore it with completely clear conscience.) 
The phase S(x) = - exrft. (x) is a gauge invariant quantity, 
if ws agree to add to A^ (x) only gradients of homogeneous of 
degree zero functions, which is.natural. This sounds paradoxical; 
the paradox is resolved, however, by the remark that the gauge 
has been fixed - by the homogeneity condition - only at the 
spatial infinity, in a way similar e.g. to the way one fixes 
the Coulomb potential for the Coulomb field. 

THE LORENTZ INVARIANCE 

We have seen that the electric part of the electromagnetic 
field at the spatial infinity is equivalent to a scalar field 
S(x) = - exł*" A (x) which is homogeneous of degree гего, thus 
]ives on the three-dimensional de Sitter hyperboloid and 
fulfils there the wave equation. The action for such a field is 



where F 's are internal (angular) variables on the de Sitter 

hyperboloid. I propose to fix the constant in this way: the 

scalar field on the three-dimensional de Sitter hyperboloid 

has a spherica-lly symmetric solution with a nonvanishing 

total charge. The spherically symmetric solution is the only 

ono which does not have its counterpart among glooal solutions 

of Maxwell's equations, because a global solution of Maxwell's 

squations cannot be spherically symmetric, «his additional 

solution allows us to introduce the electric charge into the 

theory in a completely clean, model independent way. I propose 

to choose the constant in the action so that the previously 

established relation ^Q,SJ = ie is canonical i.e. follows 

from the canonical commutation relations. This fixes uniquely 

the constant in the action and the whole theory is summed up 

in the expressions for the total action 

and the total charge 
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;> being an aroitrary Cauchy surface in the de 5itter 
hyperboloid. This theory is per se an interesting object of 
theoretical inquiry. It is made important, however, by the 
claim, which I tried to substantiate above, that the constant 
e is physically identical with the fine structure constant. 
The vacuum in this theory has to satisfy the condition 

This seems natural enough but it is interesting to note that 
this condition actually follows from the Lorentz invariance 
of the vacuum. The vacuum is Lorentz invariant if it is 
annihilated by all components of the angular momentum and the 
centre of mass motion: 

The integrals Muj, do contain the total charge Q but do 
not contain the coordinate S (only its derivatives) which 
has the consequence that the condition 

= 0 
is necessary for the Lorentz invariance of the vacuum. 
A further consequence is that the coordinate canonically 
conjugated with the total charge has to be periodic, 
otherwise the vacuum will not be normalizable. Assuming the 
period to be 27Г - a natural, in fact necessary assumption 
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for the phase - we obtain the charge quantization 

^ me. y /n. = 0, ± «, ± 2., .. . 

as a consequence of the Lorentz invariance of the vacuum. 

THE POSITIVITY OF NORM 

The theory described in the previous section reveals an intricate 
2 dspendence on the magnitude of the coupling constant e . To 

give an example of a nontrivial dependence we derive the 
inequality 0 < e <"*", mentioned at the beginning, as the 
positivity of norm condition for a class of charged states. 
Consider the vacuum expectation value 

С S(k) --г SCO <°l е- е !°> 
where к and 1 are two distinct points in the de Sitter 
space-time i.e. two distinct space-like directions. To simplify 
calculations and the procedure of renormalization assume that 
the "time" i.e. the third (hyperbolic) angle tends to infinity. 
Using the vacuum definition due to Chernikov and Tagirov |9| 
one finds (after an obvious renormalization, the renormalization 
does not involve the constant e , which is fixed) 
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к and I being unit, space-like narts of к and I. Therefore 
the scalar product of two charged states of the form 

will have as a kernel the expression 

i.e. it will be the scalar product for the supplementary series 
of unitary representations of thy lorentz group of Gclfand, 
Graev and Vilenkin '. 10|. This product is known to be positive 
definite only for 3 < e /ТГ < 1 (see |1O|, page 260, for 
the oroof). 
The theory leads in a natural way to several special function* 

2 for which the segment 0 < e < "7Г appears to be distinguished. 
This can be seen for the function 

which I introduced in |ll|. This function can be extended 
analytically over the whole z plane by means of the identity 

Oh 
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valid for z p> 1. Points z = 0 and z = 1 are seen to be poles 

of the function f(z) , a fact not immediately obvious from 

the definition of f(z). 
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1. Introduction 

About 25 years ago S. Polikanov et al. made the first observation of 

isomeric fission [Pol D 62]. Since that time a large number of 

experiments have been performed which support the interpretation of 

fission isomers as shape isomers (see r.view articles by V. Metag et 

al. [Met H 80] and S. Bjornholm, J.E. Lynn [Bjo L 80]). According to 

this interpretation shell corrections to the deformation energy of 

the liquid drop ir.odel result in a double humped structure of the 

fission barrier, see Fig. 1. In particular, I would like to mention 

the measurement of the moment of inertia in mPu [Spe W 72] and 

"HJ [Bor P 77] by means of electron spectroscopy. A moment of 

inertia twice as big as in the first potential minimum was found. 

Furthermore, the lifetime of rotational states in the second minimum 

was measured with the aid of the charge plunger method. The deduced 

intrinsic quadrupole moments Qn = (36 ± 4) b for
 239mPu [Hab M 77] 

and Qo = (29 ± 3) b for 2 3 8 mu [uif M 79] are a factor of 3 to 4 

larger than those in the first minimum [Bem M 73, Gui S 76]. In 

addition, again with conversion electron spectroscopy employing the 
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Fig. I: The double humped 
fission barrier (taken from 
[Hab 77]). 
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recoil shadow method [Вас R 78], the spin of the mPu fission 
isomer was determined. A detailed analysis yielded I = 5/2 with 
evidence that spin and orbital angular momentum of the valence 
neutron are antiparallelly coupled [Вас R 79]. A [633]5/2* Nilsson 
orbital, which is in accordance with these experimental findings, 
was found near the Fermi surface in calculations done by Hamamoto 
and Ogle [Ham 0 75]. Furthermore, the g-factor of the 122 ns 237mPu 
fission isomer was measured [Raf D 82, Raf D 82E]. The result is 
consistent with the assumption that this isomer is a 3/2" rotational 
state on top of a [510]1/2"-Nilsson orbital. 

Bemis and coworkers [Bem B 79] measured the isomer shift of the 
optical l o P 7 / 2 - eS7/2 6405 k) transition in 240m Am =0.9 
ms). The fission isomers were produced by the 23BU (7Li,5n) 24OmAm 
reaction at a beam energy of 47.5 MeV. After slowing down in a 180 
Torr He atmosphere and neutralization the fission isomers were 
optically pumped with circularly polarized light of a tunable dye 



laser. In the case of resonance, the fission isomers wilj be aligned 
along the laser axis and, as a consequence, a fission fragment 
anisotropy will be observed, resulting in a decrease of the count 
rate at 90 with respect to the laser beam direction. By this means 
a shift A\ = 2.6 A of the 6405 A transition with respect to the 
reference nuclide 241Am was observed. Taking advantage of results 
from muonic atoms, a quadrupole moment Qo = (35 + 2) eb [Bee В 82] 
and a 6<r2>242mAm-242Am = (4.6 + 0.2) fm2 [Bee В 8l] were deduced 
from this measurement. 

The goal of our optical spectroscopy experiment on ' Am will be 
the observation of a resolved hyperfine pattern from which the 
nuclear spin, the nuclear g-factor and the intrinsic quadrupole 
moment can be determined model-independently. Such data should be of 
great value to understand nuclear matter in the state of high 
deformation [Lea 82]. 

However, it must be admitted, that such experiments are extremely 
difficult. The production rate of fission isomers is very small, 
typically only in the order of a few per second. Thr half lives of 
the fission isomers are very short {i 14 ms). Well-established 
in-fceam methods like /3-RADOP [Shi D 75, Pla В 7l] can not be simply 
adapted for the optical spectroscopy of fission isomers. In the 
P-RADOP experiments up to 10b alkali atoms were created d.vrectly in 
the optical cell. Also, at such large counting rates, small 
anisotropy signals are still detectable with statistical signi¬ 
ficance. The p-lifetimes of the investigated nuclides were long 
enough to survive neutralization, c.f. chapter 5. In addition, it is 
well known that the relaxation cross section of alkalis in light 
inert gases are extremely small {< 10"21 cm2, [Hap 72]). Therefore, 

small spin exchange rates of about 1000/s were already sufficient to 
create an observable p-anisotropy signal. As we will see below, 
americium fission isomers do not exhibit, in many respects, these 
nice features of the alkalis. 

In this contribution I shall describe our approach to attack the 
problem of an optical spectroscopy experiment on fission isomers. In 
chapter 2 I shall make you familiar with some features of atomic 
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Am I levels. In chapter 3 conceivable schemes for optical spec-
troscopy on americium fission isomers will be discussed and I shall 
explain why we have chosen the fission-RADOP-roethod, a method which 
is analogous to the /3-RADOP method mentioned above. In chapter 4 the 
main components of the experimental set-up will be described: the 
212Pu target, the fission isomer accelerator and the optical cell 
which actually is the central piece of the whole experiment. In 
chapter 5 I shall describe the experiments done to determine the 
neutralization rates of americium ions in argon and explain what 
happens if alkali vapour is added. In chapter 6 the results of our 
searches for a fission fragment anisotropy signal will be presented. 
A short discussion and outlook will close this contribution. 

2. Features of Am I Atonic Levels 

Americium is probably the only candidate for optical pumping 
experiments to determine the spins, hyperfine constants and isomer 
shifts of fission isomers. The atomic ground state, similar to that 
of the chemical homologue europium, consists mainly of a spherical 
e S T / 2 term [Mar N 60] originating from a 5f7 6sz 6d6 7sa electron 
configuration. (In europium the 4f core is half-filled.) The 
features of the ground state exhibits some similarity with alkaline 
earth elements except that the ground state is an 8S 7/ 2 instead of a 
1S o term. This results in a small collisional relaxation cross 
section cr„ with inert gas buffer atoms which is a prerequisite for 
any optical pumping experiment. In addition, there is a long chain 
of Am fission isomers with half lifes between 1.5 MS and 14 ms that 
can be produced by (p,2n) or (d,2n) nuclear reactions. These can be 
systematically investigated using various available plutonium 
isotopes as a target. 

Next, I would like to make you familiar with the striking power of 
high resolution laser spectroscopy on americium atoms. I shall 
present results of an experiment which recently was performed to 
determine the life-times of selected Am I levels but which gave at 
the same time some.information on the hyperfine structure [Arn В 
88]. 
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Pig. 2: The exporimental 
arrangement ав used for the 
lasier fluorescent light spec-
troscopy of 243Am I. The la¬ 
ser beam entered the inH:;er-
action region perpendicular 
to the plane of the drawing. 
The fluorescent light was 
focused onto the cathode of 
a photomultiplier with the 
aid of a lense system not 
shown in the drawing. 

6 cm 

The apparatus we used is shown in Fig. 2. A small amount of 2<DAm 
metal was vacuum deposited on the tantalum foil and electrically 
heated to a temperature of about 800° C. The evaporated americiuro 
atoms were excited by the beam of a Coherent 699-29 Autoscan cw 
single mode ring dye laser pumped by an argon ion laser. The fluo¬ 
rescent light, originating from the interaction of the laser beam 
with the Am atoms, was focussed with some optical components not 
shown in Fig. 2 onto the cathode of a photonultiplier. Two typical 
laser scans are shown in Fig. 3. To discuss the observed hyperfine 
pattern, I briefly recall some basic facts on ths hyperfine inter¬ 
action. 

The hyperfine splitting of an atomic level with spin J and energy 
is given by the well-known formula 

EF " EJ 2 AJ 
R 3K (K+l) - 41 (1+1) J (J+l) bJ 81 (21-1) J (2J-1) ' (1) 
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Fig. 3: Hyperfine pattern of (a) the X = 5598.X A and (b) the \ = 
5345.7 к transitions of 2*aAm I. The hyperfine structure of 
these transitions is caused by the splitting of the excited 
levels since the splitting of the в 8 7 / г ground state term 
amounts to only about 0.4 GHz. The hyperfine components are 
assigned by the total angular momentum quantum number F of 
the excited atomic levels. Note that the nuclear spin of 
г"*3Ал1 is I = 5/2. The hyperfine splitting of the J = 5/2 
level (a) resembles essentially a magnetic and that of the 
J = 7/2 level (b) a quadrupole interaction. 

with I the nuclear spin, F the total angular momentum and 

К = F (F+l) - I (1+1) - J (J+l). (2) 

The hyperfine constant A^ depends on the magnetic moment uT of the 
nuclear level and the hyperfine field Bel(0) of the electrons at the 
origin by means of the relation 

AJ = " (3) 

The hyperfine constant 

8aV 
e Q <• 
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depends on the nuclear quadrupole moment Q and the electric field 
gradient of the electrons at the origin <~=T2—>• The spectrr-ecopic 
quadrupole moment Q is relat3d to the intrinsic quadrupole mt4nent Qo 
by the relation 

Q = 3K2 - I (1+1) S ) 
u (1+1) (21+3) Uo x ' 

with К the projection of the nuclear spin I onto the nuclear 
symmetry axis. 

The following parameters can be found in the literature for 243Ani: 
I = 5/2, nx = 1.58(3) мк [Arm M 66], Qo = 12.02(9) eb [Bem M 8l]. It 
is important to note that the hyperfine constants A = + 17.1437(26) 
MHz, BT = + 123.848(32) MHz of the eSiy3 ground state [Arm M 66] 
result, according to eq. (1), in a splitting of only 0.383 GHz. 
Therefore, the experimentally observed hyperfine structure seen in 
Fig. 3 originates entirely from the hyperfine splitting of the 
excited atomic levels. The hyperfine splitting of the \ = 5598.1 A 
transition resembles essentially a magnetic interaction, while that 
of the \ = 5345.7 A is essentially a quadrupole interaction. 

This experiment demonstrates that, in principle, the magnetic and 
the quadrupole moments of the fission isomeric state can be measured 
with optical methods provided the nuclear spin is larger than 1/2. 
There are serveral optical methods, two of which I would like to 
discuss in the following chapter. 

3. Schemes for Optical Spectroscopy of Fission Isomers 

3.1 Single Photon Counting 

It has been convincingly demonstrated in the preceding section that 
a well resolved hyperfine pattern can be observed by laser-induced 
fluorescence spectroscopy on americium atoms. This result raises the 
question whether the required hyperfine constants of the Am~fission 
isomers can not be gained by the same technique. It is immediately 



clear that exactly the same technique can not be applied since the 
production rate of fission isomers is low and their lifetimes are 
very short. However, if the fission isomers are stopped in a buffer 
gas, one atom can emit, at least in principle, thousands of 
fluorescence photons. 

Let us assume that a certain Am Г level with a ground state transi¬ 
tion rate A.. = 2'106/s will be saturated by a laser beam with suffi-

IK 
cient intensity, i.e. that the spontaneous transition rate approa¬ 
ches A../2. During the half life of the mAm isoraer of 14 ms we 
expect the emission of about 10" photons. With a detection effi¬ 
ciency of 0.5 % for the optics, 50 photons would bo detected. That 
really looks great since the background contribution from the photo-
multiplier dark current can be made negligible if the measurement is 
performed in delayed coincidence with the fission fragments from the 
isomeric decay. In addition, also the stray light is not disturbing 
if the laser beam is pulsed and the fluorescence light is only ob¬ 
served in the laser-dark-periods. 

However, there is a snag in the proposed experiment. In the esti¬ 
mates just presented it was disregarded that a depopulation of the 
ground state could occur either by a radiative transition in a low 
lying metastable level or by relaxation processes in buffer gas 
collisions. Large cross sections in the order of 10 Aa were measured 
for the deactivation of excited atomic uranium levels in collision 
with buffer gas atoms or molecules like 4He, Ne, H2 or CR, [Che В 
80]. The relaxation can effectively take place via an interstate-
mixing process, where the excited uranium atoms transfer their 
excitation in the collision to neighbouring levels (separated by an 
energy in the order of kT). These neighbouring electronic states 
can, in turn, undergo radiative transitions to the lower odd or even 
levels. Most probably these photons are excluded from detection if 
interference filters with the pass band centered at the laser fre¬ 
quency are used in front of the photomultiplier. 
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The resonant photon counting technique has been investigated by G. 
Sprouse at SUNV in Stony Brook and in collaboration with Th. KUhl 
and G. Huber at the MPI in Heidelberg and GSI in Darmstadt. Some 
encouraging results have been obtained but, I feel, that such a 
complicated experiment as the optical spectroscopy of fission 
isomers should not be based on a method whose limitations are 
currently not understood. A method of optical spectroscopy which 
circuiuvents the short-comings described above is the radiation de¬ 
tected optical pumping (RADOP) [Schi D 75, Pla В 7l] which I would 
like to describe next. 

3.2 Radiation Detected Optical Pumping (Fission-RADOP) 

Let us assume that the optical cell contains in addition to the buf¬ 
fer gas polarized rubidium vapour with a density of about lO'Vcra3. 
The polarization of the 5s valence electron of the rubidium atom can 
be transferred in spin exchange collisions to a 5f electron of aneri-
cium and via the hyperfine interaction to the americium spin isomer. 
This process results in an anisotropy of the fission fragment distri¬ 
bution. As shown in Fig. 4, a strong decrease in the countingrat* at 
90° will be observed. The depth of the minimum at в * 90° depends on 
the nuclear spin. 

Fig. 4t Angular distribution 
wj(e) of fission fragments 

originating from a fission 
isomer in th* magnetic sub¬ 
strate M - I [Van 77]. At 
the saddle point К = I was 
assumed. Parameter is the 
nuclear spin I. 
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Spectroscopic information can be obtained by polarization destruc¬ 
tive methods. The polarization can be destroyed either by high fre¬ 
quency saturation spectroscopy or by excitation of the americium 
a com with a single mode cv laser. In the excited atomic state the 
polarization relaxes immediately resulting again in an increase of 
the fission fragment counting rate at 90 . A laser scan would yield 
the required hyperfine pattern. 

The described spectroscopic method has several advantages. The ex¬ 
perimental conditions can be permanently monitored with the presence 
of the anisotropy signal. No time consuming laser scans are required 
».e find such a signal. Furthermore, the destruction of the aniso-
• ropy signal by laser excitation is always possible regardless of 
• :.e deexcitation mechanism of the excited atomic state. 

7'ne rubidiujr. atoms can be polarized by optical pumping via the D, -
transition at 794.7 nm with a circularly polarized laser beam. We 
..fed a copper vapour laser from Oxford Physics in combination with a 
eye laser from Lambda Physics. The copper vapour leser supplies la¬ 
ser pulses with a width of about 30 ns at a repetition rate of 6.5 
kHz. The mean power is 16 - 20 W. With the dye Styryl 9 we obtained 
a mean power at the wavelength of the rubidium D,-line of 1.2 W. The 
spectral profile has a width of 7 GHz. Since the total hyperfine 
splitting of the D,-transition amounts to 3.39 GHz and 7.66 GHz [Hap 
"2] for e sRb and " 7Rb, respectively, all hyperfine components are 
covered by the laser profile. 

The principle of the polarization by means of optical pumping will 
te explained at the example of "6Rb with the nuclear spin I = 5/2. 
The hyperfine levels are shown in Fig. 5. With a circularly pola¬ 
rized laser beam, transitions are induced which obey the selection 
rules JF = C, ; 1 and АМ„ = + 1. The excited state may decay by 

electric dipole transitions back to the ground state. However, if 
the optical cell is filled with nitrogen, the radiation will be very 
effectively quenched in buffer gas collisions, i.e. the excitation 
energy is transferred to a nitrogen molecule. Л very large quenching 
cross section a(Pxy>t+Stst) * 0.5в«10"14 cm* was measured (see [Hap 
72]) for the rubidium D,-transition in nitrogen. Froe this v* cal-
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2S 1/2 

not possible 
+3 

Fig. 5: Relevant hyperfine 
levels for the D,-transition 
of "6Rb with nuclear spin I 
= 5/2. The hyperfine split¬ 
ting of the 2P,/2 term i3 
scaled by a factor 5.6 with 
respect to that of the 2S,^2 
term. Note that no transi¬ 
tion from the F = 3, Mp = 3 
level is possible with right-
circularly polarized light. 

culate for T = 423 К a quenching rate л а и е п с п = 1.6-10e/s in 25 mbar 
N2 which actually is a factor 4.5 faster than the spontaneous decay 
rate X = 1/T = (28 ns)"1. The suppression of the fluorescent radia¬ 
tion is of great importance since a fluorescent photon can be ab¬ 
sorbed also by a polarized rubidium atom which at least diminishes 
the polarization. 

A radiative or quenching transition may end in a F = 3, Н„ = j' sub-
level of the 2Sj / 2 ground state from which no further pumping with 
circularly polarized light is possible. In this sublevel the nuclear 
spin and the electron spin are coupled to its maximum F-value. An 
external magnetic field В = 1.0 Gauss in the direction of the laser 
beam axis is needed to maintain the polarization. In this manner 
both the electron spin and the nuclear spin are polarized. 

In a spin exchange collision between a polarized rubidium atom and 
an americium atom the nuclear 3pin decouples from the electronic 
spin in both atoms. Note that the *S7^2 tern does not decouple fur¬ 
ther into the single electrons of the 5f «hell since this 's,/2 term 
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L d> •. »»ry stable [Fed T 57]. Fuit-iermorc, we C.-J.O aisuae r.hat the aao-
r.t'tic quantum number of the nuclear spin will not change in the 
cTllision. This car be concluded from the fact that the hyperfine 
period of the nucleus is in the order of 10** s while the collision 
*asts only about 3-10"'2 6. 

"г a spin exchange collision with a polarized Rb-atom the magnetic 
quantum number of the *ST/-2 term is altered by iHj = + 1. After the 
cr-liision nuclear and atomic spin recouple to the total angular mo-
rr.entum f. In this recoupling process the magnetic quantum number 
obeys the selection rule AM, • 0, 1 [Ach 86] while the angular momen-
'j/n quantum number F may acquire any value in the interval Mj + M- <, 

г v i + J. Neglecting the influence of relaxation processes the atom 
would finally end in the quantum state | F » I + J , M _ » I + J > from 
which no further spin exchange transitions are possible, see Fig. 6. 
In this state the nuclear spin I I 1 of the fission isomer is 
aligned along the magnetic field direction resulting in the obser¬ 
vation of a fission fragment anisotropy signal. However, the signi¬ 
ficance of such a signal depends among other things strongly on the 
relaxation of th:.4 :: larization in americium-nitrogen buffer gas col¬ 
lisions. I skip Li.-- discussion of this rather involved subject with 
the remark that ti,-: relaxation cross section can not be estimated 
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Fig. 6: Polarization of an americium fission isomer by spin ex¬ 
change collisions. A nuclear spin 1 = 2 was assumed. A spin 
exchange collision in the F = 11/2 hyperfine level »ay 
change iMp by one unit. No further spin exchange collisions 
are possible from the F • 11/2, Ну » 11/2 eublevel. 



with a sufficient reliability even though the relaxation cross sec¬ 
tions of the chemical homologue europium in various buffer gases are 
known [Sah К 77]. This is because the relaxation mechanism is not 
understood [Ste 85]. Since, on the other hand, the measurement of 
the americium depolarization cross section would be rather difficult 
due to the scarcity and toxicity associated with the high a-activity 
of americium we initiated a search for a fission fragment anisotropy 
without knowledge of that important number. 

4. The Experimental Set-up 

mA Our experimental set-up iss shown in Fig. 7. The mAm isomers were 
ОАЭ 

produced through the Pu (d,2n) reaction by using a 12 MeV deute-
ron beam supplied by the EN tandem Van de Graaff accelerator of the 
Max-Planck-lnstitut fiir Kernphysik in Heidelberg. In contrast to the 
experiment of Bemis et al. [Bern В 79] the deuteron beam does not tra¬ 
verse the optical cell. In this way the ionization of buffer gas 
atoms is avoided together with the risk of ionization or re-ioniza¬ 
tion of neutral atoms in charge exchange collisions. The disadvan¬ 
tage of this scheme lies in the fact that the recoil ions must be 

Entrar>ce Foi 
PPAC 

I/ 

Y-
^ Laser Window 

•Laser Beam 

Exit Foil 

OkV lOOkV OkV 

Fig. 7: Experimental set-up. Note that the 12 MeV deuteron beam 
enters the target assembly at an angle of 45 ' with respect 
to the dashed-dotted line in a plane perpendicular to the 
plane of the drawing. 
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post-accelerated since their recoil energy is by far too low to 
penetrate even a very thin entrance foil of a buffer gas filled 
optical cell in which the spectroscopy will be performed. The fis¬ 
sion fragments are detected by a pair of position sensitive parallel 
plate avalanche counters (PPAC). In the iollowing, the different com¬ 
ponents of the experimental set-up will be described in more detail. 

4.1 The 242Pu-Target 

All measurements to be described below were done with 50 цд/ст2 
242PuF3 targets produced by the Geel Establishment, Central Bureau 
for Nuclear Measurements, 2440 Geel, Belgium. The 242PuF3, made from 
99.744 % enriched 242Pu, was evaporated onto a 50 цд/ст2 carbon 
backing. These targets behaved very stable in a 5 цА deuteron beam 
focussed on a spot with a diameter of about 2 mm. No significant 
loss of target material was noticed in many days of beam time. 

4.2 The Fission Isomer Accelerator 

The recoiling fission isomers have a primary energy 
Eo = E. M./fM.+M-, ) = 12 MeV-2/(2+242) = 100 keV. At that energy 
К Q Q Cl irU 
they will be able to leave the target if the layer to be penetrated 
is not thicker than approximately 18 цд/ст2 [Liu M 75]. The time to 
traverse such a layer can be estimated to be about 10"13 s. There¬ 
fore, conversion electron transitions of excited rotational levels 
in the second minimum happen outside the target in the vacuum since 
their lifetimes are typically in the order of 10"li s. Succeeding 
Auger cascades result in large non-equilibrium ionic charge states, 
typically between 10* and 35* after two to three conversion electron 
transitions [Met H 80j. Caused by the many nuclear collisions with 
the target atoms the recoiling ions exhibit a broad energy and angu¬ 
lar distribution. The electrostatic isomer accelerator must focus as 
much as possible of these recoiling fission isomers into the optical 
cell. To approach this goal the electrode configuration of the fis¬ 
sion isomer accelerator was optimized with the aid of ray trace cal¬ 
culations in the potential generated by the electrodes. 



The transport efficiency and the size of the beam spot were measured 
with the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 8. A 262 ,;g/cm2 
catcher foil was installed in a distance of 86 nun from the grounded 
electrode of the isomer accelerator just between the position sensi¬ 
tive parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC). In Fig. 9 rlv; number 
of fission events per collected beam charge is plotted as a function 
of the applied high voltage. 

PPAC 

V I 
Catcher 
Foil 

OkV lOOkV OkV 
0 ! 2 3 i Scm 

Fig. 6: Experimental configuration for the measurement of the trans¬ 
port efficiency of the fission isomer accelerator. The size 
i.f the beam spot can be measured witii the same set-up. 
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Fig. 9: Fission events per 
collected deuteron beam char¬ 
ge as a function of the high 
voltage of the fission iso¬ 
mer accelerator. Data are 
corrected for the solid ang¬ 
le of the PPAC's. 



The beam spot was reconstructed event by event from the position in¬ 
formation of the fission fragments in the PPAC's. From those coordi¬ 
nates the intersection point with the catcher foil can be calcula¬ 
ted. Fig. 10 shows the intensity profile of the fission isomer beam. 
Half of the total intensity is found in a circle with a diameter of 
5 mm. 
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Fig. 10: (a) intensity pro¬ 
file of the fission ieomer 
beam. The x- and y-axis are 
perpendicular to the direc¬ 
tion of the fission isomer 
beam. In Fig. 8 the y-axis 
lies in the plane of 
drawing. 
(b) Projection of the inten¬ 
sity profile (a) onto the 
x-axis. Accelerator voltage 
100 kV. 

4.3 The Optical Cell 

The optical cell is the central piece and at the same time the most 
complicated part of the whole vxperiment. Particular demands are 
made on the entrance foil for the fission ieome.e, which I will des¬ 
cribe first. 
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The intensity distribution of the fission isomers as a function of 
the charge state is assumed to peak at 22*. The fission isoroers will 
therefore impinge on the entrance foil with a most probable energy 
of 2.2 MeV when accelerated in a potential difference of about 100 
kv. The energy loss at this energy is dominated by nuclear colli¬ 
sions. An energy loss dE/(pdx) a 20 keV/(jig/cm2 ) was measured [zah 
63] for Formvar foils, which we used also for the polyimide foils. 
Demanding somehow arbitrarily that all charge states in excess of 
12' should penetrate the entrance foil defines their thickness to 60 
цд/cm2. The width of the primary charge state distribution of about 
16 charge units results in an energy spread of 1.6 MeV which, in 
turn, leads to a range spread of the fission isomers in the buffer 
gas. This spread must not exceed about 2 cm since otherwise the 
available laser power would not be sufficient to pump the increasing 
number of rubidium atoms. These requirements define the nitrogen buf¬ 
fer gas pressure to be p « 50 mbar at T - 423 K. 

The entrance foil must, first of all, withstand the mechanical 
stress and, in addition, must also be vacuum tight meaning that the 
leakage rate should not exceed 10" * mbar 1/s. Furthermore it must 
not be affected by a temperature as high as 200J С All these re¬ 
quirements are pretty well met by a grid supported polyimide foil 
which actually is very stable when thicker than about 35 pg/cma. 
Unfortunately, polyimide foils disintegrate under the influence of 
alkali vapour and particularly alkali hydroxides at that high tem¬ 
perature. We therefore tried to protect them against the deterio¬ 
rating alkali vapour by a thin aluminium or gold evaporation and, in 
addition, by other foils of various materials like carbon aluminium 
or again polyimide. However, we must admit that we have not been 
able to find a satisfying solution of this formidable problem. Typi¬ 
cally, the entrance foil was blown away after a few hours of full 
operation under experimental conditions which resulted, unfortuna¬ 
tely, sometimes in the destruction of the a-active a4*Pu-target. 

In Fig. 11 the top view of the optical cell is shown. The frame of 
the cell cc.sists of aluminium (120 x 120 x 36 ran) with a thickness 
of 10 mm. It can be electrically heated up to a temperature of 200s 

C. While degasing, a bellow valve is opened and the cell is pumped a 
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Fig. 11: Top view of the 
optical cell. The fork-like 
electrodes are indicated by 
dashed lines. 

couple of hours by the main vacuum system. After degasing, the bel¬ 
low valve is closed again and the cell is filled with the buffer 
gas. 

In the aide view of Fig. 7 we recognize the exit foils for the fis¬ 
sion isoraers. Good experiences have been made with polyimide foils 
with a thickness of 165 цд/cm2 which were evaporated with 100 jxg/cma 
gold and also UPILEX 7.5R polyimida foils which can be stretched, to 
a thickness mi .about 400- fig/cm2 . The tfPILEX foils are supposed to be 
less sensitive under the influence of* alkali hydroxides than the nor¬ 
mal KAPTON polyimide foils. To avoid deterioration of these foils 
they were protected by se]f-supportino aluminium foils wi,th a thick¬ 
ness of 170 цд/ста. 

5. Neutralization of the Fission Isomers 

The planned experiments must be carried out on (neutral) americium 
atoms. It is therefore of great importance to know both, the frac¬ 
tion of atoms formed while the slowing down process as well as the 
neutralization rate of ions in the buffer gas ataosphere. 
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In order to study these questions two fork-like electrodes were in¬ 
serted into the optical cell as shown in Fig. 11. The electrodes 
were connected with a voltage source supplying a potential of +• 100 
V and - 100 V, respectively. Caused by the electric field strength, 
which amounts to E = 20 V/cm in the middle between the electrodes, 
all americium ion,« move to the electrodes arriving there in a time 
of about 

t =: s-p/(;i0 1013 mbar E). (B) 

In equation (8) s = 2.3 cm is the mean distance which the ions must 
pass through to reach the electrodes, p = 20 mbar is the buffer gas 
pressure, in our example argon, and ц0 " 1.7 cm2/(Vs) the estimated 
mobility of americium ions in argon [Cha В 57]. With these numbers a 
time t =: 1 ms was calculated which is short in comparison to the fis¬ 
sion isomer half life of 14 ms. Once a fission isomer has reached 
the electrode it cannot anymore be detected coincidently resulting 
in a decrease of the fission fragment coincidence rate. This effect 
is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 12. Only about 1/8 of the fission 
isomers are neutral after they came to rest in the buffer gas. The 
shapes of the distributions "charged + neutral" and "neutral" are 
very similar. This fact indicates that the neutralization occurs 
during the slowing down process rather than in the entrance foil. 

I now would like to describe the measurement of the neutralization 
rate of an americium ion in the buffer gas and its dependence on the 
alkali vapour density. For these measurements the extraction voltage 
of the electrodes was periodically switched on and off. The fission 
events were recorded as a function of time in each such time inter¬ 
val. Typical time spectra are shown in Fig. 13. During the first 30 
ms the voltage of the extraction electrode is switched off and the 
fission events originate from charged and neutral fission isomers. 
At the time t = 30 ms the extraction voltage is switched on and, as 
explained above, the fraction of charged fission isomers will be 
excluded from detection. This results in a sudden decrease of the 
count rate at t * 30 ms. In the subsequent time period 30 ms < t < 
60 ms only the decay of neutral fission isomers will be detected. 
The measured spectrum in this time interval can be disentagled into 
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Fio. 12: Stop distribution of Am fission isomers in the optical 
cell after projection onto the fission iaomer beam direc¬ 
tion (z-axis). A forerunner of the fission isomer accelera¬ 
tor shown in Fig. 7 was used, accelerator voltage 50 kV. 
The optical cell was filled with 20 mbar argon, entrance 
foil thickness 38 vq/cm* . The measurements "charged + neu¬ 
tral" and "neutral" correspond to the experimental situa¬ 
tion with no voltage and U = ± 100 V at the fork-like ex¬ 
traction electrodes as shown in Fig. 11, respectively. 

two parts. The exponentially decaying part originates from the ions 
which were neutralized in the first time period 0 < t < 30 ms. The 
constant contribution represents the fraction of fission isomers 
neutralized during slowing down. A mathematical analysis of the time 
spectra, which I will not describe, yields the wanted neutralization 
rates. 

The spectra displayed in Fig. 13 were taken at three different Cs-va-
pour densities which are characterized by the oven temperature. The 
real Cs-vapour pressure is unknown. Nevertheless, the upper spectrum 
(a) represents a neutralization rate X., « (11.8 ± 2.°)/s which is 
small in comparison with the decay-rate X » 50/s of the 242mAro fis¬ 
sion isomer while in the lower spectrum the neutralization rate X„ = 
(1 ± 1)-10э/в is much larger than the decay rate. Quite similar 
results were also found with rubidium. 
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Fig. 13« Measurement of the neutra¬ 
lization rate of aroericium fission 
isomers in 20 mbar argon to which Cs-
vapour was added. The fission event 
distribution is shown as a function 
of time. The extraction voltage of 
the fork-like electrodes as shown in 
Fig. 11 was periodically switched 
off and on. The first 30 ins corre¬ 
sponds to U » 0, the second 30 ms to 
U =» + 120 V. The forerunner of tho 
isomer accelerator was used, U • 50 
kV. Cs oven temperature (a) 150 J С, 
<b) 160° C, (c) 180- С 

Ю 20 30 «0 50 « 

time/ms 

Finally, the alkali vapour density n « xjj/'(t7cE*^rel) w i l 1 b e estima¬ 
ted. We obtain with a non-resonant charge exchange cross section 
<7 =r 10"l6 cma a mean relative velocity between the rubidium atom 
and the americium ion v . * 3.8*104 cm/s and a neutralization rate 
XM = 10a/s for n = 2.6«1014/cm3. This density is just in the order N 
of magnitude which can be polarized by our laser system. The copper 
vapour dye laser combination supplies into the optical cell a mean 
intensity of about 1.2 W/cin* which corresponds to a spectral inten¬ 
sity P, ^ 9 W/(mm2 GHz) (assuming a pulse width of 30 ns, a re-
petition rate of 6.5 kHz and a spectral width of 7 GHx). This spec¬ 
tral intensity saturates the Dt-transition (AiJt » BiJc at 10 mW/ 
(mm3 GHz)). The energy in a single laser pulse of 92 yJ correspond» 
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to a total number N = 3.6-101* of photons. That number is sufficient 
to pump about 10lł rubidium atoms in a single laser shot. 

6. Search for a Fission Fragment Anisotropy Signal after Spin 
Exchange Pumping 

With the experimental set-up shown in Fig. 7 we searched for a fis¬ 
sion fragment anisotropy signal after optical spin exchange pumping 
with polarized rubidium. The polyimide entrance foil at the optical 
cell was 35 ng/craa thick. It was evaporated on one side with 4 цд/ 
cm* aluminium. This foil was protected by a second polyimide foil of 
21 мд/cm1 which was evaporated at the face looking into the cell 
with 10 yg/cm3 aluminium. This foil acted at the same time as a re¬ 
flector for the laser beam. 

The polarized laser beam was prepared as shown in Fig. 14. The out¬ 
put of the copper vapour dye laser combination, installed outside 
the radioactive control area, was guided with a 60 m long and a 0.2 
mm thick quartz fiber to the experiment. The laser beam leaves the 
quartz fiber unpolarized. In order to avoid a 50 % intensity loss 
with polarization, the beam passed through a Wollaston prism. Two 
beams were created, encircling an angle of 20", which were polarized 
linearly, but perpendicularly to each other. The polarization of one 
of the beams is rotated by 90° with a X/2-plate. Both beams pass 
thereafter a X/4-plate with which they are circularly polarized. In 
the optical cell a cross section of about 30 - 50 mm2 is illuminated 
by the beams. The tofil laser power amounted typically to 500 mW. A 
magnetic holding field of 1 Gauss was applied in direction of the 
laser beam. 

The temperature T г 200е С of the rubidium oven and the temperature 
of the aluminium cell frame of 100" С were chosen such that about 
20 % of the laser power was absorbed by the rubidium vapour. A pola¬ 
rization of the fission isomer would result in an angular distribu¬ 
tion 

W(8) * 1/2 + Aa Pa (cos 9) + A, P4 (сов 9) + .... (9) 
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Fig. 14; Schematic representation of the optical syetem with which t 
circularly polarized laser beam at the Rb-D, wavelength {X 
= 7 947 A) was prepared. The copper vapour dye laser combina¬ 
tion is accessible to the experimentalists during full beaa 
operation. The insert represents the approximate pulse 
structure of the laser beam at the «ptical cell. 

The 
lar 

в (cos 9) are the Legendre polynomials with в the po¬ 
defined by the fission fragments and the laser axis. 

Our experimental set-up shown in Fig. 7 accepts fission fragments 
with angles в between 50° and 90е. Since we do not detect fission 
fragments around в = 0"" a reference measurement is required. One 
possibility would be to record the experimental fission fragment 
angular distribution with the polarizing laser, beam switched off but. 
otherwise identical conditions. However, since we were not sure that 
thermal heating of the buffer gas by the absorbed laser power could 
result in turbulences in tha buffer gas and as a consequence in a 
changed coincident detection efficiency we switched the polarization 



of the laser light periodically every 10 seconds between circular 

and linear. Irradiation of linearly polarized light will not result 

in a polarization of the fission isomers but all conceivable effects 

of a thermal heating will be maintained. Actually, when illuminating 

the rubidium buffer gas cell with linearly polarized light at the D, 

wavelength the absorbed power is slightly higher in comparsion to 

the illumination with circularly polarized light and thermal effects 

are expected to be even stronger. The ratio of the detected fission 

fragments N . at irradiation of circularly polarized light and 

N,. at irradiation of linearly polarized light amounts to 

N . /N,, - 4 51/466 * 0.928 ± 0.061 which only slightly deviates 

£ rom one. 

In this experiment the polyimide foil deteriorated rapidly under the 

action of the rubidium vapour in combination with the laser beam. 

Therefore, we inserted in a second experiment in idditAon to the 

polyimide protecting foil (25 pg/cm2 + 4 ^g/cpa aluminiim) another 

self-supporting aluminium foil which served as a laser bean dump. 

Furtheron, we mantled the region around the lasei. window with teflon 

which reacts strongly with rubidium. This manner the rubidium vapour 

density should be decreased in the region of the laser window in or¬ 

der to avoid absorption of the laser beam already at a place where 

the detection efficiency of fission isomers is small. All other con¬ 

ditions were similar to those in the just described experiment. 

The experimental results of this second experiment are shown in Fig. 

15. The upper part (a) represents the (not efficiency corrected) 

fission fragment angular distribution at irradiation of circularly 

polarzied light. The corresponding reference spectrum taken when 

irradiating linearly polarized light looks quite similar. In Fig. 

15b the ratio of the two spectra is shown. Since the coincidence 

detection efficiency drops off rapidly below an angle of в » 60° the 
integral counting rates in the spectra represent a measure of the 
fission fragment anisotropy at 90°. The experimental ratio «mounts 
t o (Ncirc/Nlin}l " 4 9 1 / 5 7 4 * °- 8 5 5 i 0.053. Data were taken for two 
hours. This ratio clearly deviates from one. 
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О 20 40 60 80 
0 [deg] 

Fig. 15: Fission event dis¬ 
tributions as a function of 
the angle в with respect to 
the laser beam direction. 

C, Toven = 216° 
100° С P, 

cellframe 
= 500 mW at 'laser 

the optical cell, (a) irra¬ 
diation of circularly pola¬ 
rized light, (b) ratio of 
the fission event distribu¬ 
tions taken at irradiation 
of circularly and linearly 
polarized light. In the mean 
this ratio deviates from 
unity indicating evidence 
for a small fission fragment 
anisotropy signal. 

Under very similar conditions we measured in two earlier experiments 
<Ncirc/Nlin>2 = 1 2 4 / 1 3 6 = °-91 ± °-1X a n d <Ncirc/Nlin>3 = 5 3 / 8 1 ' 
0.65 ± 0.12. The weighted mean of these latter three measurements 
yields ( N c i r c / N l i n ) t o t a l = 668/791 = 0.845 ± 0.044. These results 
may evidence the existence of a small fission fragment anisotropy 
signal. 

7. Discussion and Outlook 

Three reasons could be responsible why the observed fission fragment 
anisotropy signal is so small: 
(i) the optical cell could be contaminated with water and oxygen. 
The Ha0 and 02 molecules react with rubidium. However, the resulting 
molecules could considerably contribute to the relaxation of both 
the rubidium and americium polarization; 
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(ii) it cannot be excluded that during the slowing down or 

thereafter, stable americium-nitrogen compounds are formed. The 

existence of the compound AmN is well known (see for references [Sch 

P 86]), the reaction dynamics, however, has not been investigated to 

our knowledge up to now. 

(iii) It could be possible that under our experimental conditions 

the relaxation rate of amyriciunt in nitrogen is much larger than the 

spin exchange rate, causaa 'cy too large a relaxation cross section 

and too low a density of polarizet? rubidium. 

:.h.e experiments necessary to elucidate the possible reasons (ii) and 

(iii) require substantial effort and are currently beyond the scope 

of our possibilities. We, therefore, concentrate on the measurement 

cf the rubidium polarization in our optical cell. In this experiment 

we will investigate the time development of the rubidium vapour pola-

r^nation between the pump laser shots. A cw laser test beam is re¬ 

quired which we will prepare with the aid of a laser diode. We hope 

to learn from this experiment whether the fission fragment aniso-

tropy signal can be improved by optimizing the experimental condi¬ 

tions in the optical cell, or not. In the latter case, there would 

currently be only little hope to obtain the wanted spectroscopic 

information on the fission isomers with the polarization destructive 

method mentioned in chapter 3.2. We hope, in that case, to attack 

this formidable problem of optical spectroscopy of fission isomers 

: • resonance ionization spectroscopy. 

Fruitful discussions with G. Huber, H.-J. Kluge, E.W. Otten and G.D. 

Sprouse are gratefully acknowledged. 
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A SEARCH FOR >--RAYS DEPOPULATING THE I 6 2DY SD-BAND 

J.Styczeń, H.GUven, W.Urban, H.Hebbinghaus, W.Gast, R.Menegrizzo 

and P.Kleinheinz 

The recent year great discovery wee the observation in 
discrete line spectroscopy [1] the Superdef ormed (SD) 4<ind in 
1B2Dy. Unfortunately, the y-deexcitation path connecting the 
superdeformed cascade to the known lowlying l62Dy oblate yrast 
states could not be fully established, and therefore bo*. I. the 
excitation and the spins of the SD band members are still based 
on heuristic considerations. In Ref. 1, however, four 
л-transitions are observed in coincidence with the SD c/iscade 
which are suggested to be such draining transitions connecting 
the SD band to the known yrast states, arid it was also foun-.l that 
the major fraction (~90l, Ref.2) of the draining path proceeds 
through the 60-ns 17+isomer at 5.09 MeV. Long ego [3J we- have 
also studied t6JDy, through the (a, <»n) reaction, where we 
observed the ground band up to spin 18, and where the yrast 
levels up to the 21~ 10-ns isomer at 6.13 MeV were easily 
identified. Since' the SD band drains mainly into this region of 
the yrast states it was of course interesting to examine whether 
any of the suggested draining transitions could be observed and 
located from these early (a, <m) data which were taken with 60 
MeV a-particles on a >99% enriched 1 6 aGd target. These 
measurements included two-detector four-parameter /^-coinciden¬ 
ces where the beam—buret separation was 135 ns, and angular 
distributions measured in 15° steps fro* 90° to 165°. We bave 
now repeated this (a,<tn) experiment using the 6-detector onti-
Compton OSIRIS system. Here, however, the beam- burst separation 
was only 45 ns, which is less favourable for a study of the 1 6 1Dy 
nucleus. 

In detailed analysis of the old two-detector and of the 
OSIRIS data we have clearly noticed a number of earlier unplaced 
1 łDy *-rays. Selected pertinent coincidence spectra axe sheim in 
fig.l. The top spectrum was gotten from the two-detector 
and displays r-rays occuring 25 to 235 ns before the gate transi-
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tions which 
isoraer. It 
states up 
populated. 

wore eight intense clean r-lines 
is obvious that in our experiment 

below the 60 ns 
the oblate yrast 

to In*28* at 8.85 MeV excitation (fig.2) are 

! 

Fig.l. 
Channel Number 

Coincidence spectra for 

From this spectrum seve¬ 
ral previously unplaced 
1 6 aDy lines became 
apparent. Of course, 
these /-rays need not to 
be associated with the 
decay of the SO band but 
it is conspicuous that 
three of our lines agree 
within <1,5 keV with the 
SD-drrtining transitions 
reported in Bef.1, 
whereas the spectrum 
shows no evidence for 
a 1005 keV line, the 
most intense draining 
transition suggested. 
Our results are compiled 
in Table 1, where also 
the pertinent informa¬ 
tion from Ref.l is in¬ 
cluded for comparision. 
We should mention here 
that some of the new 
lines were also observed 

Dy study by Jan-in n 
sen et 

l62 

al. 

selected 163 Dy ^-

The coincidence spectra (b) and (c) clearly establish a 490-
626-770-254 cascade where the intensities give the transition se¬ 
quence as shown in fig.2. 



«и.» 

Fig.2. Selected : S 2Dy 
states decaying through 
the 60 ns 17+ isomer ob¬ 
served in (a. An) at 60 
MeV. Transition intensi¬ 
ties are given in ita¬ 
lics. 

The placement of the 770 keV line is in accord with Bef.'4. The I 
assignments for these new levels are based on angular distri¬ 
butions and on DCO ratios. The data for the 770 keV transition 
are poorly consistent. From the 0.44(6) DCO-value we propose 
(20 + ) for the 6111 keV level. This assignment supercedes our 
earlier [5] suggested ( 19+) assignment based on the Л2 value 
alone. From the OSIRIS data it was also possible to place the 
305, 358 and 710 keV transitions (e.g. the spectra (f) and (g) 
of fig.l), establishing three new 1=20 states at 6225, 6172 and 
at 6051 keV, where naturally the parity of the two former levels 
cannot be specified. The weak 710 keV transition is poorly 
resolved in the spectra and therefore its quadrupole nature is 
tentative. The coincidence spectra (c), (d) and (e) include a 
coincident 648 keV line, close in energy to the intense 647.2 keV 
4j + 2j + transition. Since, however, the equally strong 683.3 
keV 6t

+z 4 t
+ and 613.7 keV 2 1

+ 0g* neighbours appear not at all 
or reduced in the spectra it is likely that the coincident 648 
keV transition occurs above the respective gate lines of fig. 1. 
Twin et al. suggest [1] transitions of 647 and 602 keV as the 
lowest members of the SD cascade. In our data (fig. i <e>) we ob¬ 
serve coincidence between transitions of such energies, and we 
cannot exclude that they are the SD cascade members. 
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Table l: Selected ie2Dy л-rays observed in (a,4n) at 60MeV and in 
Ref.1. 

This 

Б i 
(keV) 

304.9(3) 
358.4(3) 
490.0(10) 
569.7(5) 
602.0(10)г 
609.0(10)г 
625.5(3) 
648.0(6)Г 

668.0(6)° 
709.9(5) 
769.7(3) 
802.9(4)° 

a)Relative to 
0о

+) = 592 

work 

1° 
У 

7(2) 
6(1) 
2(1) 
5(2) 
-1 
~4 
11(2) 
~1 
3(1) 
5(2) 
21(2) 
9(2) ° 

b)Values listed are 

DCOb 

1.12(12) 
.86(11) 
.72(14) 

.53(10) 

.65(18) 

.44(6) 

.5 keV,18+ 17+)« 

Ncoi(30°, 90°) 

E x(keV) 
>6172 
>6225 
7227 
>5088 

-
6129 
6111 
-

>5088 
>6051 
5341 
>5088 

100 and ly 

Ncol(90°, 

Twin et al [1] 

E 
(keV) 

571# 

602* 

627* 
647d 

770* 

1005* 

(613.7 keV), 

I c 
7 

15(4) 
10(3) 

19(4) 
40(4) 

26(4) 

56(8) 

' 1 

30°) measured in 
coincidence with the 525 and/or 254 keV L=l transitions. Value 
for a stretched E2-transition is 0.62(8), 
dipole radiation. 

and 1 for stretched 

c)Intensities as reported in Table 1 of Ref.l, where I (SDB)= 
lr(254)=24, and Iv(2t 0 +) would be 4545. 

100, 

d)Lowest two SD cascade members. 
e)SD-draining /--rays. 
f)0nly observed in coincidences. 
g)Tentative IS2Dy-assignment. 
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However,these two transitions are quite weak, and our present 

data cannot therefore give a clear answer where in the level 

scheme they occur. It thus appears that it :'.s difficult to firmly 

establish the connection to the SD~cascad<i from data like the 

present ones. It is however also clear that the experiment could 

still be further improved. Obvious limitations in our OSIRIS 

experiment were the reduced time resolution of the multidetector 

system and the too short beam burst separation» which prevented 

the selection of sharp timing conditions essential for tracing 

very weak y-lines in 1 B 2Dy. 
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CHARGED PARTICLE EMISSION FROM THE HOT NUCLEI WITH HIGH SPIN 

B.Fornal, D.Fabris, K.Hagel, 
F.Trotti, G.Viesti 

10 30 50 70 
MeV 

Fig. 1. Laboratory spectra 
of a particles at &, «30°. 

lao 
Data -for six projectile 
energies are represented 
by points. The histograms 
present the results o-f 
"standard" statistical mo¬ 
del calculations. 

J.B .Natowitz, G.Nebbia, G.Prete, 

Observation of particle spectra 
produced in the de-excitation o-f 
nuclei having high excitation 
energies provide information on the 
properties of hot rotating nuclei. 
For example, variation in nuclear 
deformation should be reflected 
through modification of the emission 
barriers С1Э and nu ear level 
densities C2,3J which, in turn,leads 
to changes in the spectral shapes 
and relative emission probabilities 
of different particles. 

A general observation in 
experiments on light compound 
systems is that statistical model 
calculations, using standard 
parameters derived from earlier 
studies, reproduce very well the 
observed light charged particle 
spectra at low projectile energies 
and iloH spin of the compound 
nucleus. However, as the angular-
momentum increases, calculations 
using the same parameters do not fit 
the observed spectra C4,S3. Figure 1 
shows alphs. spectra from the de-
excitation of the °*Cu compound 
nuclei produced in the fusion of a*S 
projectiles with " A I at projectile 
energies of 1OO to ISO MeV in 1O 
steps; the deviation between cal¬ 
culated and measured spectra is 
apparent. Mheras at the lowest 
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measured energy of 100 MeV the light charged particle spectra are 
well described by statistical model calculations (the excitation 
energy and spin of the compound nucleus are rather low: E =59 MeV 
and 1 =27f») , Hith increasing projectile energy the increasing 
difference between calculations and experiment, especially at 
high energy tail of the spectra, can be observed. The same 
happens for other light clusters deuterons and tritons. 

TABLE 1 

Eb.a« 
(MeV) 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 

E ł 
(fceV) 

58.6 
62. 1 
67.6 
71.3 
77.0 
80.6 

J.ox 
(h) 
27 
30 
33 
3'ł 
38 
39 

J ł> 

(h) 

28 
29.5 
32.3 
32.В 
34.2 

V B a , i « h " 

1. 
.96 
.92 
.68 
.83 
.81 

12 
22 
46 
68 
95 

''Average spin value associated with the window from 27h to lcrlt 
2'Fractional barrier relative to that of spherical nucleus. The 
barrier lowering is obtained by increasing the values in the 
O.M. potentials. 

3>Enhancement factor in the level density at J-J,,». and 17 MeV 
excitation above the RLDM yrast line. Estimated uncertainties 
are a factor of 2. 

The data were obtained at the Legnaro XTU Tandem. The 
sharp cut-off critical angular momenta for fusion at all six 
energies are indicated in Table I. The calculations were 
performed with CACARIZO C43 code, a Monte Carlo version of 
CASCADE C63 using standard input parameters (i.e. T from О.И. 
potentials, RLDM yrast line and the Lang level density formula). 

As shown in the previous works C4,53, an adjusted 
statistical model calculations in which emission barriers шгк 
lowered and spin dependent increase of the level density is 
incorporated, give good -fit to the observed spectra. This was 
interpreted as evidence for significant angular womenturn induced 
deformation* of the deexciting nuclei. In fusion process the 
compound nuclei are produced with broad spin distribution and, in 
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ю го зо 40 
Ecu ( McV ) 

П д . 2. Derived spectra 
•from high-spin compound 
nuclei <J>27h) for the 
highest beam energy of 
ISOMeV. Points repre¬ 
sent the data. Two cal¬ 
culations are shown: 
dashed 1 i ne-standard 
calculation; solid line 
—barrier modified, le¬ 
vel density modified. 

consequence, inclusive light charged 
particle spectra consist of particles 
being emitted from different spins of 
the compound system and from different 
steps of evaporation cascade. Therefore 
resulting spectra reflect properties of 
the emitting nucleus averaged over large 
region on the E-J plane. The high 
quality of singles spectra measurement 
in this work has allowed us to isolate 
particle emission from region of angular 
momenta for which large deformations are 
predicted. If one assumes that the 
statistical model which describes the 
decay of the SPCu up to 27h at E «59MeV 
excitation will do as well for the same 
spin range at slightly higher excitation 
energies (up to 81 MeV> one nay 
calculate the p,d and a spectra 
associated with the ION spin values 
<0-27h) at the excitation energies 
corresponding to the 110,120,130,140 and 
15О beam energies. These spectra «ay 
then be subtracted from the experimental 
spectra and the difference should 
correspond to emission from nuclei with 
high angular momenta I>27h. The average 
angular momenta corresponding to the 
angular momentum ranges of these spin 
isolated spectra яге listed in Table 1. 

Figure 2 shows the example of 
such subtraction for energy spectra of 
p,d and a at the highest projectile 
energy 150 MeV. They are compared with* 
a)difference spectra calculated using 
the statistical model and the sane 
parameters used in Figure 1 (dashet? 
line), b)difference spectra calculated 
using the adjusted parameters Csolid 
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line), i.e. including the barrier lowering and level density 
enhancement which are listed for each projectile energy in 
Table 1. 

The high spin selection emphasizes the difference between 
the experimental spectra and the standard calculations. For 
protons the difference between both types of calculations is not 
as dramatic as for alpha particles and deuterons because protons 
are supposed to be emitted in later steps of the cascade, where 
the nucleus has already dumped part of excitation energy and 
angular momentum. The alphas and deuterons, in turn, Are emitted 
predominantly at the beginning of the cascade and carry away 
significant part of the angular momentum. Therefore their spectra 
should reflect best the properties of emitting nucleus at high 
excitation energy and spin. 

59 The Cu nuclei with average angular momenta of 3O to 34h 
are predicted by the rotating liquid drop model to be oblate. For 
such shapes the О to 20'/. barrier reduction <Table 1) for 
projectile energies of 100 to 150 MeV is in good agreement with 
RLDM calculations. The level density enhancement (uncertain by a 
factor of 2) which is required to fit the Cu spectra vary from 
10 to 100 at 150 MeV. For statically deformed heavy nuclei 
calculations of the level density, including the collective 
enhancement, have been performed C7,83 at low spin and low 
excitation energy. This collective enhancement was estimated to 
contribute typically a factor of "*40 to the observeu level 
density. Our results lead to similar values, but the effect 
starts near J=27h and it rapidly increases when higher spin 
states are populated inducing a dynamical deforma'.ion as 
predicted by RLDM for the 5S>Cu. 
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QUADRUPOLE AND HEXADECAPOLE DEFORMATIONS OF 222Ra 
IN "CRANKING" ANO GCM MOOELS* 

L. M. Robledo, J. L. Egido 
Departamento de Fisica Teorica, Universidad Autonona de Madrid, 

E-28049, Madrid, .Spain 

B. Nerlo-Pomorska, K. Pomorski 
Institute of Physics, M. Curie-Skłodowska University, 

20-031 Lublin, Poland 

In the light actinides region of nuclei the stable octu-
pole deformation has been found experimentally. The most of 
the theoretical calculations on this subject, performed up to 
now, based on the mean field approximation using Strutinski 
method for potential energy study with the Nilsson, Folded-
Youkawa or Moods-Saxon single particle potentials. 

We present here the more realistic approach based on the 
constrained Hartree-Fock plus BCS (HFB) calculation with the 
two body Gogny forces |l|. We minimize the mean value of the 
Gogny hamiltonian under the two constraints for quadrupole Q» 
and octupole Q„ moments. The collective hanuiltonian H ,, is 
found within the cranking and generator coordinate method 
(GCM) taking into account the extended gaussian overlap ap¬ 
proximation of the generator functions. 

We diagonalized H ,, in the two-dimensional harmonic 
oscillator base 

Hcoll 

where u,V = 2 , 3 . 

• Paper supported in part by CAICyT, Spain, project AE-26 and 
by the Polish Ministry of Education, project CPBP 01.09. 
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In the cranking case we have.-

.1 -1 
The inertia tensor В = f <Г. / /L ( ̂ - ) ^ ) 

which plays simultaneously the role of 

the metric Л = (det B ) 1 / 2 , (3) 

The collective potential is the Hartree-Fock-Bogolubov energy 

Vcoll = EHFB (4) 

In the GCM case we have: 

The mass parameters В = У" I г! л) ]) (5) 

where the matrix T is the overlap width tensor 

and is assumed as the metric in the collective space 

J » (det^)1/2 (7) 

The potential energy is in GCM corrected by zero point vibra-
tional energy 5 0 

Vcoll = EHFB "fro 

where % Q = \ Tr( f B" 1). (9) 
In the formulas (2, 5, 6) the symbols 2" mean 

10 

with the standard HFB notation. 
The mass tensor obtained in the GCM moc*' is twice 

smaller than its cranking estimate. On the other hand the mi¬ 
nima in the GCM collective potential are much more pronounced 
as in the cranking case. This is due to the £ correction (9) 

to V. 



The mean results of the calculation for 
sented in the table: 

222 Ra are pre-

I 222 

Edet 

o + 
; B(E1, 
, BCE3, 1 V ' V 
1 En + 1 

Ra 

o" 
1" 0 ) 
3" 0+) 

-

г 
4 a 

~ 
162 
74. 

-
I 

MF 

2 
6 

ID"5 

7 

г 1 
CRANKING 
4. 
l'. 
0. 

801 
48. 
42. 
45. 
0. 

2 
6 
23 
io-6 

5 
6 
5 
25 

— 
GCM 

6. 
5. 
0. 

155 
74. 
44. 
47. 
0. 

5 
1 
24 
io-5 

В 
0 
2 
26 

-i 

EXP 

U 10"3 
— 
-
-

0.242 

Units 

MeV 
MeV 
MeV 

Weisskopf 
Weisskopf 

h2/MeV 
, h2/MeV 
! MeV 
i 

The approaches: static model - mean field (MF), and 
dynamic ones: cranking and GCM are compared with the available 
experimental data. 

Here E . - denotes the full deformation energy while E . 
is its octupole part only. Л E + - is the energy splitting 
of the two lowest sigenstates of H C Q, 1. The reduced electric 
dipole B(E1) and octupole - B(E3) transition probabilities 
and the moment of inertia for even O + ) and odd (J+) parity 
bands on presented in the next rows. 

The experimentally observed energy splitting A E 0
+i~ 

and corresponding electric dipole transition are rather good 
reproduced by both theoretical models. 

Reference 
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POLARIZED ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT AND OCTUPOLE DEPORŁATION 
OF TEE NUCLEUS 
Denieov V.Yu. 

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, USSR 

1. It was observed that unusually fast E1 transitions - occur 
between levels - belonging to the rotational bands of opposide 
parity in the even-even isotopes of Ra and Th /1,2/. These tran¬ 
sitions have been connected with the polarized electric dipole 
moment (PEDM) /3-5/. PEDM encourages the Increase of E1 transi¬ 
tion probability. PEDM arises due to the redistribution of nuc-
leons in the octupole deformed nucleus. The value of octupole 
deformation has been calculated in /6,7/ by the shell correction 
method /8/. 
2. The relationship between PEDM and octupole deformation has 
been established in pioneer work by Strutinsky /3/. The calcula¬ 
tion of PEDM in /3,4/ takes into account only volume effects, 
which are connected with the redistribution of nucleonB inside 
nucleus. The contribution of surface effect into PEDM was obtai¬ 
ned by Do.rso, Myers and Swiatecki /5/. The PEDM can be writen as 
/5/ 

D - <Цго1 + dsurf + dsurf red • ( 1 ) 

The first and thiid terms are connected with the redistribution 
effects inside the nucleus and at nuclear surface, respectively. 
The second term is due to the static neutron akin of the nucleus* 
The sum of these terms is close to zero /5/, because 

daurf «C-3/2) dyol 

dsurf red 



On the other hand, the experimental data are supporting the va¬ 
lue of PEDM Dc5(i,5*2)dvol. 
3. In the nucleus with octupole deformation the mirror symmetry 
with respect to the axis perpendicular to the axial symmetry 
one is violated. However, this symmetry is restored due to tun¬ 
nel transition between mirror symmetry states /3,9/. The depen¬ 
dence of selfconsistent nuclear potential on the value of octu¬ 
pole deformation is of the "vine-bottle" type. This potential 
has two minima (oC,-oL). The tunnel transitions from state with 

Ъ 3 deformation oL {-aC^J to the state with deformation -< 
place in this self consistent; potential* The location of tht cen¬ 
tre of mass should not move during these tunnel transitions, 
therefore the positions of the centre of masa of mirror symmet¬ 
rical nuclear shapes must be the same. 

In the calculation /3,4/ this condition was used in con¬ 
trast to /5/. If this condition were taken into account in cal¬ 
culation of PEDM, the quantity &BUTf from (1) would equal zero. 
The only origin of PEDM is the redistribution effect. 

In the limit of infinite compressibility of nuclear matter 
the PEDM has the form 

(3) 
f \2(t-i)(t+i)(ie + 3) j , 

е 
Here, A ie a number of nucleons in a nucleus, Z is a number of 
protons, J is a coefficient of volume symmetry energy, Q is a 
coefficient of surface symmetry energy, oLc are coefficients in 
the Legendre poiinomial expansion of the nuclear radius. 



The magnitude of PEDM D-^1,5 &voi • This value is lager 
then that obtained in /3»4/ and is in agreement rd-th experimen¬ 
tal date. 

The author expresses his deep gratitude to Prof .V.:,:.Stru-
tinsky and Dr.S.M.Vydrug-Vlasenko. 
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SEARCH FOR THE 33/2+ STATE OF THE от,",*,, CONFIGURATION 

B. Fant 
Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, 00170, Helsinki, Finland 

T. Weckstrom 
Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of Technology, 02150 Espoo, Finland 

U. Rosengard, P. Carle, A. Kallberg, L.O. Norlin and K.G. Rensfelt, 
Research Institute of Physics, S-10405 Stockholm 50, Sweden 

H.C. Jain 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay-400 005, India 

Prior to this work no high-spin states in *ol'*O3Pb were known above the isoui«>n> 29/2" 
slate. An isomeric 33/2+ slate is observed in m P b (ref,'>) and in IMPb (ref*."M). This 
stale is identified as the state of the highest angular momentum in the fif^, inultiplet. 
The 33/2* state is also observed4'*1*'7' as isomeric in 19l>lf<Pb. The main purpose of the 
present work was to search for the Ц>|э/))аз/!* *l»le •" *°lliesPb. 

The yrast states of IBe'0IJ<"pD were studied using l teM0-MIHg(a,3n) reactions at Ea = 
41 and 53 MeV with a-beams from the cyclotron in Stockholm, y-factor measurements 
were performed through in-beam Time Differential Perturbed Angular Distribution (TD-
PAD) technique in an external transverse magnetic field. The measured half-lives are 
7\ /2 = 7.5(3) us, 10.0(2) (is and 55(5) us for the previously known 25/2", 29/2" and 33/2+ 

states, respectively, in I9tPb and T\/,-508(5) ns and 63(3) ns for the 29/2" and the 25/2" 
states, respectively, in 20lPb. A new isomer at 4559.2 -f i keV excitation energy with 
Г1/1=43(3) ns and J' = 41/2+ is observed in *"Pb ai»d a 25/2" isomer at 2922.7+Д keV 
excitation energy with Ti/j = 122(4) ns in M3Pb. A similar 41/2* state has recently been 
observed8' in le9Pb. The measured half-lives and 5-factors are given in table ł. 

The 29/2" state is predominantly of a three neutron hole configuration "i^'jV/j which 
also may be considered as a M ^ J hole coupled to the •'(«м/Л/»)»" *w o Part«cle excitation 
of the even eve. A similar even core " i^ j coupling may also be used to describe the 
configuration of the isomeric 25/2" state. 



'>,ibl<- I. Results 

Nucleus 

' " P b 

J 0 ! Pb 

J 0 JPb 

o f I Iff 

J-

25/2" 
29/2" 
33/2 + 

25/2" 
29/2" 
41/2 + 

25/2-

haJf-lifr unH c-faclor 

Tlfl 

7.5(3) us 
10.0(2) /<s 
55(5) ns 

63(3) ns 
508(5) ns 
43(3) ns 

122(4) us 

measurement 

Smnc 

-0.0749(7) 
-0.147(9) 

-0.0647(13) 
-0.0704(2) 
-0.18(4) 

-o.oeoof?1;) 

J.j l » t . 7 0 ' . , 2 9 J | < y , 

Peon 

-0.0742(2) 
-0.145^9) 

-0.063(3) 
-0.0G97(4) 
-0.18(4) 

-0.059(3) 
"' 1 lie rorrrrtions for Knight shift and dinmngnctic shielding ure taken into ac-
< ' I l l t l l . 

Fig. 1. bereł sjrstemitica of odd lead >»-»•*pb isotopes. 
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The yrast 33/2+ etat.»' in not inomrrir in *"*>3ph г|ис to intervening J = 3t/2 чпЛ 33/2 nrg-
alive parity states. T'-.ie state is identified in 2OIPb at an excitation energy of 3932.0+Д keV 
and in 203Pb at 4456.4 keV using level systematics (fig. 1). The experimental level sequence 
in J03Pb is reproduced by a multistep shell-model calculation*'. 
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Gamow-Teller Beta Decay of Even-Even Nuclides Near 100Sn 

R. Barden', H. Gabelmann', I.S. Grant*. R. Kirchner', 0. Klepper1, G. Nyman3, 
A. Ptochocki*. G.-E. Rathke', E. Roeckl', K. Rykaczewski*. D. Schardt', J. Szerypo'. 
J. Żylicz1-' 
'GSI Darmstadt, 'CERN Geneva, ł Chalmers Universiiy of Technology Góteborg, 
' University of Warsaw. 

The nuclide 100Sn with Z = N = 50 is of special nuclear structure interest iue to the expected 
double magic character. 100Sn has not yet been reached experimentally, sorr" progress had 
been made recently, however in approaching its "southwestern neighbourhood" (Z "S. 50. 
N>50). Between Z = 40 and 50, protons fill the ng9;? shell, which is expected lo be totally 
occupied at 100Sn. Above N = 50, neutrons fill the vd$/, shell, while the higher-lying ig ; ( ? 
orbital should, in an oversimplified picture, be completefy empty. This opens thi• possibility 
for a Gamow-Teller (GT) beta transition between the spin-orbit partners ng0/? and *g,.,. which 
might become very fast: For the decay of 100Sn. the extrem smgle-parlicle shell model 
(ESPSM) predicts log ft = 2.34. which is even faster than the superallowed Fermi iransilions 

For the beta decay of even-even nuclides in the vicinity of 1"°Sn. the GT br>t.i transition 
connects the 0* ground-state with the 1* state of ("Qg^vg^j) configuration in tlu> daughter 
According to ESPSM, this transition should feed one single 1 ' slate. In conlradu lion to this 
theory, the experimental results give generally a smaller decay strength and, os, socially in 
the region around 100Sn, a splitting of the 1* stale in a given odd-odd nuclido into several 
components and a distribution of the GT strength to these levels. In this coninbulion. we 
prtsent recent results of decay studies of the proton-rich nuclides 104Sn [1] and ;'8 4J0Cd [2]. 
using X-, y-ray and conversion electron spectroscopy. The investigations of Hip neutron 
deficient cadmium isotopes were performed at the ISOLDE facility (CERN), taking advantage 
of the high yield and chemical selectivity of the target-ion-source system for Ihis Hement (3]. 
The spectroscopy of 1<MSn was carried out at the on-line mass separator at GSI, using MNi 
beanu ind MCr-targets. For this study the chemical selectivity of an ion-source with 
bunched beam release was of special importance [4]. 

(MeV) 

TOO, td 

Kf'W1 1 
100 ' A g . 

• 104, 
Sn 

'In 

Fig. 1. 
Schematic decay scheme of 10 

and 10*Sn. The relative GT-slrength 
distribution is indicated in the boxes 
on a logarithmic scale. The summed 
strength is normalized to 1. 



In the GT-decay of 100Cd we identified seven directly (ed 1* states with an excitation energy 
between 0.9 and 2.0 MeV (Fig.1). The summed strength for all these levels corresponds to 
Bv(GT)exp = 2.3'°6

S. In the decay of 104Sn we observed four Г states fed in the GT beta 
dacay. with the summed GT strength Bj-(GT)ejtp = 2.5*^g. In these studies, we also found a 
15.7 s M3-i3omer in 104In, which will be further discussed below. 

Table 1 shows a comparison of the experimenlal GT-strength and the theoretical predictions. 
The oversimplified ESPSM eslimate is improved by corrections for pairing (P) [5J and core 
polarisation (CP) (6] effects. In the latter case, the calculated values for the N = 50 
nuclides ^Cd and 10OSn were used for 100Cd and 10*Sn, respectively. The resulting 
quenching factors are lower (nan the value 0.58(5) obtained for the sd-shell [7J. This could 
indicate, that (or these N>50 nuclei the corrections for core polarisation are slightly higher 
[6] than assumed in the evaluation, or, more speculatively, that there might possibly be a 
mass dependence of the GT-quenching: A stronger quenching factor of 0.15 was observed 
for the decay of the N = 82 nucleus '<8Oy (9). 

The origin of the splitting of the GT-strength to several 1* states was recently investigated 
by t . Kalinowski [10]. This calculation is based on a model of van Maldeghem et al. (11), 
which couples the л-v multiples lo the quadrupole excitations of the underlying core, and 
reproduces the range of the splitting of I 4 slates in neutron-deficient odd-odd isotopes of 
indium. 

Table 1 Comparison of Ihe experimental Gf-strength (in units of вд/4я) with theoretical predictions 

4/2 
QEC 
Bz(GT)exP 
B(GT) f" 

B(GT) 
B(GT) 

SM 

SM + P 
SM + P + CP 

B(GT)exP/B(GT) lh 

' " C d - . 
49.1(5) s 
3 89(7) MeV 

Z 3 -0^ 

142 
13.2 
6 0 - 8.3 
0.22 - 0.48 

Ag 'MSn -» "* ln 
21(1) s 
4 5 S t S MeV 

17 8 
14.3 

8.4- 11.1 
0.14-0 44 
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Fig. 2. 
пд9гг vdj^ multiplet structure of the 
nuclides *• *Nb and 10°- 10*ln. The 
theoretical predictions obtained by 
a Pandya-transformation are 
compared with the experimental 
results for ^Nb and 1 w l n . 



Fig. 2 shows a section of the chart of nuclides between Z = 40 to 50 and N = 50 to 56 In (his 
region the valence nucleons fill the пд9/г and \ćb/J shells. The (ng9/J vd ) multiply structure 
of the particle-particle nuclide 92Nb shows the extreme multiplet members with Г - 2* and 
7+ lying at lowest excitalion energies, due to the strongly attractive n-v interaction. A 
Pandya-transformation [12) to the particle-hole nucleus ^Nb [13] shows perfect agreement 
with the experiment, which indicates a N = 56 subshell closure. A similar multipk-t structure 
was calculated for the unknown one-hole one-particle nucleus 100ln (14) For 100in 
and ^Nb the extreme spin members of the gd-multiplet lie at highest excitation f-nergy. due 
to the repulsive particle-hole interaction. For the hole-hole nuclide '°*\n, one expects the 
extreme spin members of the multiplet at lowest excitation energy, corresponding to two 
isomers with I" = 2* and 7*. In our data, however, we found a M3-isomer with tentative 
assignments of l n = 3* for the isomer and 6* for the ground-state. From these data we 
conclude preliminarily, that near Z = 50 there is no evidence for a subshell closure at N = 56, 
and that the vds/? and vg7/? shells are rather filled simultaneously. 

In the near future we intend to investigate the GT decay of the N = 50 nucleus '"Cd, which 
has only two protons less than 100Sn. In a short lest measurement at ISOLDE, wo observed 
at mass A = 98 a short-lived 60 keV y-radiation and Ag X-ray activity. The conversion electron 
spectrum (Fig.3) showed a 107 keV transition with a half-life of T = 8.1(5) s. which we 
preliminarily assign to the decay of MCd in agreement with an earlier value of - 8 s (15). 
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Fig. 3. 
Conversion electron spectrum at mass A = 98. 
Insert: Time analysis of the 107 К transition. 
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Subshell effects in the A=100 region 

H.Mach 

Brookbuven NctionaJ L*bor*tory, Upton , New York 4973, USA 

The A=100 region shows two unusual features only a few nucleons apart: a rapid onset 

of deformation at N=60 and the existence of an almost doubly-magic nucleus of MZr (at 

N=56) characterized by an almost complete closure of the d5/ij neutron and p,/2 proton 

orbits. The purity of the ^Zr g.s. is confirmed by one of the fastest 0~—»0+ ^-transitions 

("si/2 ~* T i / i ) observed1 in the decay of ^ Y - ^ Z r . Federman and Pittel2 interpreted a 

rapid onset of deformation at N=60 as due to a strong attractive neutron-proton interaction 

between particles in large-; orbits. When neutrons enter the fg7/2 orbit near N=60 the 

n-p interaction lowers the spin-partner *g9/3 orbit which effectively annihilates the Z=40 

subshell gap between Pi/j and g9/rj orbits. There in an opposite effect in MZr where far 

from magic shell closures at N,Z =28 or 50, there is a reappearance of an almost magic shell 

closures at Z=40 and N=56. The mechanism which overcomes the deformation driving 

forces in 96Zr results from a mutual re-inforcement of otherwise weak proton and neutron 

shell closures. 
l6O, ^Zr, and 20ePb have similar properties1 with the valence »Pi/2 orbit filled and 

the valence neutron space influenced by the i/S]^3 orbit. The importance of a simultaneous 

occupation of low-/ orbita by neutron and protons for a mutual reinforcement of subshell 

closures in ^Zr has been pointed out by Molnar.3 Thus when large-; neutron orbit crosses 

a large-;' proton orbit there is an onset of deformation while at the crossing of low-; orbits 

occurs an bland of sphericity. Alternatively, doubly magic MZr and deformed l00Zr are 

results of the same n-p mechanism involving a simultaneous occupation by neutrons and 

protons of specific orbits. Properties of the NpNn systematics discussed next will be used 

to search for other subshell effects in the A~100 region. 

The NpNn parametrization4 of collective variables underscores the correlation between 

the collectivity and the product of the number of interacting valence nucleons of oppo¬ 

site type. In particular, a detailed investigation of & large 132<A<208 mass region has 

revealed5 that, its three subregione, A~150,160, and 100, which followed different system¬ 

atics attributed4 to different relative positions of highly overlapping proton and neutron 



orbits, can be in fact unified into a single systematic^ that depends exclusively on the 

product number of valence nudeons. This was obtained5 by an inclusion of Z=76 eubshell 

effect into the counting scheme. The resultant uniform systematics of this large region has 

been explained5 in terms of two components of the n-p interaction: the monopole part6-7 

responsible for the movement of the single-particle orbits in the spherical limit which de¬ 

fines the crucial valence space by creation and destruction of subshell gaps,5'8 and the 

quadrupole-quadrupole term which induces the configuration mixing necessary for defor¬ 

mation. A full separation of these effects demonstrated5 for the 132<A<208 region implies 

h.̂ t the maxima in the collectivity defined, for example, by the lowest energy of the first 

t-:-cited 2^ state or the highest energy ratio, E4-t /E 2 i , for a given isotopic (or isotonic) 

sequence of nuclei define a mid point of an active neutron (or proton) space which may 

include up to & few degenerate orbits. Moreover, sharp minima in the collectivity indicate 

subshell gaps. The<e properties are used to search for subshell effects in the A~lOO nuclei. 

A .systematics of collective variables in the A—100 region (from Ref. 9) indicate that for 

isotonic sequences for N<58 there are local collective maxima at Z=44/46 consistent with 

the known subshell gaps at Z=40 and Z=50. At N>58 the Z=40 gap is annihilated1 and the 

proton space is vastly enlarged.3'4 The systematics of the isotopic sequences for Zr nuclei 

indicate (see Fig. 1) collective maximum at N=52/54, which is located at approximately 

half way between the shell closures at 50 and 56, and a sharp collective minimum at 

N=56 consistent with a bubshell gap at N=56. In Cd (and Sn) nuclei there are two 

collective maxima at 56/58 and ~70 (~74) and a minimum at about N=64 consistent 

with the eubshell gap at N=©4 with the d5/a and g7/, below and the 8|/,, b.n/a, and d3/.j 

orbits above the gap. This can be explained if there is a rearrangement of orbits between 

spherical Zr and Sn nuclei. The lowering of the vg7ft and raising of the w ^ j relative to 

other orbits is mass dependent since no valence n-p interaction can be attributed to the 

closed shell (Z=40 or N=50) ^-^Zr or Sn nuclei, which raises the question to what extent 

the movement of orbits between shell closures depends on forces -"„her than a direct n-p 

interaction of valence nudeons ? 

Although weak, a new subehell effect at N=64 suggests that the movement of the 

i /hn / 2 orbit was smaller than for the i/g7/, orbit. Nevertheless, the v h u / J orbit strongly 

participate» in the buildup of collectivity in the A~ 100 region yet only after the defor-
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mation process was started with the occupation of the fg7/j orbit. This is implied from 

a characteristic discontinuity of collective properties at N~58 for the isotopic sequences 

of Mo and Pd nuclei. The systematics at N<58 is due to occupation of pds/2 and v%i/2 

orbits. The second phase at N>58 with a minimum at N~64 for Mo (and also N~68 

for Pd) nuclei indicates an occupation of the hu/2 orbit and its full involvement in the 

deformation process for A=100 nuclei even below N=66. 

A weak subshell effect at N=64 in the Z~50 nuclei can be explained by a (relative) 

movement of the 1^7/2 orbit, which by lowering the energy difference with the i/d$/] orbit 

annihilated the N=56 gap and at the same time created я gap at N=64. This is equivalent 

to a two-fold subshell effect in the 132<A<208 region6, where a movement of whM/i orbit 

annihilated the Z—64 gap and created a new one at Z=76. These phenomena support the 

interpretation of the deformation process proposed by Federman and Pittel3. Furthermore, 

the movement of the eg-уг orbit that annihilates the N=56 subshell gap takes place at the 

same time when the movement of its spin-partner Jrg9̂ 2 orbit annihilates the Z--40 gap. A 

relative movement of the «^s^ orbit appears opposite to that of the "g7/2- It may suggest 

that lowering of the cewj orbit at N=56 is due to the interaction with protons in the pw2 

or P3/2 orbits and represents an important factor for the magicity of the "Zras suggested 

before.3 

Subshell effects suggested for the A=100 region imply a counting scheme of valence nu-

cleons more complex than presently accepted.4 Thus the Np and Nn numbers are presently 

overestimated in ША-type calculations, g-factor systematics and related problems. Fur¬ 

thermore, for nuclei where Z=40 or N=56 subshel! gaps are weak or totally annihilated the 

previously closed inner orbits of ^dc/j, irf5f3, *Рз/% and srpi/j are active and thus, should 

be included explicitly in the shell model calculations. 

Stimulating discussions with G. Molnar, S. Pittel, and R.F. Casten, are gratefully 

acknowleged. Research has been performed under the contract No. DE-AC02-76CHQ0016 

with the U.S. Department of Energy. 
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Fig. 1 Energies of the 2j" states (from Ref. 9) plotted against the neutron number for 
selected isotopes in the A~100 region. Sequences of shell model orbits suggested for 
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INTERNAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG FROM 5 0 Ni 

C.Jarzynski . Z. Janas , B. Kozłowska-Janek. M. Pfuetzner , A.Płochocki . 

К. Rykaczewski. 

I n s t i t u t e of Experimental P h y s i c s , Warsaw U n i v e r s i t y . P o l a n d 

P.HornshjaJ» H.L .Nie l sen 

I n s t i t u t e of P h y s i c s , U n i v e r s i t y of Aarhus. Denmark 

In this paper, we present the results of a series of 
59 experiments on internal bremsstrahlung in N1, which were part 

of a collaboration between the University of Aarhus CDenmark) 

and the University of Warsaw. 

In an atom undergoing electron capture, one of the atomic 

electrons fal ls into the nucleus of the atom, diminishing the 

atomic number by one, and releasing an electron neutrino in the 

process. This i s ordinary, non-radiative decay by electron 

capture. In some small fraction of these decays Cor. the order 

of 10 Э, this process i s accompanied by the emission of a 

photon. The electromagnetic radiation emitted In this second 

order process i s called internal bremsstrahlung С1ВЭ, and since 

the energy released by the decay i s shared among three bodies, 

we obtain a continuous spectrum of photon energies. 
59 

Ni is a nucleus for which this spectrum can be easily 
measured. This isotope of nickel decays to the ground state of 
5ЭСо, with t. ̂ . 8x10* ys and Q = 1О75 keV. The spin and parity of the initial and final states are 3/ii and 7/2 , 

respectively, making this decay a second-for bidden nc-n-unique 

transition. 
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A formula for I he IB spectrum as a funcuor. of photon 

energy СкЭ. for the case of second-forbidden non-unique 

transitions, i s given by Cutkosky rule : 

CO МСкЭ = С к Ck-kQ32 [к2 + X Ck-kQ32) 

Неге. С i s a normalization constant. kQ i s the end-point 

energy, and X i s a certain combination of nuclear matrix 

elements. The Cutkosky formula i s based on a simplified theory 

of electron capture, which neglects Coulomb and r e l a t i v i s t i c 

ef fects , but which has the advantage of being far easier to 

work with than a more comprehensive theory. 
59 Now, what makes the decay of Ni interesting 1? not only 

the bremmstra.nl ung process, but also A virtual process, 
2Э predicted by Rose e t . a l . in 1062 to be in competition with the 

IB. This virtual process involves the f i r s t excited state of 
59 59 
Co, which has an energy Just above the Ni ground state, and 

spin and parity which would make a decay by electron capture 
from the nickel to this state an allowed transition. Rose 
et.al. predicted that, in such a situation, the following may 
take place: the nickel ground state "decays" to the excited 
cobalt sidle through virtual electron capture, and the cobalt 
falls to its ground state through an ordinary electromagnetic 
С Ml) transition. In the end, energy is conserved, and the 
decay products of such a virtual process are exactly the same 
as those of IB. However, the spectrum of photon energies 
released in this virtual electron capture. differs 
significantly from the IB spectrum. CSee figure l.D Thus, the 
experimental signature for such virtual electron capture may be 
found precisely In the energy spectrum of photons coming from 
the decay of ̂ °Н1 to 5вСо. 

Previous to our experiment, twc other studies were carried 



out In search of evidence for virtual electron capture the 

f irst was by Schmorak in 1968. the second in 1075 by Berenyl 

et al. Both works treat X. the parameter appearing in 

Cutkosky's formula, as an adjustable parameter. That i s . X i s 

deduced by adjusting i t s value to give a best f i t of equation 1 

to the IB spectrum obtained. Neither Schmorak's data nor that 

collected by Berenyi et. al. showed clear evidence for thu 

proposed virtual process. However, while Schmorak concluded 

that X i s equal to 0.49. Berenyi et. al. assigned to i t a valuo 

of 0.03. This discrepancy i s significant : the two different, 

results for X are incompatible. Our motivation in repeatinj 

this experiment, then, was not Just another search for evidence 

SB 

of virtual electron capture in the decay of N1, but also an 

attempt to definitively establish the value of X. 

Our experiment consisted of singles measurements of the 

spectrum of photon energies, corrected for background, detector 

resolution, efficiency, and Compton scattering. Separate 

measurements were made in Aarhus and In Warsaw. As can be seen 

in fig 2. the Aarhus and the Warsaw results are similar. 

Discrepancies in the low—energy region can be explained as the 

result of inaccuracies in the correction for detector 

efficiencies. Analysis of these spectra leads us to conclude 

that. f irst , there exists no clear evidence for virtual 

electron capture in our data. Our second conclusion pertains 

to the value of X: in fitting the experimental spectra to the 

Cutkosky formula, we obtained best f i t s with X*O. 54 and 0.63. 

for the Warsaw and Aarhus results. respectively. This i s 

compatible with Schmorak's result and in disagreement with the 

result of Berenyi et. al. 
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W* should mention here that this theoretical intensity was 

calculated for IB accompanying K-capture only, and did not 

include electron capture from other shells. However, the 

intensity of radiation from L-, M-capture, etc. , i s expected to 

be far less than that from K-capture. 

The clean K-capture contribution can be investigated by 

measuring the IB photons in coincidence with KX-rays from 

daughter atom. This will also answer the question of the 

probability ratio of radiative to ordinary K-capture. The 

coincidence experiments have been performed and the results 

will b© published soon. 

This work was partially supported by the Polish Ministry 

of Higher Education and Science under contract CPBP 

01. O. S. 13. Ol. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
59 1Э IS spectrum from Ni according t o the Cutkosky theory, 

with X~0.6 Csol ld ИпеЭ, compared t o the spectrum of photons 

from the predicted virtual transition Cdotted l ine ) . The 

spectra are normalized to give equal areas under the two 

curves. 

2Э Comparison of experimental ^TJl in terna l bremsstrahlung 

spectra from Warsaw ( • ) and Aarhus С I Э with the Cutkosky 

theory for \ = 0 . 5 Csol id l i n e ) and X=0.03 Cdotted l i n e ) . The 

area underneath the t h e o r e t i c a l curves i s equal t o that of the 

Aarhus spectrum. 
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DESIGN OF ELECTROSTATIC RECOIL NUCLEI TRANSPORTER 

A. Batanda and M. Samek 

Institute of Physics, Jage1 Ionian University, Cracow 

Nuclear reactions with heavy ions are used to produce 

nuclei with high angular momentum. In many cases 

investigations are impossible because of fission which 

becomes a dominant reaction channel. We propose to use 

a small electrostatic recoil-nuclei transporter to study 

excited nuclei produced with a big competition of fission. 

The transporter consists of three benches of thin wires 

on a positive potential and a shaped negative electrode. 

A silicon or any other detector can be placed behind the 

transporter where evaporation residua are separated from 

fission fragments and beam partie lee. Gamma rays emitted 

from target, delayed by about 100 ns can be measured in 

coincidences with nuclei detected. Efficiency of this 

device was calculated by Monte Carlo technique. As an 

example we made a realistic calculation for 
1 "'Hf(2°Ne,4n)1P2Pb reaction which was already known from 

our research. As a first step we calculated the 

electrostatic potential with proper Dirichlet and Nuemar.n 

conditions. The Runge-Kutta method was used to integrate 

equations of motion for any type of particles. Initial 

conditions (mass, charge, position, velocity and angles of 

emission) were obtained from calculations similar to that 

used in evaporation code CASCADE. Promising efficiency of 

this device encouraged us to built it and to prepare it for 

testing run on heavy ions beam. The small dimensions of the 

transporter allows to place it instead of one segment of 

a crystal bal 1. 



tow-Lying Levels, in In and a Possibility of Observing Spin-Mixing 

J. Szerypo', R. Barden1, R. Kirchner', O. Klepper', А. Plbchocki', 
E. Roeckl1, K. Rykaczewski', D. Schardt'. J. Źylicz' 

'GSI Darrrtadt, 'University of Warsaw 

100 Within the program of investigating the mass region near the doubly-magic uSn 
nucleus, the decay properties of ^ 4 Sn [1.2] were further studied, in particular with 
respect to two close-lying low-energy levels in In (fig. 1). One of them represents 
a M3 isomer with a half-life of 15.7 ±0.5 s. an excitation energy of 93.5 i 0.1 keV, and 
tentative spin/parity values of 3*. The olher one is a short-lived (^\/2 < 0.1 ps) state 
at somewhat lower excitation energy. In order to clarify if these two stales are suit¬ 
able candidates to observe the effect of spin-mixing of nuclear levels in strong 
electromagnetic fields (3]. an- accurate determination of spin- and energy-difference 
between the levels is essential. 

In order to approach this goal, the nuclides Sn and l l In were produced in 
50Cr(58Ni 2p2n) and 50Cr(58Ni,3pn) reactions, respectively. In the latter reaction 

the feeding of the In isomer amounted to 10% relative to the In ground-state.. 
The reaction products were investigated as mass- and chemically separated samples, 
using the method of bunched beam release (4) at the GSI on-line mass separator (5J. 
Corresponding to the different time characteristics of tin and indium release from the 
ion source, beams of Sn and In were produced in subsequent time intervals 
and implanted into the tape of a transport system. The resulting sources were trans¬ 
ported in a step-wise operation to a counting position, equipped with a p-counter, a 

уХ-ray germanium detector, and a mini-orange electron spectrometer. The prompt 
transition, occurring after p-decay of 1<^4Sn, was measured from the tin sample in 
coincidence with p particles. The isomeric transition was obtained from the In 
sample, where admixture of Sn was less than 10 , as an additional condition, the 
anticoincidence with p particles was required. The resulting energy difference bf 
tween the two levels of interest was established to be ДЕ = 290±20 eV. From lht 
conversion-electron measurement, M1 multipolarity is assigned to the prompt (93.2 
keV) transition. This implies a tentative spirt/parity assignment of 5* for the 93.2 keV 
state and a spin difference Д1 = 2 between the 93.2 keV and the 93.5 keV levels. 

Based on these results, we take a closer look to the possibility of observing spin-
mixing of these two states, a phenomenon not observed in nuclear physics so far. 
Let us consider the effect of such mixing in a system of three quantum levels as 
shown in fig.2. The levels 1 and 2 lie very close one to another and can decay Ic the 



l e v e l 3. A i l e r а с о 1 . s l a n t , ч .. p c l u r l : ' - o n i.; "ЧтпесЭ dr.". If)- i v j v c i . ^ K i i i n i ar • 

transition probabilities P are. 

| 1> ' = a(1 > + P|2>; (1a) | 2> ' - a|2> -P|1>; Ob) 
Pj* = |a|2Pj + |PI2P3.j. i =1.2; (2) 
H 2 + |p|2 = 1 : (3) 

where a ~ 1 and p is the admixture coefficient. 
If the half-lives of the levels fulfil the relation T1 > > T,, the value of T, decrease as 

- •a consequence of the perturbation: 
P^ > P, - 1/T, - T,' < T v (4) 

The admixture coefficient can be calculated within first-order perturbation theory: 
P = <2|А'|1>/ДЕ ; (5) 

H' being the perturbation hamiltonian. 
Let us assume thai the perturbation is caused by hyperfine interaction of a single 
electron on an atomic orbit around 1 ^ l n nucleus. This electron can interact with the 
nucleus via the electric and magnetic fields. The corresponding perturbation 
hamiltonians have the form: 

U'magn = "AB : <6a> A'el " -0.25e6(*E«z)o ; (6b) 
В, Е being magnetic and electric fields produced by the electron, and ц. Q denoting 
the operators of magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole moments. 

Let us try to estimate the change of the half-life of the isomeric level in ^ I n , as¬ 
suming that p-branching for this level amounts to 20V. [6]. ДЕ = 290 eV and the half-
life of the promptly-decaying level is given by the Weisskopf estimate (— 10 s). In 
case of Д1 = 2, spin mixing in the magnetic field is not possible. The lowest atomic 
orbit that contributes to an electric field gradient at the nucleus is the 2p.y2 orbit. 
An electron on this orbit yields a field gradient ~ 2 * 102~* V/m2 [7J (if the screening 
of the inner shells is neglected). To have only one electron on this orbit means to 
produce a ™ln ion. In this case, the half-life of the indium isomer chances to 
17.7 s due to the change of the total internal conversion coefficient for the 93.5 KeV 
transition. In order to evaluate the p coefficient (see equ.5) the matrix eler-.ent 
<5 |Q|3 > is required, coiresponding to the E2 transition between the two Ifivels. 
Such a transition was not observed yet experimentally. As a rough approximation, 
one can use either the Weisskopf estimate of this matrix element, 0.14 b, or the 

In ground-state quadrupole moment, 0.7 b [8]. With these assumptions we arrive 
at the value — 17 s and —7 s, respectively, for half-life of the isomeric level. It should 
be noted that for the hyperfine interaction in the free atom the spin mixing depends 
on the total (i.e. atomic + nuclear) spin F and occurs only for F-7/2 or 9/2, in our 
case. For the other F values (3/2 or 5/2) the half-life is not affected. 



Thus, ii is ЧРСР tiidi '""In may b- a (<*ndidale to observe the spin-mixinc) ol the 
nuclear IOVUIS in !he electric field ijra^liont of its atomic electrons. In order to inves¬ 
tigate Ihis phenomenon the isomenc state has to be prepared as a highly charged 
ion. The feasibility of such experiments using the future SIS/ESR facility at GSI is 
presently studied. Moreover, more precise estimates of Ihe above-mentioned matrix 
element are needed. 
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Fig.1 Lowest-lying energy levels of 104 ln established experimentally. The haff-lives 
given correspond to the ones for neutral atom. 

Fig.2 Level scheme for the discussion of level-mixing phenomena. Levels 1 and 2 lie 
very close to each other. The symbols Ej, Tj, and Pj indicate level energies, half-lives 
and corresponding transition probabilities, respectively. 
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DELTA СХСЛГЛ riON IN CHARGE EXCHANGE REACTIONS 
WITH HEAVY IONS 

B. MILLION 
Nie l s B o h r ' I n s t i t u t e - DK 2100 Coptnhaguc. 

I Introduction 

The Л - resonance can be excited in a target through charge exchange reactions. The proton-
induced elementary processes, (p,n), are : 

p + n -> n + p ) (1) 

on a neutron target, 
p + p -> n + Д ) (2) 

on a proton target, while those induced by a neutron, (n.p), are : 

n + p -> p + n ) (3) 

on a proton target, 
n + n - ? p + Д " ) (4) 

on a neutron target. 

Similarly, heavy ion induced reactions can be (p.n)- (or (n,p)-) like if a protcn (resp. neutron) 
of the projectile has been changed in a neutron (resp. proton)^ and vice versa in the target 
These reactions are defined by the energy transfer &j = E pr*#. • E tje.cc. anl^ ^* momentum 
transfer Ę = q"projL. - 4*V."ec.i. • Experimemally we measure the bouna^ejcctilc. its energy and 
scattering angle tnrcrugh whicn \/e get to and If 'shJtA i«v Д«.л 

The reaction (d,2p) and ( ł He.l) studied at various energies have given informations on specific 
transitions with A T =1 and 4 S =0,1,... at the low excitation energies ( <o > 0-20 MeV, small q), 
as well as on the quasi-free peak ( W = S0-1S0 MeV, q = 1.2-2 fm"*). and the Л-resonance at 
higher excitation energies ( со = 200-400 MeV, q = O.S-S fm" "* ). By comparison to the (p.n) 
reaction these reactions arc understood as a one step process. The impulse approximation 
reproduces well the experimental results to first order. A shift is observed in the position 
of the / i— resonance between the proton target and the heavier targets (from < Ł C 10го*РЬ). Part 
of it can be understood as dynamical effects (Fermi motion in the nucleus and target recoil). 
An interesting question remains : 

Are "medium effects" important in nucleus-induced excitation ? 
(for example to explain what is not understood in the A — shift and what goes beyond the first 
order of the impulse approximation.) 

Heavy ion induced reactions give the possibility to compare the (p.n) and (n.p) channels. 
Projectiles of different size, i.e. more or less absorbed by the target, should probe the nucleus 
response at different densities. 

II Experiment and results 

We have used >г- С, ' * О and *" Ne beams at 900 and 1100 MeV/N at Laboratoire National 
Satume. Table 1 gives a summary of the different reactions measured. The targets were p and d 
(obtained frorr. ^a and CD2 targets), ' Ł C, n Y and1** Pb. 

*"worlc in 
T . X>,.lcleir, С . C l l y a . c ^ - 4 , С • р * * и п к , X У . fl, 



Table 2: Isospin factor C Ł 
С -г t (n,p) like (p,n) like 

-sector 
Ш 

(N+2/3)/A 
N/A 

(Z+N/3)/A 

С л., is calculated in the eikonal approximation 
where*T(b"J is the thickness function : TflJ$= / d z . 
We know (hat 

W . T(Sj . exp(- « £ к »Т(Й) 
/ ^ ^ j ^a.. C6"-s>). 

the (p,n) and ( 3 He.t) reactions are well reproduced by the impulse 
approximation ' ^ . If this is still true for the heavy ion induced reactions, one should bs able to 
calculate the '̂ * С induced reaction cross-section from that of the ( a He,i) reaction : 

i- or*) • /Ц . 
are well repr 

IŁ N) reaction. The 
He.t) '* N has to be folded with a 20 McV-FWHM gaussian 

where D4 ( D Ł ) is the distortion factor of the '*C( г He.O'Ł N 
differential cross-section of ł ŁC( ъ He.t) '* N has to be fold g 
lo take into account the resolution of the hcavy ion data. The ( "* Hc,t) form-factor is taken as 
exp(-0.42»t) where t =Yw*w ^Ł> is the four momemum transfer. The | Ł C ( / г С , л В) 'Ł N and 

'*• C( / г С, ' Ł N) / г В form factors differ only by the first 2 + excited state which is unbound for 
the '* N and bound for the ; Ł В (remember thai SPES IV measures only bound states). 
The ' Ł C(' Ł C, e N ) '*B form-factor is written as exp(<* t)(l-a.t/6) with « = aŁ /2 and a « 1.67 fm. 
The results are shown in fig. 2. 

•i— 

Figure 2 : Comparison of the heavy ion data with the spectrum obtained from the ( 3 He.t) data 
by multiplying with the corresponding form-factor ratio, cf. text. 

First one sees that 1г C( f l C, 'Ł К) ; v В and / Ł C ( 3 He,t) lz N are very similar in shape which 
enforces that the inpulse approximation is still valid for the heavy-ion reactions. Secondly the 
difference between 'ŁC( / Ł C , « - B ) / Ł N and ' Ł C ( / Ł С , л N)1 shows that the effect of the 2 + state in 
the 'ŁB is not negligeable. Third, the absolute ratio between / Ł C( łHe,t) I Ł N and I ŁC('ŁC,'ŁB)'ŁN 
is of the order of 6. This is in fact the ratio of the distortion factors that one obtains in a 
complete calculation. 

IV Conclusion 

From the present understanding, the impulse approximation is valid to firs; order (this can 
also be seen from the target dependence of the total cross-section; and itie distortion term can 
be written as a separated factor, independent of q (eq. S). 
Next order might show some correlation effects. This is still under study. 
Another point we have shown is that the 2 + sute in the / Ł В nucleus .eems to play an non 
negligeable role at these energies. 

r e f e r e n c e s \ •i. С 
2. <i 

contribution to this conference. 
ЗегЬЛ Sr oJ. ; "Pbys-Rev. CIS filgz) 

3- X. 3erjyv/s£ i-ol,- NuJ.Tiiys. Akt? f/9t?) 
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FISSION BARRIER IN LOCAL APPROXIMATION 

V.M.Strutinsky, I.Yu.Tsekmietrenko 

Institute for Nuclear Research, Kiev, USSR 

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the dependence of 

nuclear deformation energy on the distance between centers of 

fission fragments. The deformation region around the scission 

point presents a special interest. The very notion of fission 

fragments has a physical sence only in this region (in contrast 

to small deformations). The existence of two well defined cen¬ 

ters allows us to write the local density in the form: 

/>•: * 

Here z and t are cylindrical coordinates, 2d is the dis¬ 

tance between centers of fragments» The shape of each fragment, 

determined by the surface of half-maximum density, is the 

ellipsoid of revolution with semi-axes Rand R\ff". Thus £ is the 

parameter of quadrupole deformation of fragments* In the case 

of £ > 1 (£<1) both fragments have prolate (oblate) form» In 

(1) a is the parameter of diffusenes. The values of the density 

parameters £ , CL, R and R> are found by the direct variation 

of the total nuclear energy under particle conservation condi¬ 

tion. 

In the local approximation the total energy of nucleus is 

the functional of neutron Й (r) end proton P- (r) densities: 
в - /(ta) +4I(?))& i £S w 
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Уог kinetic energy density ^ w e use the extended Thomas-
Fermi approximation /1,3/ up to the second order in n : 

here cC , ft , У - aemiclassical coefficients /1/. 
The Skyrme forces are taken in the Hartree-Fock approximation to 
express the nuclear potential energy in terms of the local nuc-
leon density /2/. In the review /3/ the explicit form of the 
<?pot^ fr> »/p ̂  ie presented, where the effective masa and spin-
orbit energy are also included. 

The Coulomb energy is the sum of the direct term and ex¬ 
change term: 

The particle conservation condition 

is used in our procedure to determine the value of J^ , with 
three parameters OU, С » R being independent. 

Calculations of fission barriers in the local approxima¬ 
tion were done by Brack et al in /3/ and refs. therein. In 
that paper the idea of sharp surface and the assumption that 
the density varies across surface in the ваше way as in a 
spherical case /4/ were exploited. Our approach seems to be 
more adequate for the description of shapes with thin neck 
and well separated fragments. But with the continuous density 
there ie a difficulty in the definition of scission point. 

We calculate the deformation energy for * Pu using Skll* 
forces /3/. The results of calculation by the direct variatio-

3io 



nal method are presented in the Figure. 

** *** 7.6 7.7 

E - ground state energy. 

The solid line corresponds to £ — 2.2, the dashed line - £ — 0.9. 

Then we can define the point d as the scission point. This is 

backed up by the calculations of the density profile: to the 

left from d we have shapes with a neck, to the right - separa¬ 

ted fragments. Por completnees, we have calculated the dependen¬ 

ce of E-E__ on two variables d and £, by minimization of Б 
gS *»' 

with respect to a and R. This resulted in the surface with two 
noncroseing valleys, one corresponds to the prolate shapes, and 
the other corresponds to the oblate ones. The valleys have the 
same depth at d a d*. 

Ve can describe the region of small deformations by chan¬ 
ging the parametrization (1). Then it is possible to describe 
the dynamics of fission in the one- or two-dimensional approach. 
1. D.A.Kirzhnits, Sovj. Phys. JETPS (1957) 64. 
2. D.Vautherin, D.M.Brink, Phys.Rev. C5 (1972) 626, 
3. H.Brack et al , Phys.Rep. 123 (1965). n.5* 
4. J.Damgard et al , Hucl.Phys. A135 (1969) 432. 
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CLASSICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE SUBBARRIER FUSION 

J. Bbcki, J. Skalski, A. Sobiccewski 
Institute for Nuclear Studies, Hoza 69, PL-00-681 Warsaw, Poland 

1. Introduction 

A lot of experiments have been done during last few years where fusion cross 
sections were observed in heavy ion collisions for the center of mass energies below the 
interaction barrier. In a one dimensional picture, such a situation can be interpreted 
only as a quantum effect which is the penetration through the barrier. For the energies 
1 5 - 2 0 MeV below the barrier, however, where still for some systems an appreciate 
amount of the fusion cross section is observed, such a penetration process would slow 
down fusion too much to meet experimental points. It was decided therefore to look at 
the fusion process as the multidimensional one and see if in more than one dimension 
there is au easier path toward fusion. 

In chapter 2 the idea of the calculations is presented and iu chapter 3 some of the 
results are shown. Finally, some remarks and ideas of the near future calculations are 
made. 

2. Idea of the calculations 

These are classical calculations which means that the following set of the Euler-
Lagrange equations of motion is solved: 

±Ы ЭФ 3£ 

where {q,} is the set of macroscopic variables describing the nuclear shape, L is the 
lagrangian equal to the kinetic minus potential energies: L = T - V and Ф is the 
Euier dissipation function equal to the half of the energy dissipation rate. For the set 
of macroscopic variables q, , it has been taken the one introduced already earlier1', 
which describes the family of the axialy symmetric nuclear shapes corresponding to 
two spheres joined smoothly by a quadratic surface (see Fig.l). In Fig.l, there are 
described three macroscopic variables q,= (р,Л,Д) which define the volume preserving 
shapes completely. In Fig. 2, the family of shapes under consideration is presented in 
(p,A) plane for a symmetric system (Д=0). Two nuclei approach each other from the 
right along A= 0 line and ran develop shapes plotted in Fig.2 depending on the forces. 

Ж /*> 



For the dissipation function Ф, the model of one-body dissipation2' has been taken 
into account in which the combination of the so called wall and wall plus window 
formulas4' has been used. ^ . 

The kinetic energy T associated with the velocities p,X and Д has been assumed 
to be given by the Werner-Wheeler approximation to inertias given by irrotational flow. 
This approximation is accurate to better than 10% for shapes considered here3' . 

For the potential energy V, it has been decided to take the Coulomb part and a 
folded Yukawa plus exponential part 4) . This makes quite a significant change in the 
potential energy landscape, especially in the vicinity of the touching point, as compared 
to the Liquid Drop Model potential. First of all, interaction barriers are lower compared 
to the Liquid Drop Model and in most cases they are shifted outside the touching point. 
This gives the possibility to the system of two colliding nuclei to take off the Л= О line 
before they reach the barrier (Fig.3). In this way one could think about the fusion 
process where nuclei take advantage of other than the separation degree of freedom and 
make contact before the touching point (i.e. p-l, A=0). 

3. Results 

In Fig.3 the potential energy landscape in (f,A) plane is shown for the 74Ge + 
74Ge collision. The interaction barrier corresponding to the cn< rgy 124.3 MeV lies at 
p=l.l and A=0. Dyuamica! calculations start far outside th>- loucuir.fe, point and at the 
beginning they follow the A=0 line with some small oscillations arouad it. Once the 
trajectory comes closer to the interaction barrier (p around 1.3-1.4), it starts to feel the 
driving force towards A > 0, so it takes off the A=0 line. 

In Fig.3, two dynamical trajectories are drawn for two center of mass energies in 
the 74Ge + r*Ge collision, namely 120 MeV and 118 MeV. It can be seen that the 120 
MeV trajectory goes around the interaction barrier, passes the saddle point and goes 
toward the upper left corner which means fusion. In distinction to that, 118 MeV is 
not enough to make fusion. At the beginning, nuclei follow the same, as for 120 MeV, 
trajectory but later on go back towards reseparation. In this classical picture, it has 
been found therefore that for energies less than about 4 MeV below the interaction 
barrier, it is possible to make fusion if one takes into account more than one degree of 
freedom. If one compares the result of these calculations with the experimental situation 
(Fig.4), one can see that the classical l:mit is not good enough to explain the measured 
cross sections down to the energies below 110 MeV. Therefore, it seems necessary to 
go beyond the classical limit and consider subbarrier fusion as the penetration process 
through the barrier. It is, however, much more convenient to penetrate the barrier in 
the (p,X) plane than the one-dimensional barrier in the A-0 dit ion-

Calculations of many different symmetric and asymmetric systems, performed by 
us, result in a fusion taking place for energies which are 3 - 5 MeV below the barrier. 
From the potential energy landscapes, it seems that one can expect that the most 
favourable situation, where one could observe the subbarrier fusion, is for the compound 
system with a fissility parameter between 0.5 and 0.7 which correspoada to masses 



between 120 and 200. For heavier systems, the position of the saddle point, which has 
to be passed, is shifted more to the left and up and, in order to pass it, more energy is 
required 3'. For systems lighter than Aw 120, the saddle point lies close to the interaction 
harrier and it is almost the same energy needed to pass either one of them. 

In order to go down in energy, one has to take into account the barrier penetra¬ 
tion. However not the one-dimensional barrier along Л=0 line, but rather that along the 
dotted line in Pig.3 which would be the continuation of the classical 118 MeV trajectory 
leading to fusion. These calculations can be done straightforward by computing the 
action along such a path where masses and potential energies are already computed in 
the above classical calculations. The angular momentum can also be included and it is 
done by treating the rotational motion of two spheres and the relative rotational mo¬ 
tion independently. Calculations for the 7*Ge + 74Ge collision with angular momentum 
equal to 5fi at Erm =120 MeV show that there is already enough centrifugal force to 
prevent system of these two nuclei to fuse. 
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Figure captions 

1. Parametrization of the shape: a) monoshape, b) divided fragments. 

2. Family of shapes in (p,A) plane for the symmetric case (Д=0). 

3. Potential energy plot in (/>,A) plane for the 74Ge + 74Ge collision. 
Energies are in MeV with respect to the compound sphere. Dashed 
curve corresponds to the collision at Ecm=120 MeV and dot-dashed 
one to the collision at Ecm=118 MeV. Dotted line corresponds to a 
possible extension of the classical calculations by taking into 
account the barrier penetration. 

4. Experimental fusion cross sections for the reaction 74Ge + 74Ge (ref) . 
An arrow indicates the classical limit. 
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THE RDLE OF N-P INTERACTION IN DEVELOPING THE NUCLEAR DEFORMATION 
J.Dobaczewski,'1' W.Nazarenicz,'2' J.Skal skiłSł and T.Werner'1' 

Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University, Hoża 69, 
PL - OO 681, Warsaw, Poland <2>Institute of Physics, Warsaw Institute of Technology, Koszykowa 75, 
PL - OO 662, Warsaw, Poland <3>Institute «or Nuclear Studies, Hoża 69, PL - OO 6B1, Warsaw, Poland 

The supposition that the long range neutron-proton <n-p) interaction 
is the main reason for the nuclear deformation was formulated long ago 
within the nuclear shell model . It seems necessary to go beyond the 
phenomenological one-body potentials and schematic two-body forces if one 
wants to test this idea microscopically. In this contribution we present 
the analysis of n-p effects on the nuclear deformation within the 
self-consistent Hartree-Fock <HF) method with realistic effective 
two-body interaction. 

Already within the simple model consisting of the single-particle 
(s.p.) spherical harmonic oscillator (h.o.> Hamiltonlan H and the 
quadrupole-quadrupole <Q-Q> interaction 
H = H + -» Q 5 + - X Q Q - H + i » Q Q + - M Q Q + * Q Q ,(11 

О 2 О О О I i 1 i O I n n n n t p p p p n p n p 

(Q =Q +Q and Q =Q -• are the s.p. quadrupole isoscalar and i so vector 
O n p . l n p 

operators, respectively) one can estimate the relative strength of like— 
and unlike-particles interaction. The coupling constants м and x found 
from the self-consistency condition (including quadrupole polarizabili ty 
effect) are3 

-7X3 -*•» 
* -- - 23 .3 A MeV fm~4 , * = 15.4 A MeV fm~4, <2> 

which means that the r a t i o of я =x =* +ж and x =ж - * i s я /ж « 
пг> рр О 1 пр о 1 пп пр 

х /х % 0.2, i.e., the n-p part of the Q-Q interaction is about five 
pp nP times larger than the n-n or the p-p parts. 

Within the HF theory the energy of a fermion system has the for* 
E = Tr(Tp) + 1/2 Тг(Г p) + E e.f , (3> 

where p is the one-body density matrix, T is the kinetic energy 
operator, Г is the one-body potential energy operator, related to the 
two-body interaction V by Г =Tr<Vp>, and E . is the pairing energy. In 
order to study different contributions to the deformation energy не 
split the potential energy 1/2 TrСГр) into three parts 

1/2 Тг(Гр) - ЕП%ЕРР+ЕТ* , <*> 
where ETT'= TrtpTTr <VpT) ]/(1+6 ,>; т,т'=р от n. Then, decomposing the 
densities into multipole components4 

3#> /33! 



where p T is the гапк-J tensor operator, не have 
етт- _ E r r V Етт + Е тт + f ( 6 ) 

O Z * • • • • 
where U-K5 )ETT'= Tr (ГТрТ )=Тг(ГТр ) and Г. is the rank-J mul t i pole 

TT' J J J J J 

component of rT=Tr<VpT>. We consider the axial, reflexion symmetric 
shapes, hence (5) and <6> contain the even-J terms with the magnetic 
quantum numbers equal to zero. Finally, energy (3) equals 

£ « E l° l + E n n + E p p + E"p + ... , (7) 
О 2 2 2 where Elol« Tr<Tp)+E +E is the total monopole energy of the system, о о pair 

composed of the kinetic energy, monopole potential energy and pairing 
energy. The energies E T T for J>2 are usually very small and w„ 1 1 be 
neglected in the following discussion. 

Me have performed calculations for the germanium and molibdenium 
isotopes <so""2Be and P2""*Mo. These nuclei show interesting 
prolate-oblate and spherical-deformed competition of shapes and are 
relatively light, which makes numerical problem easier. The deformi?d 
states were obtained using the constrained UK method with the Skyrtno 5111 interaction <0 was used as the constraininq operator). The pairing о 
correlations were included via the BCS muthod with a constant gap. 

The dependence of the deformation enerqy «'-S.-E-EtO =0) on the 
quadrupole moment Q =<Q > is shown in Figs. 1 and 5 (or Ge and Mo о о 
isotopes, respectively. The deformation energies rcdpct tbe shell 
structure fur neutron numbers between N=28 and N-50 (Ge), and N~50 ana 
N=82 <Mo). From the nearly spherical semimagic isotope c°Ge (spherical 
Mo) one observes a sequence of deformed nuclei ending at the spherical 

semi magic isotope of Бе (the heaviest calculated Mo isotope, "*Mo. 
with N=72 near midshell, is well deformed). The effect cjf the subshel1 
closure at N=4O is cleari у visible for Ge nuclei. No sign of a subshel1 
effect is seen for Mo isotopes. 

The quadrupole energies Enn, E p p and E^p, and the monopole energy 
relative to the spherical point, <5Elol=-3lcl-Elol(Q =0), are presented in 
Fig.2 as functions of Q^ for 7IGe. In the inset of Fig. 2 the components, 
E^n, E Q

P and E n p , of the monopole potential energy are shown as functions 
of the «ass number ft for Q *=0. The energy E n p is about five times larger 
than the sum E p p +E^ P. Hence the nuclear binding results mainly from the 
n-p effective interaction. The quadrupole n-p energy E n p is also much 
larger than E r n and E p p. The monopole energy 6E l e l i'---eases with IQ 1 

2 2 О * О " 
and all the quadrupole energies decrease with IQ I. The tot.iJ deformation 

1 о • 
energy of the order of a few MeV shown in Figs.1,5 originates from a 
cancelaticn between the monopole and the quadrupole energy. Since the E n p 

term is the component Most decreasing with |Q | one can say that the 
nuclear deformation is caused by the quadrupole n-p interaction. Similar 
conclusion holds for all studied nuclei. 



Comparing expression o-f the HF energy <7) with Haniltonian (Ił one can 
identify the energies Eto1 and ETTwith the mean values of H and the 

o z о 
isospin components of the Q-Q interaction, respectively. Based on such 
identification the coupling constants can be determined from the HF 
results as * =2Enr7o *, * =2 Epp/0 * , к * Enp / (0 Q ) , where Q =<0 > 

л hn z n pp X p np Z л p n n 
and Q =<Q >. The values of м , x and at , calculated at Q =-75 fm1 

p p nr% pp np О 
(Бе) and -ISO fnz (Mo), have been used to determine the isoscalar and 
isovector coupling constants, x and x . They are plotted in Figs. 3, 6 
-for Бе and Mo isotopes, together with th» h.o. estimates (2) as a 
function of A. The fair agreement between simple estimates (2) and the HF 
results is seen. 

In order to illustrate the cancelation between the monopole and the 
quadrupole energies (Fig. 2) we have plotted in Figs 3,6 the stiffness of 
the monopole energy defined a« С =2 6E °/0 . It is very close in 
magnitude to * , has the opposite sign and reflects the shall structure 
in a much stronger way than и does. Thtfir sum, С +u , *e an order of 

о о о 
magnitude smaller than each of them, and for small deformations it is 
close to the stiffness of th* deformation energy С - 2 6E/Q*. The 
latter is plotted in Figs, 4,7 (at Q =-75 fm* for Ge, at О «-15О fm* for 
Mo) together with the equilibrium deformation ener :v 6E*4=E(Q"<')-E(0 «0» 

о о 
calculated at the prolate minima. It is seen that С and <5E*4 are strongly 
correlated (this correlation is weaker for Mo isotopes near the midshell 
- see Fig. 7) and nicely reflect the shell closures at N=28,40 and SO in 
Бе and N=50 in Mo. Hence, the shell fluctuation of С ,and therefore also 
of «SE*4, should be mainly attributed to the fluctuations of С , while the 
Q-Q interaction provides a steady deformation—driving factor. 

We show also in Figs. 4,7 that «5E*4 and the stiffness С correlate 
nicely with the product of numbers of valence neutron and proton pairs, 
N N , which has been recently shown to measure the quadrupole 
n P 7 

collectivity . Our analysis shows that this correlation is not an 
immediate consequence of the dominance of the QQ term in the quadrupole 

n p 
energy. The shell fluctuations of the monopole energy are even «ore 
important in establishing such a correlation. 

This work was partial ly supported by the Polish Ministry of Science 
and High Education under Contract No. CPBP 01.09. 
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S. Piłat, A. Staszczak 
Institute of Physics, M. Curie-Skłodowska University, 

2Q-Q31 Lublin, Poland 

\s me 2C3 ..j.fi 'unction doas not conserve »л-з p J : ~.. -I-.-
number different techniques are used to restore the broken 
symmetry. In the paper |l| it was proved that in the generator 
coordinate method under the extended Gauss overlap approxima¬ 
tion |2, 3, 4| a proper choice of the generating function gi¬ 
ves a collective hamiltonian which satisfies required symme¬ 
try but contains the correction due to the symmetry violation. 

Including the pairing interactions the usual proc.jrjure is 
used to determine the pairing forces strength G. Ore r.ol\=s 
the SCS equatio-is assuming that the energy gap paramst••: Д is 
equal to the empirical odd-even mass difference, see |5| or 
taking the 2£ averaged aver shell effects as the starting 

point |6|. 

In the particle number projection case one has La sub-

stract from the 6CS energy the correction mentioned above so 

a new estimation of G should be dene. 

As an example in Fig, 1 values of 

theoretically evaluated A inr the 

isotopes of Dy are shown in cases 

with the projection (dashed line) and 

without (solid line for ths full BCS 

Dy i energy and dashed-dotted for the E R r s 

- G • I>] p.vv | 5 | ) . Also empirical mass 

f • ,.- VC~- _._ J differences are marked. For both ca-

ses the same value of G was taken 

following |б|. The differences 
in Д are about 25 4 of the nag-i t'jci 
so a ngw fit is necessary. 

Fig. 1. 

i 4 
QIC 

] 

—A 
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Calculations for the rare-earth region were made ta¬ 
king 2 - V l s n (n = N or Z) states of the modified oscillator 
spectrum above and below the Fermi level as the basis (sym¬ 
metrically in e n e r g i e s ) . Following (6) but with the empirical 
mass differences as input of our calculations we found ъ for-

where 

- gr 

g = 0.276 ł i Ó f o r the p r o j e c t i o n case- and 

0.294 ł i 6 f o r the case w i t h o u t p r o j e c t i o n . 

Here 

4 

(1) 

( 2 ) 
A " J \ Л 

plus for neutrons, minus for protons. In Fig. 2 the values 

L1 ' ' I I ' ' ' ' I I ' • ' ' ' IP 

T Nd Sm Gd 
055 

An 
0.10 

Dy Er Yb Hf W Os 5 

ł <^\ " 

О 0 5 Г 1 1 1 I.J 1 1 i 1 L I 1 1 1 1 1 I-1 i 1 I 1 1 1 L.I i i i i 1.1 i i i I 
144 150 K8 154 150 156 152 158 164 162 168 168 174 178 1?8 184 186 192 

of Д. evaluated with our parameter (projection case) - solid 
line, are compared with those from (5) - dashed line, where 
the following formula was proposed 
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A = 7.4 M e V m (3) 

A g ;od a g r e e m e n t is well s e e n . 
C a l c u l a t i o n s in the di f f e r e n t regions with '_• 

p ; r 3 ~ 2 t e r 7i v •= '.-orss r e s v I t s . . • - - • - • • - r -_ : 

tr=a; them separately» 
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QUASIPARTICLE-CORE COUPLING CALCULATIONS FOR ODD H-83 NUCLEI 

N.Rashkova, V.Karloukovski, M.Mater 

University of Sofia, Sofia 1126, bul.A.Ivanov 5, Bulgaria 

M.M.Michailova 

Institute of Nuclear Physics and Nuclear Energy, Sofia 

1184, bul.Lenin 72, Bulgaria 

The structure of the low-lying excited states of some H«85 

nuclei has been investigated in terms of different versions of 

particle-core coupling approach/ ' as well as in terms of inter-
/4/ 

acting boson-fermion model' . Different collective states of the 

corresponding (A-1) core nuclei are choosen thereby by the authors 

in these studies. 

The purpose of the present paper is to analiz* the positive 

parity states of 15>7Xe, 15^Ba, 141Ce, 1*3Kd and 145Sm nuclei in 

the framevrork of the model' •" in which it is supposed that the 

states of the odd A nucleus are superposition of the state* 

R,A^1 of both (A-1) and (A+1) even-even nuclei 

|IM,A> «Jj [UjCo^fatlR^-i^ + V 
where the quantities UjCjR) and Vj(jH) can be considered as the 

probability amplitudes for the coupling of a particle/hole/ in a 

spherical orbital j to the collective state R of the even neighbour 

(A-1) /(A+1)/ nucleus. The model incorporates both anharmonicities 

of the core-vibrations and pairingeffects in odd-neutron motion 

and yields complete information about the particle-hole structure 

of the investigated states. The collective properties of the cor» 

are involved in the core energies Eg and the matrix elements 

< R II Q l| R' > of the collective quadrupole operator and may be cal¬ 

culated by using various collective models. In the present calcu¬ 

lations, however, they are considered as parameters extracted from 

the experimental information for the even-even nuclei with N«82,84, 

/W 



unfortunately, far from complete' . The single-particle para¬ 
meters Ef.=E.-Л are choosen close to those proposed in Ref.1. 
(Here/I is the chemical potential and £. are the energies of the 
single-particle states 1 n Q/2' ЗР 1/2 and 5p5/2 for 

one particle/hole/ outside N«82 /8M-/ core. The quadrupole (jf ) and 

(MeV 
2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

).óf 

-9/2" 

7/2" 
139 Ba 

Fig.1. Coaparison of the theoretical (—) and experimental (1) ener¬ 

gie в of the Btatee with a large single-particle component. 
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(MeV 

1.5 

1.0 

'''"'-'—г 
11/2" 

).oT 
137 Xe Co 145 Nd 145, 'Sa 

Fig.2. The states with a main component [2* ® ^/J" MieoryC—) 
and experiment ( x ) . 
pairing (G) coupling constatnts governing the strength of residual 
interactions are choosen d£ -2.0 and G-1.0 . The formalism and pa¬ 

rameters describing the particular type of core-quasiparticle coup¬ 

ling have been discussed in length in Refe.5,9. The comparison of 

the experimental and calculated spectra for N=fc»3 nuclei (Figs.1,2) 

shows a good agreement for the states below 2 NeV with the excep¬ 

tion of the states 7/2g and 9/2g whose theoretical energie» are 

about 200 KeV lower than the experimental ones. The reason is pro¬ 

bably that in the present calculation the collective octupole exci¬ 

tations of the core are not taken into account. 

As a test of a theoretical wave functions the spectroscopic 
/4 ЛЛ/ 

factors (S) observed in (d,p) reactions' ł ' have been calculated. 
The mean deviation S=|sexpt-Scalcl/ S e x p* is in the range 3-15* 
for the states 7/2^ and 9/2^ and is considerable for the firat 1/2" 
state and for 3/2£ states in 1 < ИСв, 1*5Ndt

 1*5S» (Fig.3). 
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All the nfcutes with a l*oy;& sin̂ ic-pM'': 'i-~lo component are 
shov/n in the Fig.1 and their energies are in good agreement with 
the experiment. The same structure for these states is obtained 
in fiefЛ, but this result is supported by the values of the cal¬ 
culated rpectroscopic factors only for the states 7/2^ and 9/2^. 

In Fig.2 another group of states with 
£ ^ a [2^ ф f?/2j main component is schown. 

Again the agreement with the experimen¬ 
tally established energies is noteced. 
The same results for these states in 
"Ът is obtained in Ref.4, though the 

calculations performed in Ref.1 for 

1/г: 

С 2 

0.6 
C.4 

с 

С * 
С. С 

I and ^Sm give for the states 
and 9/2p main components conversed to 
those presented in Fig.2. For the fur¬ 
ther discussion, however, the knowlidge 
of the transition probabilities is im¬ 
portant since they are well known as a 
definite test of every theoretical mo¬ 

del, while the energy fit should be con¬ 
sidered as an weaker argument. 

Summarizing it can be stated that 
the model has every chance to provide 

137 139 1*1 1*3 1*5 
Xe Ba Ce Nd Sm a good description of N=83 nuclei. For 

5/2: 
•« о е 

Fig.3. Calculated (—) 
and experimental (-o-) 
spectroscopic factors. 

this further analysis of the nodel para¬ 
meters as well as nore correct treate-
ment of the core, including other im¬ 
portant collective excitations are 
nscessary and ere in progress. 
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